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PREFACE

I was appalled when I was a child, as fl opened my geography
book and rehd about my ancestors, "the butchers; who killed the
Crusaders. And I kept saying to myselt: Well, that's not what my
mother told me, I don't believe it! Is that so? Who is not telling
the truth? This is a hisroryhook, my parents sent me to school
to learn the truth. I was appalled. And yet, I don't know how
much. history books have changed, if any. That is shamed'.

*This overriding regard for the truth is an immediate concern
fOr Helen Atwell, a parent and community activist in Southeast
Detroit, and marir others whose expressed interest lies in the
field of Middle Eastern educatiOn: Scholars, educators, and in-
formed citizens hire, unknowingly, been thelecipients of such
intended truths in the classrooms of our schools and in insti-
tutions of higher learning. The concern is well founded. As our
perceptions of the Middle East are constantly being reformed
and modified by the sheer volutrie of information from the
region, many of us have become increasingly disturbed by the
deepening crises which plague precollegiate Miadle Eastern ed-
ucation. The discipline has witnessed its fair share of turmoil,
as long-tield ideals cherished by a generation of Orientalists
have become the target of revision by those who have since bro-
ken the chaihs of tfiat knowledge, which finds its roots in the
romantic and imperiaLattitudes of nineteenth century Europe.-
Numerous works,and studies have surfaCed in the past few years
which attest to such revision. While all identify the Thherent
probleths, only a- few offer workable4olutions. Certainly, the
structural reforms which appeared at the top ,have yet to sig-
nificantly alter the deplorable conditions which prevail in the
precollegiate realm.

This volume bears testimony to the existing dilemma, as the
reader will quickly ascertain from the forthcoming discussions.
Time and again the authors will refer to the problems which
have become engrained in the fabric ofour educational system.

*re
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PREFACE

In each instance, practical solutio s are offered in response to
the challenges of our times; in The Torniulation of ideology, the
development of a viable Middle Eastern Curriculum, and the
evakiaiion and. promotion of 'learning tools designed for ele-
mentary, intermediate, and secondary grades.

A multicultural.approach to education guides this collection
of ailicles..We are convinced that the task of bringing the com-
mon perceptions and knowledgQof other peoples and cultures
to parity with our own multicultural society is imperative in this
tronbled age. Mostly at the elementary school level where Mid-
dle Eastern curriculum is virtually unknown, and particularly
at the secondary level where the damage brought forth has been
reinforced by the various channels of .inass media and further
exacerbated by inadequate resources, teaching strategies, and
the lack of in-service training. Ultimately, the implementation
of successful, on-going Middle Eastern piograms in our schools
and universities is but one component part in the vital pursuit
of a broader globalmindedness.

The task is formidable but certainly not insurmountable. In-
deed, in order to dispell the image from the real4 particular
detail must be paid to practical avenues of reconciliation; that
is, weting the needs of instructors, planners, and pupils as they
confront head-on the thallenges brought about by decades of
neglect and arrogance. This is precisely the intent of this pub-
lication..

First of all, many thangks go to each of Che contributors who
found it necessary to address the perplexing question posed by
Heken Atwell. This endeavor was Made possiblt through the
foresight and continual support of the C.;ustave von Grunebaum
Center for Near Eastern Studies, and the Curriculum Inquiry
Center, Graduate School of Education, UCLA. The National
Endowment for the Humanities and the Mobil Oil Cesrporation
have also been generous in promoting and bringing this work
to fruition. John Hawkins and Mark Newman participated in
all phases of production. To them I extend my sincere appre-
ciation. Foremost, my gratitude belongs to- Carolisa Brenner,
whose love is the guiding light.

Jonathan Friedlander
Los Angeles, August 1980



TMCHING OF 'THE
MIDDLE EAST: AN OVERVIEW

by
Don Peretz ".

..

Recent e,ents in the Middle
Eastthe world crisis caused by the:collapse of relations be-
tween the United States and Iran, enihusiasm and disappoint-

. ments engendered by the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, the
dizzy escalation of oil prices, and the ever-expanding list of
American commitments in the regiondemonstrate how the
center of gravity in our international involvements has shifted
over-the past few years, first from Europe to the Far East, and
in the latter half of the 1970's, to the Middle East. .

-'..The decade ot the seventies closed, in reaction to the Islamic
revolution in Iran during 1979, with earnest attempts by the
popular media to inform the American public about this mys-
teriotis religion so close to Christianity.anci Judaism, yet per-
ceived by many in the West as _an evil force striving to destroy
our civilization. Numerous TV specials, weekly news-magazine
stories, and daily newspaper features sought to explain the faith,
many in a sympathetic Manner, others in a patronizing way, and
some with deep' hostility. A few writers alludbd to a Strange new
alliance of Islam and Communism which threatened. our.secur-
ity. The events in Iran were seeniby many as an unexpected
and historica1ly,iinaccounted for disaster. They were used by
not a few politi ians as an excuse to augment America's military
might or for p oposing the extension of U.S. influence, by force
if necessary, i to The Muslim heartland, Indeed, as the eighties
opened, many were infused with a crusading euphoria, antici-

i
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2 THE MIDDLE EAST

pating a new and revitalized ,energy t'o be projected into the
Islamic Easi in the years ahead.

Against the background of this mood, the educator, the Mid-
dle' East scholar, the teacher of "international dimensions" to
our youth may 'well ask, have efforts succeeded in broadening
the international perspectives of American teachers 'and stu-
dents since the 1960's?There is little doubt that Americans dur-
ing the past generation have become much more conscious of
the region to which this volume is devoted. The days have
passed when an educated person might reply after being .told
where a long-time visitor from the region came from: "Why, there
is no Mi4lle East! There is only a Middle West!" And Islam,
most of us now know, is not a food, but a religion; Muhammad
is not the "Arab God" but "some kind of a prophet!' Yet,,how
deep has our "new knowledge" penetrated our thought? At-
th9ugh students have become aware of and interested in the
Middle East, the Arabs and slam, I still find that many who I
encounter, who will become teachers of thousands of pupils in
our pre-college system, have difficulty in comprehending fun-
damental and essential concepts necess&ry to understand why
there was a revolutionin Iran, who the Arabs are, the relation-
ship of Islam to Judaism and Christianity, and many another
conundrum. Lest we prematurely congratulate ourselves on the
success.. of American education in achieving "global dimen-
sions" since that theme became a high priority in the sixties, it
would be wise to consult the surveys of teachers, students, -and
teaching materials referred to in this volume.

The MESA study, The Image of the Middle East in Secondary
School TextbOoks by William J. Griswold, was published five years
ago,.and Ayad Al-Qazzaz's "Images of t,h1e, Arab in American
Social S6ience Textbooks" was published then, but it seems that
many of their conclusions are still valid. The struggle to change
the "oversimplified,- naive, and even distorted image of Middle
Eastern cultures, history and politics" (Griswold, p. I), often
seems like one step forward and three steps backward.

The odds in this struggle appear to be overwhelming for
many, reasons. Among the most obvious, and the most difficult
to cope with, yet the one least challenged, is the tremendous
counterforce of informal education. In a recent interview, (N .Y.
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Times, Oct. 9, 1979) Neil Postman, a prominent figure in the
movement to "open up" American elefitent.lry and secondary
education, explained why he had second thoughts about inno-
vations he recommended earlier. "Fifteen years. ago it seemed
to me that the schools needed to be innovative because culture
its politics and social ideawas not keeping pace with techno-
logical change. So ate schools had to serve as a spark" for change.
They needed to do things like addmore subjects to the curric-
ulum. _

"We succeeded in openfilg the schools, but since then the
impact of television and the other new communications media
have forced change at a much more rapid pace then even I
thought possible 15 years ago. The changes have come fast and
furious. Now the schools face a different situation?'

The schools, Postman observes, "have become, in effect, an
alternative curriculum to the varied and powerful curriculums
that go by the name of the media. . . . The television curriculum
is mainly concerned with captaring the attention of the stu-
dents. The content follOws attention. Teachers want to get their
students' attentiOn, diiourse, but they are mainly concerned
with content." In-contrast to the school, which is linguis.tically
oriented, Postman observes that the media, especially TV, are
image-centered; its style mostly narrative. TV, he states,,coun-
teracts what, the schools are trying to do; it is always in the
present iense, thus it "works against the development, of a sense
of history. . . . The television curriculum is biased against a sense
of history and continuity?' The TV coMmercial does not "stress
that problems have origins or roots. Problems just seem to strike
. . . they teach that all problems are resolvable .. , that all prob-
lems are resolvable fast . . that all problems are resolvable fast
through the means of technology. . . . This is the opposite of
the school curriculum, which is obsessed, as it-should be, with
origins and with historical roots."

In reply to a question about what schools can do about this
competitiOn, he answers that they "must try to prdvide some
balance 'to what the information environment is doing to chil-
dren. First, since the media tend to be discontinuous and frag-
mented, schools must provide children withsome sort of theme.
I suggest something like 'the ascent of humanity.' . . . Next, the

9
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subjects of langttage and history must be central, because these
are ideas that the media foi- the most part ignore and work

; against,"
Those who structure todayXcurriculum,,who write textbooks

and prepare teaching materials used now, or who compete in
the classroom against the media in attempting to influence the
child's mind, are often themselves, the product of the TV age,
the victims of that curriculum which is biased agaihst a sense of
history and continuity. This is one* obstacle in Pedressing the
balance between media ancr classroom, especially in teaching
about the Middle East.

Without this perspective of historical continuity, who can de-
cipher.the rathbling statements of a Khomeini, or of students
holding Americans hostage in the Teheran embassy? How canI
one comprehend the pros and cons of the Egyptian-Israeli
peace treaty without understanding Arab nationalism, or Islam-

f ic consciousness, or the .Palestiniaii struggle for identity? Or
how can one understand the origins of thejewish State in Israel
without empathy for,Jewish suffering in past centures and "what
it feels-tke to be a Jew?"

Is it possible to bridge the gap43etween the curriculum
.

of
school and media, to combine a feel for 'history and a sense of

. continuity with the immediacy and excitement projected on the
,

nightly TV special? Some of these dilemmas were discussed at
a meeting on the subject of the.school textbook convened during
October 1979 by the National Endowmeut for the Humanities
(N.Y. Times, Oct. 21, 1979). Those attending the serninar unan-
imously agreed "that the general failure of scholarly publica-
tions, and institutions such as the American Historical Society
to review and. evaluate textbooks was deplorable." A high pro-

. portion of textbooks were described as "lifeless," or marked by
"unremarkable writing." Others pointed to "the wide.gap be-
tweene the pcademic community and the schools, between those
engaged in the study of history and those who write textbooks
to teach it." Francis FitzGerald, author of Fire in the Lake, who
has been examining the "textbook problem" commented on the
"cautious blandness, the parsing of iislies, the fence-straddling"
she found in mahy American history texts. "There is a lack of
conflict or character .. . There are no passions . .. . Problems

1 0 ,



TEACHING OF THE MIDDLE EAST 5

are given no causes; thtytjust seem to emerge. It is the natural
disaster theory of history."

A vice-president of McCraw-Hill publishers explained 'that
he believed sOme of these problems were due partly "to the need .
for textbook 'houses, given the high cost of developing new titles,
to sell to school boards'that reflect a wide variety of 'regional,
social and ideological viewpoints. If textbooks reflect society,
and if socieiy is splintered, it is logical .that the result will be
either schizophrenic or bland."z

In teaching about the Middle East these problems are even
more seve're. There is hardly a subject' related to the region that
is not controversial, thus the textbook author must be wary lest
he offend some regional, social, or ideological viewpoint. Will
an author who attempts to convey the deep emotional attach-
pents of one or another group of people to some Middle East-
erb land offend a school board, will ,he/she arouse the ire of
some interested minority? Have these snares affected the quality
of writing and preparation of materials about the Middle East?

ntich instruction on the subject takes a "current events" view-
point in which the school fails to redress the media curficulum,
with its emp4is on immediacy and capturing attention. Rather
than setting current events in the perspective of history, the
scbool, when dealing with the Middle Past, will emulate TV,
neglecting to note that problems have origins or roots; emp1ji...7"
sizing the last solution. American reactions to the-Iranian crisis
of 1979 clearly demonstrated that neither the media nor most
schools made use of history to explain this pomplicated situa-
tion.

The press reporti!d that no U.S. governnrent agency antici-
pated either the revolution of 1979 or the impact it might have
Onst American relations with Iran. Scrim officials asserted that
they knew of no one who could predict the direction of events
in that country..-At some American unhersities there were schul-Ar
ars of Iran, its culture, its religion, and its politics, who did'
predict the trend of.events many -fears ago, drawing on their
knowledge of tlje country's history and culture. In the book
ScholarsSaints, and Sufis, edited by Nikki R. Keddie, published
by the University of California Press in 1972: Hamid Algar
wrote about "The Oppositilmal Role of the Ulania in Twentieth-
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Century Iran.",In his article, published seven years before the
revolution, Algar asserts that Iranian national consciousness re-
mains wedded to Sheite Islam, and that when the nation is
threatened by internal autocracy or foreign hegemony, it will be
the voices of religious leaders such as Ayatollah Khomeini that
will be widely hee,ded. Aigar and others such as Roger Savory
who have written ,about the centuries-old struggle between
Shi'ite religious leaders and secular regimes in I an have done
more to help understand the crisis than the day and days of
TV spot-reporting. But there are probably not more than a
Score or so teachers who have read' the historical analysis- of
these scholars, shile there is hardly an American ,who has not
watched many hours of TV coverage. .

The articles in this volume describe some efforts to cope with
these problems, problems that'cut across all aspects of the ele-
mentary and secondary levels. They are often more acute in
social studies, especially in teaching about regions of the non-
western world like the Middle East. Each author in this volume
is not only aware of the difficulties, 8ut is helping to confront
them. Studies have clemonstrated all too well that there ii a
specific p'roblem iu dealing with the Middle East ' Organizatio
including MESA and the Middle:East Institute in Washington,
D:C. have established committees to search out ways to bridge
the wide gap between the academic historian community and
the schools. And both MESA and MEI have included teachers
who ac'e activists in their work of confronting these difficulties.

.In some universities OutReach piograms have been estab-
lished to help bridge the academic-school gap2. They have facil-
Cited contacts and cooperation 'between pre7college teachers

and academicians to revise primary and secondary curricula and
to integrate appropriate materials about the Middle East into
priMary and secondary education. This collection, itself, serves
as a prime examplei

Marvin Fricklas, Mounir, Farah and Juanita Soghikian are
active and dynamic, teachers with enthusiastic students, whO
have demonstrated in the classroom how it is possible to over-
come many of the problems raised even with such limitations as
low budgets, a relatively small range of approved textbooks and
teaching materials from which one may choose, and' that great-

12
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est limitation of all, the pre-existing impressions and cultural
stereotypes with which Most stuaents'arrive at their study of the
Middle East.

Jerry Fix, Jonathan Friedlander, Mark Newman, and Ron
Messier.prove that there is no shortage of useful teaching aids
to supplement the textbo,ok. Although many are available, in-
cluding films, filmstrips ind artifacts, they are not solutio9g to
our problem. As Fricklas notes from his experiences, too many
students are uncertain as to what happens when a film is shown,
and the teacher may have, to help. He also comments on the
effects of home television viewing as at counter-force to the
school.

Most educators and specialists concerned with teaching about
the Mielqle East agree that there are a-number-of special Ftrdb-
lems beyond those already raised. We are all challenged bypre-
conceptions embedded in our consciousness by the media an
by our environment. During the last decade the region has be-
coine a "problem area," yet shoula that be the major thrust of,
our rationale for study of the Middle East? If there were rto
Arab-Israeli conflia, no PLO, no oil crisis, no conflict between
the U.S. andIran, or no great power competition in the region,
would there be adequate educational reasons for dealing with
it? The media, especially the nightly newscast, has so strongly
thrust these immediate crises into everyone's consciousness that
die cultural and historical past necessary to understand the cri-
sis hasibeen all but -forgotten. Is it possible to stimulate other

- than a "crisis image" of the/Middle East, ,images that teach Ohe
studat abivut the role of religion, folk culture, family,patterns
and.relatioitships, music, art, literati reand dance of the region?

In the United States much, ifnot most; of our perception has
Been colored by the Arab-Israeli conflict, so that terms like
"Mi'ddle East Peace" or "The Middle East problem" usually refer
tt that. Most 'Americans, teachers, pupils, and even ILethlists,
see the region through the lenses of ,one or another crisis--
usually a problem that the' region has created for Americans.
Long after these are forgotten, the 'Middle East will be con,
frontedsby its own crises, having little to do with the U.S. Prob-
lems, of rapid population growth, disparities between land and
water resources, and people, the dilemmas created by develop;

"



8 THE MIDDLE EAST

ment and urban expansion, growing distances between the im-
poverished and the wealthy; these issued will affect the region
in its larger historical context to a greater extent than the next
round of peace negotiations, the release of hostages, or the
numbers of American or Russian ships in the Persian Gulf.

The media presents a Mther monolithic image of the Middle
East, except for Israel. Arabs, Turks, Iranians, Kurddhow
many Americans know the difference? The oversimplifies!' im-
age of these "strange" groups of people became all too evident
during the 1979 "Iranian crisis," Not only wereall Iraniand, pro-
Shah, anti-Shah, pro-Khomeini and anti-Khomeini, perceived
by many as the "enemy," there were also occasional attaas on
Arabs, Pakistanisa4ck on Muslims in general, including
threats to a few mosques. Who was responsible for these mis-
taken identities? Did the media fail to inform us of the differ-
ences between Persian, -Turk, Arab, and Pakistani or had
thousands of ninth grade social sfudies teachers skipped part of
their Middle East curriculum?

Sheiks, camels, sand, and oil wealth are among the more com-
mon stereotypes associated with the region. In all but a few
instances, the Saturday morning TV cartoon and the popular
comic strip ieaye adeeper imprint on the consciousness of most
school children than the strongest efforts of the best teachers.
The battle between the media and the good instructor is not
always lost. A handful of children will remember a film they saw
at school on Lebanon, or Turkey, or Iran, with snow-capped
mountains; or they may recall that along the Mediterranean
coast there are orchards and orange groves as bountiful as those
in Southern California. Despite the cartoon camel and desert
sheik, they may remember the filmstrip at school showing the
main streets of a large Middle East metropoliswas it Istanbul,
or Beirut, or Damascus, or Tel-Aviv, crowded with traffic jams
like those in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Chicago.

Neil Postman, when questioned about the competition be-
tween TV and school, suggested that the school might introduce
a theme into its curriculum like "the ascent of humanity:' What
better place than the Middle East? The media presents the re-
gion as separate from our world. But the school cannot avoid
linking the Middle East to our civilization. The media often

1
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forgets that the roots of our ,civilitatieta originated in that
"strange, exotic, bewifdering" part of the world. But our heri-
tage is ancient Greece, ancient Rome, Judaism, Christianity. The
Middle *East was part of them and they were part of it. The
Crusades are frequently studied in secondary schools, and they
are a popular movie theme. The strongest perception of that :-
historical episode is oi struggle by the "true faith" against Mus-
lim hordes.

Much of Western history is the history of tbs.-region, yet rarely
outside of Middle East courses is Napoleon's contact witIrEgypt,
Syria, pr Palestine mentioned. Although the media at, times
describes coundies as "centuries old," most Middle Ea'stern
states have come into existence since World War I or World War

on foundations created by Western powers..The borders of
Most 'Arab nations, of Turkey and Israel, were drawn by agree
ments made by Europeans with interests in the region. Now
these countries have developed their own distinctive spheres of
influence used for their own convenience, rather than for the
needs of local. peoples. While Turkish, Iranian, Arab, and Israeli
nationalism all have cultural roots reaching back through the
centuries, it was the interaction between the ,interests of the
inhabitants of the region and those of the Europeans that
sparked today's modern movements.

Not only the media, but many educational establishments
have a myopic perception ofour world, in which history, culture,
and civilization are nearly, always equated with Western history,
culture, and civilization. I f colleges and universities perceive the

,0world from this perspective, the best efforts of state education
departments striving to give students a "global perspective" can-
not be very successful. It is only the unusual college course in
comparative literature, comparative politics, or survey of art that
reaches beyond North America and Western Europe. Although
teachers are more aware of the limited perspectives in tradi-
tional education, the enthustiastic efforts and plans of the six-
ties and 'early seventies to give "global dimensions" to education
have become the victims of retrenchments, bildget cuts`, and the
"proposition thirteen mentality" grought pn _by national. eco-
nomic setbacks in the lare 1970's. This is not to imply that 'the
large investments made by theIederal government and private
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foundations in non-Western area studies were useless, but the
economic pressures of recent years have diminished the prior-
ities once given to the non-Western wbrld. The goals originally
set have never been attained:

A mild interest in the problem was revived in April 1978
, when President Carter ordered the creation of the President's

Commission of Foreign Language' and International Studies.
After a year of public hearings, inquiries, and studies to assess
America's need for foreign language and area specialists, the
Comntission reported back with findings and recommendations
almost identical to those of similar boaie5 esiablished a gener-
ation ago.

In itS April 1979 Bulletin the Comrhission reported that ninety
per:cent- of Americans still Cannot read, speak, or understand
any ianguage but English and noted that one in five public high
schools offer -no foreign language at all. Only 15 percent of
college fre'shmen jaid their high schools prepared them very
well in a foreign }aiiguage while the number of AMerican higher
educational institupons requiring a foreign language for ad-
mission or graduation declined from 73 percent to 53 percent

'between .1967 and' 1974. Barely ,five'percept bf teaobers have
had any exposure to iniernational, comparative, area, and other
intercultural courses in -their certification mirk. A total of 127
American students jn higher education Were studying Indo-
nesian in fall 1977 though'Indonesia had a population of 140
million, and only 9,809 students were _studying Mandarin
Chinee, the world language with the,iniost native speakers. To-
day, one of 8 jobs in American industry and one of 5 in Amer-
ican agriculture depend on international trade, There are ap-
proximately 10,000 English-speaking Japanese businessinen
operating in the U.S., but only 1,000 Americans operating in
Japanof whom few know any Japanese at all. In addition, the
study stated -tilat federal funding for foreign affairs research
declined nearly 60 percent (in constant dollars) between 1962
and 1976 and Observed that the Ford Foundation, which had
spent more than $306 ,million on international education pro-
grams from 1951 through 1973or an average of $13.3 million
a yar--had as a result of reduced budgets and pressures from
competing demands, provided less than $4 million to these in
1918.
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The situation has gad its impact on the study of the Middle
East. The number of Americans studying its languages has not
increased substantially since, the sixties, and the number .of
teachers who have taken courses dealing with the region is still
small. Although the crisis in Iran sparked extensive support for
a several billion dollar increase in the military budget, and cre-
ation of a new 100,000 man Rapid Deployment Force, we have
yet lehear of widespread support for training a corps of Persian
language speakers, or of individuals knowledgeable in Shi'ite
Islam. The number of native Americans now qualified in these
subjects is in the dozens, if that many. But the most popular
reaction seems to be that we should expand military forces to
deal with the crisis Father than to develop a deeper knowledge
of the Middle East.

The authors in this volume have attempted to diminish the
wide gap between the community of academic historians and
the school, by bringing to teachers the sense of historical depth
required to understandsituations such as the Iranian revolution
of 1979, the Arab-Israeli conflict, Jewish and Palestinian na-
tionalism, and the,social transformation of Middle Eastern so-
cieties as they move from traditional to modern lifestyles.
Through ,the collaboration of institutions including MESA,
MEI, the National Council for the Social Studies, state educa-
tion departments Aid university based groups such as the Cur-,
rici.klum Inquiry Center at UCLA, through joint efforts of uni-
versity personnel and pre-college teachers,these authors have
assembled a large array of theoretical and practical data that
should be useful to the elementary and secondary teachers.' Of
course neither the material in this volume, nor any additional
quantity of fine textbooks, films, filmstrips, illustrated maps, or
artifacts can solve the problems raised in this introductory:ar-

C ticle. Not eVen the best trained teachers, with the most elaborate
and Wide array ormaterials can overcome the influence of our
non-school environmentof television, comic strips, movies,
and the general public consensus. But it is hoped that ,these
articles' will make many aware of the problems confronting them,
in teaching aboui the Middle East. Even the problems Cited in
this article are only a sniall sample of those confronting the
instructor When facing the challenge of teaching about the
region. Perhaps, as American society becomes more aware of

4
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the crisis in our understanding of the Middle East, it will become
wiser in the use of its reso-urces and in its allocation, of priorities.
Might it be possible that sometime in the 'near future a small
proportion of the billions recommended for the Rapid Deploy-
ment Force will be allocated to one or two high school courses
in Persian, a teacher's in-service seminar itbmodern Islam, a
summer institute where teachers and academicians work jointly
to develop new teaching units on diverse life styles in the Middle
East; a series of fiastrips. or TV programs on econothic devel-
opment and the social transformation in the Middle East?

Notes

I See, for instance, William J. Griswold, Tht Image of the Middle East in Sec-
ondary School Textbook (New York. Middle East Studies Association) 1'975,
and Michael Suleirnan47nerican Images of the Middle East Peoples. Impact ron

the High Schools (New York: Middle East Studies Association) 1077.

2, \Please consult the following OutReach centers for information:
Center for Middle East Studigs, 1737 Cambridge Street, Harvard Univer-

sity, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Joint Center for Near Eastern Studies, New York University and Princeton

University, 50 Washington Square South, New York,,New York 10003.
Near Eastern Centel', Selim Franklin Building, Room 204, University of

Arizona; Tucson, AZ 85721. ,

Center for Middle Eastern Studies, 215 Moses Hall, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, CA 94702.

Near Eastein Studies Center, University of California, Los Angeles,,405
Hilgard, Los 'Rtigeles, CA 90024.

Center for.Middle,Eastern &Vies, The University of Chicago, 5848 South
Univ'ersity Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60637.

Center for Near Eastern and North African Studies, University of Mich-
, igan, 144 Lane Hall, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.

Department of Near and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Minnesota,
164 Klaeber Court, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

-Middle East Center, 838 Williams Hall CU, University of Pennsylvania,
'Philadelphia, PA 19104. -

denter for MitkIle Eastern Studies, University of Texas, Austin, Texas
78712.

Middle East Center, The University of Utah, Salt Like Cat), Utah 84112,
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Literature, University of

Washington, Seattle, Washington 98105.
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION:
A NEED FOR !

GREATER INTERNATIONAL
AWARENESS

by
Jose da 'Silva GOKalves

;

Within the last two decades,
multicultural education has rapidly evolved into a prominentstrategy for acquainting us with botlinational and international
cultural diversity. This growing awareness of different groupsreflects the spirit of our time. Worldwide, we have seen new
nationsmany forged from a diverse collection of peoples
emerge from a long colonial- past. Domestically, the civil rights,
movement has acted as the primary cause of a major social rev-

, olution in this country, of which only now, have we begun to seethe full consequences. How we may come to, perceive and re-
spect peoples Qf various backgrounds is directly-related to these
recent events and to the ways we teach yOung people today. ...,,Clearly, much importance and faith has been placed in the
classroom as an especially important place where the ideals of
greater understanding can be implemented. This challenge,
however, iS not the task of teachers alone. Surely they act as the
individuals most directly involved with delivering the mes-sage to students atld they are the ones ultimately responsible
for finding the best means of doing so. But, curriculum devel-
opers, administrators, parents, and all of us involved in some way'with the educational process also have significant roles to play.If instructors are to carry out their jobs effectively, they mustbe given administrative assistance and proper materials. While
school personnel in positions of authority can make an impor-
tant contribution by establishing set gutdelines, those in the

....0
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community can help by upholding the ideals of multicultural-1
education, oiltside the schools. Similarly, curriculum deN4ilopers

can work to supply adequate courses of study 'designed to foster
greater understandkig about and among diverse peoples, for
instance,, those from the Middle East. ,

This paper is aimed at creating a larger awareness of just how

useful such an approach could be:`-There are three basic ex-
ample& being employed today: Bilingual bicultural education,
education for cultural differences, and one predicated upon
cultural pluralism. To these I add a fourth, an inter,national
strategy which, hopefully, will develop a greater tolerance and
understanding for peoples Of different nations.

In spite of the constatIt influx of new arrivals to this country
over the last two centuries, multiculturalism is a relatively new
phenomenon in our schools. Save orrthe local level, little atten-
tion was paid to the uniqueness of these immigrants in the past.
The schools, of all the institutions in our society, have been most
responsible for this ignorance. Following the 'dictates of the

, 4
'melting pot' ideology they have sought to reduce this diversity
so as to make one homogeneous 'American' people. Although
no centralized school system. has existed, or exists today in the
United States, educators have been rather consistent in their
implementation of ideals predicated upon this one fundamental'
assimilationist model.

They sought to transform peoples of distinctly different
backgrounds into "good .Americans,4 speaking English and
cherishing yalues and patterns of behavior in 'tune with the best'
canons of Anglo-Protestant society. There was little patience
exhibited towards those wh-o delayed in becoming assimilated
and certainly less tolerance was displayed towards differences,
especially in the schools. The education system has never been
seriously challenged for perpetrating such policies. In this land
of li6erly''and freedom fo ;. all, the negative connotatjons attached
to th-ose very activities practiced daily bY,-minorities, and which
serve to keep traditions alive, have made many feel uncongart-
able. As a result of civil rights. activity, particularly in the last
three decades, however, minoriq groups have demanded
stiOnger school-community input while striving to gain greater
cultural representation in the curriculuni.

2u
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Blacks have been the most active group in voicing an oppo-_
sitiori to these prevailing practices Which discriminate against
those who differ from the white mainstream. By the early fifties,
Afro-Americans no longer acquiesced to an apartheid-like
society which had relegated them to a lower social.stratum.

Brown vs. the Board of, Education was undoubtedly the most
influential legal ruling to attack school segregation, in particu-
lar, and segregation, ilfgeneral. Before 1954( the modus operandi
in American society, especially in the Soutlt, Nas a two-tier sys-
tem that maintained separate facilities for whites and blacks.
This practice was based upon the separate but equal decisiop in
Plessy vs. Ferkuson. Briefly, the Supreme Court in 1896 ruled
that transportation accommodations separating the races were
legal so ,Iong as they were equal. This' action, along wit...h e
Mississippi State Constitution of 1890, wovided the corne
stone for creating a de jure segregated society which was indee
separate though never equal. Those for whites were always bet-
ter than those provided for blacks. The Supreme Court decision
in 1954 reversed, the earlier ruling maintaining that this was
both illegal and unconstitutional. Consequently, the schools
were ordered'to desegregate.

.

Integration, howeVer, was not always welcomed. Indeed, the
entire history of the civirrights movement in the twentieth cen-
tury has been inextricably bot.and to .this issue. Anthony Lewis
has ably documented the resistance and, at times, the violent
racial clashes wliich have occurred Oyer the implementation of
the court's ruling.' In spite of oppbsition, strides have been
made. Yet, both in the Deep South and many other part4 of the
country the birth pangs of de facto and de jure desegregation are
still being felt. -

The importance of Brown vs. the Board of Education far
transcended the immediate issue of r,acial discrimination in
schools. It set an important precedent prompting other ethnic
groups to voice their demands on a school system which pre-
viously. had paid little attention to people of different linguistic
and cultural backgrounds. So considerable is the minority pop-
ulation that the 1970 census concluded that A3.2 million, or
approximately sixteen percent of the nation's population, spoke
a language other than English as a native tongue.2 Within the
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last tWo decades, these Americans have a;ked for greater-zep-
resentation in the schools arguing Jli'at the clirriculum should
reflect their language and customs. Similar to the desegregation
issue of the fifties, this conflict was also taken to the floor of the

.' highest coUrt in the land, .
_

, The 1974 decision in Lau vs. Nichols was as, important for
multicultural education as the 1954 ruling had been for deseg-
regation. The latter dealt specifically with racially differentiated
schools, Lau vs. Nichols, on the other hand, challenged a cul-
turally segregated education system which discriminated against
children whose native culture differed from that of mbst Amer-
icans. It was argued that these students faced a unique and

..
equally severe handicap, for while they could be physically pres-
ent in the classroom the4ORtent and language of the curriculum
did not meet their special needs as either non-English or lint-

. ited-Eriglish speakers.
The grounds under which the argument was rooted goeS

back to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This law compelled sthool
districts to supplY a non-discriminatory education that would
give children an equal opportunity to learn.Thus, the, ruling
here is only one in a long list of cases, dating back to the early
fifties, that aimed at eliminating segregation of any kind from
the schooling process: Articulated into practice, the 1974 deci-
sion has meant that districts are compelled under Title 'VI of
thes,Civil Rights Act of 1964 to provide children ofIhnited or
don-Oiglish speaking background with special programm hich
will herp inwe their success in school. The implementation of
this manda in the curriculum has taken many forms knoN'vn
today und 11 rubric of multicultural education. But t*fore
looking at the cbntemporary situation it is worthwhile' to first
present some widely accepted definitions of models which have
emerged out of this historical process.

.
1

Much to the chagrin of those, in the field, the concept of
multicultural education is understood t;nly by those few gemt:
inely concerned with it. The plethora of definitions currently
in ilk Combined with the inconsistent employment of this idea
in the available literature have generated a great deal of con-
fusion: While we have no pretenses of proyiding a definitive
conceptualization, an attempt will be made here to present the

rj
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most accepted meanings and, thereby, place the term in a clearer
perspective.
. Thonias LaBelle identifies three types: 1) education forcul-.
tural differences, 2) bilingual education, and 3) education for-
cultural pluralism. By the first the -author means that forth
which has received the greatest support from subordinate mi-
norities in the United States, and which has as its main goal the
promotion of the contribution made by various ethnic groups
to this country as well as to the world in general. The second
aims more 'specifically, at preparing individuals to function ef-
fectively in two subcultures and to increase opportunities for
their succesi -hoth academically and occupationally. The last
seeks to preserve and promote differences among minorities
and rejects the goals of assimilation leading to homogeneity.,

Gibson, on the other'hand, identifies five types of which three
are similar tO th,ose presented above.4 The others are benevolent
multiculturalism and one.which perceives multicultural educa-
tion as the normal human experience. By the former, she sug-
'gests an approach, provided by the dominant society, which
equalizes educational opportunity for students coming from
different 'backgrounds. She sees the latter as being based upon
an an thropologicalConcept formulated by Ward Goodenough.'
According to this view, the general culture is seen as a composite
of various microcultures like the family, religious groups, social
clubs, and so on: in which each individual pArticipates every day,
Logically, this characterization, which affirms that we all interact
daily at various levels, rules out the possibility that anyone can
be monocultural. Though we may belong to a specific ethnic
group, these actions make everybody multicultural to some de-
gree.

All of these definitions have one thing in common: they all
'refer to multicultural education. General assumptions tend to
equate the idea of culture to that of ethnic groups liv,ing within
the borders of a nation. If, as GoOdenough affirms, we all live
within a world of microcultures, -these interactions, ,the.n, are
not simply limited to those living in a country but may extend
beyond that to far away peoples and lands. Thus, our classrooms
can certainly function as vehicles for bringing the language and
customs, iraditions, etc. of other countries into play. This may
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allow children to learn about others in the classroom and should
be conceived as international multicultural education. It is- this
form that the present, volume deals with. By learning about
citizens of differing.nations in our schools, these goals can be
pursued in a broader sense.

Translated into practice, the concept takes many forms today.
The most well-known is undoubtedly the bilingual/bicultural
mode. Aimed at educating individuals so that they can function
effectively in two cultures, it is d,esigned to meet the needs of
limited and non-English speakers. Funding is intended to pro-,
vide partial instruction in the pupil's native tongue and culture.
The ultimate objective, nonetheless, is to make them competent
in that of the mainstream. This approach is fundamentally tran- -

sitory since it seeks not to retain the chila's original backgtound
but only to use it as a means of integrating it into the dominant
way of life.

To be sure, not Ail such endeavors are transitorys tit nature.
Thete are some which give strOnger emphasis to 'the mainte-

, nance of the student's home language and, increasingly, edu-
cators from various minority groups are arguing .for more ef-
forts of this sort. The truth, however, remains that in Our public
school systems, legislative funding clearly specifies the transition
form as the one most acceptable; any deviation may result in
loss of financial support. This fear provides a strong incentive
for adhering tO established guidelines. It comes as no surprise,
then, that while some may stress a strongei content or even lean
towards a maintenance effort, these are usually short-lived and
exist as exceptions to general practice.

Unlike the above, education for cultural differences strives to
inculcate in all pupils a larger understanding of others. This
type focuses specifically on creating a greater tolerance for di-
verse cultures. Ideally, both children from majority as well as
those from minority backgrounds will be given the opportunity
to learn about their own and-each other's traditions and customs.
In reality, however, this model has been criticized for not meet-
ing its goals.6

While all stiml to benefit from having their cultures elevated
to the leVel of 4 subject matter, it is not quite clear as to what
impact this may have on students from other ethnic groups.
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Given the complex nature of multicultural education processes,
the student quotas needed to incorporate diverse typ'es of pro-
grams in the currkulum, and the ethnic concentration in var-
ious communities, it is probable that, as Susan Phillips suggegs,
minority students are being primarily instructed in their own
culture.7 If this is indeed, the case, then there is much to be said
about the goals of ti model that is supposedly designed to em-
phasize the meritsof equality of all cultures.

This form, though identified by some authors, as discretely
fferent from eduation for cultural pluralism, does not ap-
pear to vary Significantly in aims and content. LaBelle, for-ex-
ample, writes that the latter :seeks to promote differences
among macro-cultures and to reject theloals of assimilation
leading to cultural homogeneity." But, while we may contend
that pluralism ideally does attempt to give each equal footing,
this does n9t necessarily mean that it tries to promote variances.

The "effort to achieve parity may be interpreted as a compe-
tition for the attention of childrena process similar to a cul-
tural marketplace where goods are shown to prospective buyers.
Yet, if the purpose is to present' each as 'equally important as
another then all must be given equal emthiisis. It would appear
that the underlying assumptions behind such presentations are
intended not at illustrating diversity 'so much as underscoring
the merits and points of existing similarities. For the develop-
ment of a greater understanding and mutual respect for others
is dependent upon recognizing that my culture is just as impor-
tant to me as another is to some one else. In this way, more
respect for all concerned will be fostered.

As Gibson observed, "education for cultural pluralism stems
froM the rejection by ethnic groups of majoriR-enforced ac-
culturation and assimilation and from their rejection of an
American 'melting pot' ideology both in theory and practice,"
Not unlike the above model which stresses differences, this one
also emerged out of the demands made by minorities for equal
representation in the classroom. The intent is to elevate them
from the inferior positir in which, they have been placed for
so long. The goal, in my opinion, is not one of reverse superi-

- ority, as some may argue. Rather, the objective is to emancipate
cultures and thereby raise them to the stature of the dominant
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one. Viewed negatively, this can appear to result in a relatiye
decrease in status of the mainstream. however, from a positive
standpoint, increased prestige of subcultures Only reflects an
aspiration to be at parity with dthers, noi an attempt to subjugate
or denigrate them.

In this respect, the two models exhibit more similarities than
differences. Both seek to proinote an,egalitarian society bren-
hancing the status of minOrities. The only apparent distiriguish-
ing feature lies in the fact that education for cultural' pluralism,
in tryiRg "to promote the ide'a of a more democratic society,
espouses an explicit political objective. This has led some to
comment that here is a type ivhich has been imposed as an
alternative from above. While it is diffictato prove adisprove
such an allegation, the fact remains that.members from all levels
of society seem to support such, an approach. Education for
cultural differences, conversely, finds its most vehement sup-
porters among minorities.

This article has ntternpted to put.multiculniral education in
a clearer perspective. It was stated above that traditionally the
process has been conceptualizefl in 'domestic terms. The mul-
titude of types which characterize this form of education have
generally focused on national minority groupissues. And while
there are certainly no objections to perceiving it in this light, I
would suggest that a broader international view can only serve
to enhance our understanding of others. This comparative per-
spective drawing both from a much wider sample of programs
.currently in operation worldwide and from the introduction
into the classroom of foreign ways of life would act as one way
to approach multicultural education.

Too many misunderskandings and too much xenophobia ex-
ist among pec)ple todaay. This skepticism and stereotyping may
have some importance in creating a stronger national identky,
as in the cases of the newly independent countries, or in the
mobilization of the population in times of crisisas in the case
of the United States during World War II or in Israel today.
However, in regards to fostering, a greater understanding
among the various citizens of the world, such mistrusts do great
harm and jeoparidize world peace.

I t. is not sufficient to have a modus operandi of detente as the
only deterrent to possible human cataclysms. Education can
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play a much stronger role in promoting peace. If, indeed, we
pride ourselyes on being capable of reasoning and acting in the
best interests of humanity, then we should exercise more fully
those faculties which distinguish us frpm lower forms of life.
The clavroom is designed specifically to develop cognitive and
intellectual skills. We must make greater use of these resources
to create a better place,for all.

This volume presents some Concrete steps ori how we can go
about designing and implementing curricula which will achieve
this goal. The design of a curriculum is intended to meet specific
objectives and aims. One such way may be the bringing about
of a greater tolerance for those coming from different back-
grounds. It is possible, for example, to create and implement
more adequate curricula on geographical areas of conflict.

The Middle East represents one such region wher-e little hope
exists for arms settlement. While tfie warfare may be locally
generated and focused, its consequences are far-reaching. Be7
cause of the ease with which information travels and the inter-
yir atedness of the world today, it is easy for us to find out what
s happening virtually anywhere on the globe:This knowledge

leads us to form strong opinions and attitudes about other peo-* ple which may not always be correct. A carefully constructed
and practiced course of study can present facts in a less sensa-
tional manner and attempt to obviate misunderstanding.

If multicultural education is ever to attain its intended goals,.
it must always strive to present the view of an egalitarian world
order in the classroom. By reaching each child with a curricu-
lum which intentionally aims at creating a better place to live,,there is a greater likelihood that students will come to possess
a healthier conception of others. Perhaps this is already occur-
ring to some extent. But, it.bears repeating that all involved in

' the process of learning have an important role to play.
The school is Most certainly not the only institution respon-

sible for shaping the minds of individuals. The family, religion,
. mass media, and so on, all exert significant influences: To some, extent, the educational system is at a disadvantage when compet-

ing with such powerful vehicles of socialization. Nevertheless,
people concerned with teaching the young, either formally. or
informally, must meet this challenge head on. Miracles probably
will not be performed in the classroom but there is no reason

4.
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why it cannot serve as a startin point.. Given an appropriate
course of study designed to et the goals of multicultural
education and adequate teacher .ning, students stand a much
better chance of benefiting froth a type of instruction which
fosters a greater understanding of other people and their cul-
tures and a better world for tomorrow.
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INTRODUCING THE MIDDLE EAST /.
TO ELEMENTARYAND

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
by

,

Juanita Wtil Sogiiikian

f

Teacher: "What do you think of when you think of an Arab?"
Jimmy, age ten: "1 think of . . . well .. . of someone you -

,know. . someone sort of . .. like a gangster!'

Jimmy ansWered honestly, but his almost apologetic'tone in-
dicated that he iensed something was wrong. Perceptively, he
realized that the basis for this image may have come from tel-
evision news reports of Palestinian guerilla fighters. It had never
been made clear to him juSt why these people were training for
combat. Furthermore, the boy had been exposed to Jiale,else
which would counter his equating of Arabs with violence.

In the coniemporary world, 'unfortunately, most of the
impressions regarding_the Middle. East received by young peo-

,- ple, as well ,as adults, are negative and threatening: guerilla,
commandos, fedayeen . . . oil embargo . .. oil rich . .. oil 'Pow-
er ... hostages . America held hostage.

Every cliild is being influenced by this type of incidental, un-
guided learning experience. From the time they first watch
snatches of news on television, see newspaper cartoons and
headlines, or hear adults discussing events takingl:Aace in Ahe
region, it is the negative connotations which are emphasized..
Young people possess littlebackgrotnid knowledge about other

, aspects of the Middle East which they can use to place the news
in context or perspectivë, or modify opinions being formed.
This makes it,extrernely difficult for them to develop a balanced
view or gain understanding about the people of the area. The

23
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human element, the forging of identification with youths like
themselves liying in homes vi their faihilies, attending' school,
working to achieve their a pirati s and fulfill their needs ac-
cording to their values, percept' ns,-and beliefs is largely miss-,
ing from the learning experiences of America's children.

The early years are the most impressionable. It is at this time
that conreptions or misconceptions are formed, attitudes are
developed, and interest and inotivation for learning any subject
is encouraged:---or fails to occur.

Currently, however, the majority of American students are
unlikely to receive their first formal exposure to material deal-

,

ing with the contemporary Middle East until relatively late in
their school experience. This may be in sevenqi grade world
cultural geography classes or, occasionally, in the sixth or eighth
grade, depending on the school system. If anything is taught
about the region in the primary' or intermediate classes it tends
to be isolated subjects such as the adaptation of the Bedouin to
desert life;--a group whiCh represents less than two percent of
the population of the Middle East today, life on an Israeli kib-
butz, or that ever-fascinating topic of King Tut and ancient civ-
ilizations. None of these can help the pupil formulate a balanced
overview of the area or its primary characteristics. Since children
tend to generalize very quickly from one experience, isolated
glimpses of one aspect of life will comprise their total view of
the Middle East; at least until other experiences modify the
conceptions being formed.

The implication here is clear. We cannot afford to postpone
the introduction of a basic study of this vital section of the world
until the junior high school years. New teaching materials suit-
able for elementary students need to. be created Which provide
an overview of the contemporary Middle East'. These may be
followed in subsequent years by classes dealing with other more
specific topics about the region, relating both to its past and
present.

What is proposed here.is that a sequence of independent but
coordihated unit-teaching plans, each of several weeks duration,
be created for a number of grade levels, K-9. Each unit should
consist of a core of information contained in student texts or
booklets, and teachers' guides, with background material com-
ing from suggested supplementary teaching aids and lesson

30
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plans. Teachers MI elementary g.rades are particularly 'in need
of such detailed materials beca,use they, unlike juniOr high, and
high school teachers, are not sUbject matter specialists.

Leonard S. Kenworthy was one of the first of the educators
in the field of international education to propose that (he study
of the Middle East required more than an introduction at just
one or two grade levels. In 1965 he wrote:

Understanding of the people and the countries of the Middle
East cannot be attained in a few days devoted to the study of the
geography of the area or the history of the' region or both.
Even a partial understanding of that part of the world cannot
be developed short of a study spread over a period of years. What we
need desperately in our American schools today is a continuous
and cumulative program about the world which includes the
Middle East as one segment Of it... .'

To carry on such a study of the Middle East, we as teachers will
need far more background than almost any of us now has. Un-
fortunately, the knowledge of most of us is limited to the study
of ancient history made years ago and scanty bits and pieces of
information we have gleaned from newspapers and magazines,
the radio and television. Our emotions often need re-education,
too, for many of us have been taught that Moslems are infidels
or barbarians and many of us are deeply involved emotionally
in the Arab-Jewish conflicts. Feelings as well as facts, then, need
to be taken into consideration as we prepare oUrselves to study
the Middle East effectively with boys and girls and young people.
We need to become acquainted, if possible, with persons of dif-
ferent backgrounds who come from that part of the world. We
need to keep abreast of current events in the Middle East against
die broader background that we are gaining. And we need to
probe our own prejudices as they affect our understanding and
our teaching about the Middle East.2

The remarks made at that time remain applicable today. If
anything, the needs for understanding the contemporary Mid-
dle East have intensified, while the prevailing conditions in the
classroom necessary for meeting the challenge have remained
seriously inadequate. The challenge has not been met. This is
true for a number of reasons. Some of them are related to die
poor quality and sparsity of information about the contempo-
rary Middle East in children's text, and trade (library) books('
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More importantly, however, therelare at least five major con--
straints to the teaching of any World area study which are im-
posed by the present status of social studies teaching in general.

First of all, social studies education in the elementary schools
of the United States has been going through a process of change
for deales and can best bowciescaibeettioday as disturbingly
chaotic. Thereis little agreement among teachers or analysts 'in
the field on a number of important issiies. Beyond the general
consensus that citizens should have some knowledge of Amer-
ican culpre, there is little agreement on what the most impor-
tant goals should be, on what basis content should be selected, or
on the methods of mbst effective valueand for whom.

The situation is compounded bY the fact that teachers in el-
ementary schools, in general, are poorly prepared for teaching
social studies. Most of their professional course requirements
aie related to child development, and the theory and, method-
ology of the basic learning skills subjectsthat is, language, arts
and math. Although conditions vary from state to_stafe, few
require instructors to take more than a two-credit-hour course
in social studies teaching methods. And, only rarely do any con-
tent area coUrse requirements other ihan United States and, in
some cases, state history exist. It is only the_ exceptional K-6
teacher who has majored in the field or elected to take one or I
more courses on 'world affairs or world history. In contrast, in-
structors in grades seven and above are supposed to be subject
specialists in both methods and content, yet even at these levels
there are problems when it comes to knowledge about the Mid-
dle East.'

A third constraintio effeCtive instruction about any of the
world area studies is time availability. In most states only a min-
imum of two hours of social studies a week are required in grades
K-3, and two-and-one-half hours in 4-6. In the past, many
teachers integrated content and activities with skill subjects, as
`well as with art and music. Thus, they were able to extend the
actual time spent and also make their classes more interesting
and.meaningful. However, in recent years growing concern over
the need to improve basic reading, spelling, and math skills has
resulted in the proliferation of commercially available, pre-
packaged sequential skills exercise kits for these subjects. The

S.
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: ., conteat in the language arts kits is only minimally related to

social studies content,, thus integration of subjects in 'the ele-
1 mentary grades is practiced much less today. The amount of

time given to social studies has actually been reduced. In addi-
tion to this, much of the allotted two or twp-and-one- half hours
a week is used by some teachers as a means to further develop
reading skills. The fact that social studies units have their own
sets of.important objectives is Often forgotten or only yaguely
understood.. If teachers are to work on the enhancement of
social conceptual development and still meet informational and
skills objectives then more time is-needed than is generally pro-
vided. All of these require methods which involve the combi-
nation of inquiry and problem-solvin Lapproaches with creative
activities. These cannot be developed i social studies is a half-
hour-a-day sandwiched between other classes, as is often the
case.

The situation may not change very quickly, for the subject is
consideyed by rnany teachers and administrators alike to be the
least important area of the total elementary curriculum. This
Jack of value is reflected by the priority .given other subjects
when weekly schedules are planned. It can also be seen in the
votes of school boards who supply funding for school or district
subject matter coordinators to help teachers in areas such as
language arts, math and science, but seldom do the same for
social studies.

Lastly, the subject suffers from the fact that the choice of
what is to be taught is often left up to the individual classroom
teacher. Very few requirements or priorities are set in elemen-
tary schools. The infinite content possibilities seem to encour-
age the notiO'n that what is taught is not important so long as
some skills are mastered. Teachers are confronted with a myriad
of choices in this vast; largely undefined field. As there is no
agreement as to a core of objectives or what constitutes either
the recognized objectives or the content matter which can meet
the needs of all, teachers respond to the situation in different
ways. Many rely:on teaching directly from a textbook series

...."
where decisions have been made for thembut these inevitably
provide more material than they have time to "cover" so the
.emphasis often becomes one of reading top many topics which

.,--.
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are too thinlY presented for lasting educational value. Others
are directed by their own individual interests and develop their
own unit plans and teaching materials. This apprOach is often
more exciting as a learning, experience, but may not provide
from year to year, any sequence to the learning content for
students.

The poor status of global education in our schools, in general,
was more recently deplored by James A. Perkins in Strength
Through Wisdom: A Critique of US Capability. In .this report of the
President's Commission on Foreign Language and Internation-
al Studies, he said,

If the 47 million children in mit- schtipis are to function success-
fully as adulti in the next century they must grow up with more
knowledge about our interdependent°world, keener awareness
of other people,And greater sensitkvity to those peoples' attitudes
and ctistoms.

1

The task starts in kindergarten, and 'it must be given special -
emphasis through the elementary grades ...
The s ong recommendation made by the Commission that

priority and financial support be given to global education in
America 's schools during the eighties may be helpful to the
develop ent of better Middle East studies programs. These
Novemb r, 1979 proposals were made "with a sense of great
urgency since "weaknesses in America's knowledge_of the world
abroad ere considered to be found so mat that it poses threats
to Ame ica's security and econbmic viability."'

FuyIher, in a° statement relevant to the teaching objectives
sug sted for Middle East studies presented below, Chairman
Perkins' cover letter declared,

Effective leadership idr international affairs both in the govern-
ment and in the private sector, requires well-trained and expe-
rienced experts. Andin a democratic society like ours leadership
is paralyzed without a well-informed public that embraces all our
citizens: But the hard and brutal fact is that our programs and
institutions for foreign languages and intemational understand- .

ing are both currently inadequate and actually falling further
behind.' The growing deficiency must be corrected if we are to

3 4
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secure our, national objectives as we enter the, twenty-first cm-
..tury.6

.

Ideally, curriculum objectives are derived from at least three
main sources: the needs of the society, the varied interests and
needs of the individuals and groups within it, and the basic
structure and nature of the subject matter itself. These consid-
erations, in turn, should comprise the basis for determining the
seleclion of the content and, to a certain degree, the methods of
instruction.

As indicated al;ove, more is involved in promoting improved
Middle Eastern studies programs than serving the purposes of
any one of several types of special interest groups in the co ntry,
or meeting the need for correcting stereotyped ima es an

. misconceptioRs. The greater goal is to develop a good sequential .

Middle East program which may be used to provide a means by
which American Children may "learn how to learn" about other,..
people and cultures and how to live and act in an interdepen-'
dent world.

Given the imposed time restraints of social studies education,
it is, bf course, unrealistic to propose that we attempt to have

..

students study over a period of several years all the major World
cultural regions in depth but the concepts, attitudes, and skills
developed in one good program should, be applicable to the
study of other areas of the world. Thus students would not beii.
required to cover all of them in the same detail.

It is not Proposed, that every school system adopt a Middle
East program for their in-depth study! However, 'events in the
region are, at the present time, vitally affecting people in both
the United States and the entire. world. The indication is that
this will continue to be the case for some time to come. Yet, to
date, it remains an area little known or understood by Ameri-
cans. Obviously, it should be strongly recommended as an rea
for concentration in many schools.

To aid in the realization of the development of such pro-
gram, a proposed sequence of unit topics for Middle tud-
ies for grades I-0,a,re outlined below. They are meant to serve

. as guidelines for iliose who'are interested in either developing
and creating new'teaching aids, or in selecting useful materials
currently available. The sequence is prefaced with a summary

`-t 5
.
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of the principles involved in its preparation and some of the
major objectiyes to be considered when planning content and
learning.activities.

Six principles were used in the planning of the following rec-
ommendations. They are as follows:

The first exposure to Middle East studies shoula be a -basic-
overview of the geography, peoples, and cultures today: This
provides a context and framework for4studying more specific
topics at a future date, and helps prevent the 4levelopmen0t bf
stereotyped views. Ideally, this overview unit wOuld betintro-
duced at the end of third grade or the beginning of the fourth
when reading skills are sufficiently developed and while there
is still time in the intermediate grades to add other, more spe-
cialized units.

Next, some basic concepts of contemporary econoniie devel-
opment, anthropology, and sociology of the 14gion .within a
world context should be scheduled in intermediate grades
either in grades four or five. No use of contrast or comparison

,between conditions and development in industrially developed
nations and the lessedeveloped, primarily agricultural countries
should be made unless the multiple causes for "the differences
are also explained. The whole story of the needs, aspirations,
and problems of people going through the processes of rapid,
yet uneven, development and change needs to be presented.
Understanding of this subject is vital to- citizens of the more
advanced nations as our interdependence in trade, commerce,
and educational exchange continues to grow. Units on agricul-
ture and industry in the Mi4dle East would be appropriate for
the intermediate grades. Economics in Its more abstract form
may be reintroduced in junior high school..

The history of the Middle East should be taught in the upper
intermediate grades (5-6). Units should be presented in chron-
ological order so as to facilitate the development of concepts of
time and aid in the understanding of the causes and the rela-
tionships of events..Understanding of the contemporary Middle
East should continue to be the primary objective. For this rea-
son, iess time and emphasis should be given to the ancient his-
tory of the Middle East and more stress should be put on the
post-Islainic period from the seventh century.A.D. to the pres-
ent. Teachers need to be more ade9uately prepared to teach
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about the nature of Islam. They must understand its values, its
varied meanings and manifestations, and the deep significance
it has ,for ninety percent.of the people in this region. The con-
tributions Dithe Islamic civilization in trade, arts, architecture,.
crafts, mathematics, astronomy, medicine, agriculture, and the
natural sciences, particularly in its classical period from the.
eighth to the tenth century may also be focused upon. The
biographies of some of' the famous peopleMuslims, Chris-
tians and-Jewswho made these contributions need to be writ-
ten so. children can read them. A. unit about the roles of the
four-hundred-year rule of the Ottoman Empire and of the
western colonial powers raust be taught before students can un-
derstand the causes of events in the Middle East today. These
will fit best, ideally, within.the context of a two-year world history
and geography course in grades five and six.

Present day conflicts and issues should be introduced for for-
malized study after the introductory background units, men-
tioned above, have been taught.This means that they should be
reserited for teaching at the junior and senior high school level.
This does not mean that teachers should avoid discussing the
problems of the Arab-Israeli conflict or the Iranian revolution
if Students raise them. Certainly we want to ,attempt to answer
the questions they will inevitably have. But these should not be
the planned focus of elementary school units because there are
too many complicated concepts and factors involved. To em-
phasize such subjects before pupils possess sufficient back-
ground information will introduce an element of propagandiz-
ing into the curriculum.

Concepts and topics presented in a concrete and simplified
form in elementary grades should be covered again at a more
advanced level iT1 the junior high years, following a "spiral" form.
of curriculum development.

True education is the change and modification of behavior.
This principle implies that students newt to learn not only from

, text books, films, and other teaching aids whicL present infor-
mation, but also by involvement in activities w ich encourage
the use of information through creative endea ors, problem-
solving and inquiry approaches.

Some of these maJor objectives of Middle East aè studies in
particular, and global education, in general, should be kept in

^
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mind as the content and methods of teaching are selected for
each of the units outlined in the sequence suggested below.

As a result of experiencing the proposed series of sequential
units at a number of grade levels during the elementary and
junior high school years, students will, as a final outcome, be
able to:

1. Show and explain to others where major countries, cities,
landformi, waterways and other geographic features, are
located. If they read about a Place in the news or see it oil
television, theywill have a mental image of where it is and
possess some knowledge of its significapceor they will
know how to find the information.

2. Explain how the varied geography, climate and natural re-
sources affect the lives olthe people living in the region.

3. Accurately explainv others some of the basic beliefs, prac-
aces and values of Islam, noting some of the existing vari-
ations.

4. Relate some of the various prays that Islam affects the be-
havior and lives of the people of the Middle East today.

5. Explain briefly the roles played and some of the basic beliefs
of the many indigenous Jewish and Christian groups in the
past and in the present.

6. Possess enough knowledge about the history, arts, music,
literature, and other cultural contributions of the peoples
of the Middle East to appreciate the contributions made in
the Oft and those beihg Made today.

7. Have developed some understandingof the concept of cul-
tural diffusion, of how people in all cultures select and build
upon the discoveries and contributions of the people with
whom they interact.

8. Have a basic uhderstanding of the diverse processes, needs,
and goals of economic development in the region today.

9. Possess some knowledge of how economic and political de-
cisions have been made within and between governments
and business institutions both today and; in the'past.

3 8
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10. Identify some of ,ttie causes or the conflicts and problems
affecting the Middle Easrtoday.

11. Be aware Of how the varied ways of life and events tran-
spiring in the United States and the. Middle East are inter-
related. today.

12. Shosi, evidence that some early stereotyped images they may
have acquired through incidental learning have been cor-
rected and that they can recognize and avoid using negative
and misleading terms and descriptions which would distort
images for others.

13. Be'sufficiently motivated and interested in the study of the
Middle East, as well as of other peoples and areas of the
world, to want to go on learning about them after the for-

,malized studies are completed.

The overall goals of global and tinternational education, of
which Middle East area studies are a part, are easier to define
in idealized terms than they are to attain or to measure. In many
cases they are the same as the goals for developing good human
relationships at any leveL Nevertheless, it is important to re-
member that these aims should be considered when planning
some of the learning activities and tasks in soci'al studies edu-
cation. They serve as a reminder that some of the methods we
use in teaching should involve active participation in human
interaction and relationships. Thus role-playing techniques, as
well as reading' and discussion, should be used. The following
goals are therefore added to those above:',

As a result of Middle East area studies experiences it is hoped
that students will be better able 'to:

14. Live in the highly interdependent world of today where
revolutionary changes are constantly taking place. They will
realize that individuals world-wide are havingto cope with
multiple and often unexpected changes, and Iiiat they must
be able to interact effectively with a variety of peoples who
have different values, interests and views of life than their
own.

15. Help others develop approaches to intercultural under-
standing and multicultural living.
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16: Show that they understand the need to search for tauses of
behavior. Demonstrate that they have developed habiwof
reserving judgement in new situations so as to more suc-
cessfullyleek not onlY the means to resolve conflicts but to
find peaceful solutions to differences when they arise.

17. Show that they have developed a sense of basic respect for
the needs and feelings of all human beings no matter what
their origin.

18. Show that they have learned that differences observed in
others do not necessarily imply inferiority or being wrong.
In fact, they may find that differences, instead of being
threatening, can be the sonrce of interesting and enriching.
experiences..

.19. Understand that when they intend to visit or live and work
in a country other than their own, they should obtain in-
formation about the values and behavior expected among
its people and act accordingly while they are guests in the
host country.

4 u
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A PROPOSED SEQUENCE OP UNIT TOPICS
AND DESIRABLE TEACHING RESOURCES

About' the Middle East Regian for Grades K-9:7

The following list of proposed unit topids are based on the prin-
ciples and objectives listed above, on knowledge of the interests,
and general conceptual development of children at these grade
levels, and upon knowledge of the topics sequences found in
the average social studies textbook series, in general.

, NOTES ABOUT DESIRABLE
PROPOSED UNIT TOPICS: . TEACHING REZURCES:

I. yeRIMARY GRADES KindergartenGrades Joor 3: 't

CHILDREN, HOMES, FAMILYNo text: A number and variety of
HOLIDAY AND COMMUNITY valid, realistic, well-illustrated
LIFE TODAY'Primarily in stdrybooks depicting the varied
various Middle Eastern cities and aspects of life primarily in cities and
agricultural villages; Bedouin villages need to be created.' The story
and nomadic life so be de- line, or plot situations should be
emphasized: or if taughtthe based on realistic experiences,
chanies taking place should be problems and-feelings which Middle
reflected. Eastern4hildren would have. The

environment around 'them should be
presented In authentic detail. Modern
as well as traditibnal ways of life
should be reflected. Ilwestern writers
prepare these, they should be careful
nos to reflect their own value systems
and ways of looking at things in what
they have their Middle Eastern
characters say and do. If Middle
Eastern writers, or western writers
prepare thesethey should.both
know how to chcise those situations of
mosCinterest to a western child.
without chosing the exotic or
`unusdal. (Note: Folk tales re-told
have no value for purposes here).

II. LOWER INTERMEDIATE 'GRADES

'1. Basic Introductory Overiew Unit: LANDS, PEOPLES AND
COMMUNITIES OF THE MIDDLE EAST:

A Cultural Region in Southwest A basic student text fully illustrated and

,

Asia and North Africalo that filled With simplified maps and
there is time, in grade le

4

activity responseS. Unity and diversity
come, to present some or all of themes emplrasizing the varied
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'
the units which could follow it .

listed below. However, if students
are now in grades 5, 6, or even 7
and have not experienced a
similar unit previously-L-this one
would be useful to them. The
booklet suggested (right) was
designed for utilization in two
ways: as a teacher- directed unit
instruction booklet for a guided
whole class activity approach. in
grades 3-3; and/or as an
individttalized programmed
instruction leafning activity
betroklit for more independent
readers grades 5- low-reading
level 7,

2. VILLAGE AND AGRI-
CULTURAL LIFE Moun-
tain; River Valley; Coastal
Area; Traditions and
Change.

3. THE TRADITIONAL
RUG, TEXTILE AND
CRAFT INDUSTRIES of
the Middle East

4. THE OIL INDUSTRY IN
THE MIDDLE EAST: AN
INTERNATIONAL
STORY IN DEVELOP-
MENT Geology/Processes/
Workers and their work/
Where the oil goes/Indus-
tries that develop because
of the oil industry/the
future.

THE MIDDLE EAST

aspects of life and geography.
Country by country approach
avoided in text,.but introduced
through certain FSS & trade (library)
books. Selected 16mm. films related to
subjects in the text and unit plan.
Teacher's Guide with unit plan outline,
lesson plans, background information
and selected bibliography. Enrichment
activities and games; simplified
classroom size sai,Map of Middle East.

(Currently Available: See Suggested
Teaching Materials List At the End)

No : mnplete
as teaching materials have not been

prepared and "packaged" ready fbr
use, as outlined on the left, tor the
remaning topics listed. However,
some are in progress. Meanwhile,
there are a number of available ma-
terials' which would allow a creative
teacher ,to prepare. Units on some
aspects of some of the topics sug-
gested here.

(See Suggested Teaching Materials List)
. ,

III. UPPER INTERMEDIATE GRADES

5. ANCIENT CIVILIZA-
TIONS OF THE MID-. .
DLE EAST and Archaeol-
ogy

Note: There are countless good
sources of all kinds for teaching this
topic. They have not been listed
here.

6. THE GREEK, PERSIAN More has been prepared on the
AND 'ROMAN EMPIRES Greek and Roman Empires and
With Polytheism'treek their world view than on the Per-
Values and Thought and sian. A study of the development of-
the Development of Mon- religions is necessary before the
otheisin thro ughthe,--study-of-I slam -can-be-u nderstood.
Christian Era: Zoroastri-
anisrn, Judaism, Christi-
anity.
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7. ISLAM AND THE IS-
. LAMIC CIVILIZATION

7th to ,the 15th Centuries
Emphasis on People, Places,

`Geography;Trade, Cultur-
al Development and Con-
tributions of a mosaic of
peoples Of the,widespread
Islamic Civiliiation to be
studied from Arabia to
Morocco and Spain to Per-

8. TI-IE OTTOMAN EM-
PIRE 15th-20th Centuries

9. THE IMPACT OF THE
WEST ON THE MIDDLE
EAST 19th-20th Centu-
ries

IV. JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL: Grades 7-9

MODERNIZATION
AND THE PROGRESS .,

OF CHANGE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST TO-
DAY: Economic, Social,
Cultural and Political;
would need to include
geography.

11. UNITED STATES AND
MIDDLE EAST RELA-
TIONS

12. CLASSICAL ISLAMIC
CIVILIZATION:

13. CONTEMPORARY IS-
SUES AND PROBLEMS
OF THE MIDDLE EAST:
As seen through the eyes
of the varied people in-
volved in the issuesEast
and West.

Biographies of famous people of
this era need to be prepared in En-
glish for 5-7th grade reading lei/-
elsas they have (or historical fig-
ures in Western history:Too many
texts iay "the Arabs" or 'the Pee-
sians" or "Muslims" did so and so
withotit given (known) namesas if
this4fformation is not known. This
depersonalizes hisOry. (Caution to
writers: ,avoid lengendarybio-
graphical descriptiondo draw dis-
tinction between history, tradition
and legend . .. too many childrenS
books do not do so.)

Units 8, 9 and 11 are necessary to
any study of CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN THE
MIDDLE EASTand Units 8 and
9 aretnecessary for the MODERN-
IZATION Unit to be fully under-
stood.

Some Conflict kesolution tech-
. niques, .some balanced sources of

information and some simulation
games and other resources for doing
a CONTEMPORARY ISSUES AND
PROBLEMS OF THE MIDDLE
EAST exist but there is very little on
Iran, to date. The material is spotty
and needs p be researched before
recommendations are made.
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Notes

I. Leonard'S. Idn,worthy, Studying the Middle East in Elementary and Secondary
Schools, world affairs guides, 2nd edition (New York: Columbia University
Teachers College Press) 1965, p.3.

2. Ibid. p. 2.

3. See MOunir Farah "Teaching the Middle East in Secondary Sloe: ls" in this.
publication, pp. 43-68.

4. James A. Perkins, Strength through Wisdom: A Critique of U.S. Capability. A
Report to the Prisident from the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies (Superintendent of Documents US Government Print:
ing Office Washington, D.C.) (No. C17-080-02065-3 $4.75) Eric Feb. 1980,
Vol. 15, p. 53. *

5. Ibid. Cover letter to the President.
6. Ibid. '
7. This sequence has been planned with Dr. Pheobe Marr, Associate Professor

of Middle East History at the University of Tennessee ai Knoxville:
8. To date, stories for children ages 5-8, with the themes as outlined here,

are almost entirely missing from western children's literature with the ex-
ception of a few about children in Israel. Until they are created and .there
are a number of different ones representing varied ways of life in a number
of countries in the Middle East, it would be desirable not to teach any unit
on the Middle East in primary grades at the present time because of the
lack of teaching materials of value.

APPENDFC A

As has already been indicated, a major problem in the imple-
mentation of the proposed unit sequence today, particularly in
the elementary grades, is the lack of teaching aids available on
the topics indicated. It is the intention of this author and her
colleagues to attempt to develop and publish some of the ma-

.....teerials and unit plans suggested over the next few years. We,
also, propose to recommend other, selected suppleinentary
teaching materials that are currently available and have been
found to be of some use in the instructiOn of each unit.

An introductory ltudent work-text, Lands, Peoplei and Com-
m:Ms of the Middle East: A Cultural Region in Southwest Asia and
North Africa is the first of this Middle East Gateway Series (1980)
to be published. It is being used in grades 3-6 in schools in the
United St*tes and abroad. Learning disabilities teachers are also
recommending that it be used as a supplementary text for low-
reading level students in seventh grade world cultural geog-
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raphy classes. The text is accompanied by a Teachers"Guide -with
daily lesson plans, background information, and bibliographies
for teachers inc)uding a recommended list of commercially
available films, FSS, and other teaching aids.

Presented "below is a selected list of the suggested teaching
materials,. which have been test-taught for use with this intro-
ductory unit and found to be of interest and value. Other ma-
terials seen, but not recommended may have been good for jun-
ior high or high school students, but not for the interest and
onceptual level of children in elementary classes; or they may

have been found to be distorted, or unsatisfactory for some
other reason. Therefore, they have not beep included.

A brief list of recommended materials for junior high school
concludes this list.

RECOMMENDED TEACHING MATERIALS FOR GRADES
3-6

1. MIDDLE EAST GATEWAY
MATERIALS (MEGS): Student Work-
Text: LANDS', PEOPLE AND
COMMUNITIES OF THE MIDDLE
EAST: A Cultural Region ln Southwest
Asia and North Afrwa 80 pages/maps/
actNities text and 153 illustrations by
artist Penny Williams (Useful Grades
3-6; or low-read_ing level gr. 7)

TEACHERS,GUIDE with'unit plan
outline, lesson plans, background
information, and bibliographies.
Includes extra activities b/w line
masters for duplicating.

CiANTRIES OF THE MIDDLE
EAST TODAY MAP 45 x 26"
Simplified,map of countries and
surrounding seas. Black and white/
Children build and draw on the map as
theY learn (Consumable)

COUNTRIES OF THE MIDDLE EAST
MAP RELAY-TEAM GAME: MAP
(Same as above); Pattern directions for
rnakmg plywood relay paddles/ flash
cards/ directions. I needed per
classroom. Used with Part III

MIDDLE EAST CAMAY
SERIES
P. O. Box "B"
Waverly, Mass. 02179

1-19 copies
20-79 copies
80 copies or more
Plus shipping or postage

Plus shipping or postage

$6.50
$4.50
$3.50

$ 10.00

$1.00
Plus shipping or postage

$3.00
Plus shipping or postage
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OTHER RECOMMENDED MATERIALS USEFUL WITI4
THIS UNIT ,

A. 16 mm. FILMS:

Mid-East: Lands and Peopk 19 min.
(BFA)
(Suitable for grades 3up)

Mid-East: Arts, Crafts and Architecture
(Suitable for grades 3up) 17 min:
(BFA)

Mid-East: Islam The Unifying Force
(Suitable for grades 5up) 17 min.
(BFA)

Islam: There Is No God But God
(Suitable for grades 5up)
Particularly useful for its human and
social approach. Islam as seen in

I Egypt.

The Bakhtiari Migration (Iran)
Abridged Edition 30 (Suitable for
grades 3up)

AModern Egyptian Family
Professional generation in Cairo also
keeps ties with family in village'
(Suitable for grades 3up)

Taleb and His Lamb
A bedouin boy and values (North
Africa) (Suitable for grades 3up)

BFA Educational Media,
211 Michigan Avenue
F.O.B. 1795 Dept 7002a
Santa Monica, C.A. 90406

Time-Life Multi-Media
100 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, N.J. 07652

Films Incorporated
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, III. 60091,

International Film Foundation
475 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019

Barr Films
Post Office Box 5667
Pasadena, CA 91107

B. FSS Sets: Use to supplement text for individual countries.
Folk Songs of the Arab World

Parts I and II (2 filmstrips; 1
cassette). Shows many aspects of
Middle Eastern Culture as it is in
Lebanon. Order also the SongiBook
(separately)

Folk Songs of Israel
Parts I and II (2 filmstrips; 1 Cassette)

A World Nearby: Egypt
(3 filmstrips; 2 cassettes) by
Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovich,
Inc.

Middle East: Young People and Their
Families Series:
(Show in following order with M.E.
Unit topics)
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Bowmar/Nobel Publishers
P.O. Box 39247A
Los Angeles, CA 90039

(same as above)

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue'
New York, N..Y. 10017

Distributed by:'
Prentice Hall Learning System
1770 Technology Drive
San Jose, CA 95110
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. It.* A Craftsman's Family
Le non: A Banker's Family

banonM School Principal's Family
Iran: A Farmer'sEamily
Abu-Dhabi: An oil Worker's Family -

(12-15 Min. ea.)

Israel's Children Series
(6 filmstrips and cassettes) Daily lives
of six types of children living within
Israel

Families of the Dry Muslim World Series
Cooperative Farming In Iran
Nomad of Morocco
A Berber Village (Morocco)
Oil Worker of Kuwait

(sme as above)

EBE Encyclopedia<Britannica
Educational Corporation
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60611

C. OTHER USEFUL SUPPLEMENTARY MAtERIALS FOR THIS UNIT:
Nystrom Raised Relief Map of Africa

(and Middle East) Map # NR4

Paper Dolls of the Middle East
by Penelope Williams (J978)

Oriental Rug Coloring Book
by Ruth Heller (1973)

The Arab World Multi-Cultural Units*
Introductory Unit

:Music and Dance
Arabs in America
Story Telling

and Games
Agriculture and Food
Language and

Calligraphic Art

$130.00
35.00
25.00

35.00
75.00

60.00

Six boxed multi-cultural units* to
introduce the Arab world through
slides, cassettes, general teacher
guidelines, posters, project
suggestions, games

'No text nor specific lesson plans; are
not siquenced unit studies but they
provide some good suplementary
teaching aids for a unit.
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A.J. Nystrom and Co.
Subsidiary of Field
'Enterprises Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

Collins and World in
cdoperation U.S. Committee
for UNICEF Collins and
World'Pub. Co.
Cleveland and New York

Price/Stern/Sloan Publishing
Los Angeles, CA 90048

Arab World Consultants
2137 Rose Street
Berkeley, Calif. 94709

Order of box kits may be all or
inividual kits separately. Add
$2.50 postage/handling

4
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The following recent texts are
High School Level Classes:
Middle East and North Africa

by David C. King (1979). Culture
Studies Program Addison-Wesley

Middle East Insights Series
133, Mounir A. Farah and Andrea B.
Karls (1980)

THE MIDDLE EAST

kecommended for the Junior

Addison-Wesley Publishing C.o.
Reading Massachusetts
and Menlo Park Calif.

Charles E. Merrill Pub.
Bell 'and Howell Co.

and the following 16 mm. films to be added to all those rec-
ommended for elementary school cnsses:
The Changing Middle East International Film Foundation ,

475 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019,

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Ras:1795 Dept 7002a
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Mideast: Economic Development
Mideast: Pioneers of Science

(history)



TEACHING THE MIDDLE EAST
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

by
Mo

Whethet it be some new devel-
opment concerning the Ayatollah Khomeini, the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan, another OPEC price'rise, or a cla,sh between
the Israelis and the Palestinians, an endless flow of press cov-
erage almoi0aily notes the influence events transpiring in the
Middle Eas1 exert on our lives and our future. And while the
relevant isikes are complexoften baffling most Americans
therare not beyon comprehension. Anyone acquainted with
the geography, hist&y, and culture Of the region can adequately
understand the situation.

ll'Ut where is this knowkclge to be gained? The vast majority
of People in the 'United States depend primarily on precolle-
giote schooling for their formal education; nearly seven out of
'eve ry ten adults haying-completed twelve.years or les's.' So, it is
here that vArtnally all Americans, regardless of their back-
grounds, abilities, or aspirations would be exposed to, material
de4ling with the Miadle East, or, for that Matter, any world
region.

'More specifically, this learning woulct take place as part of a
general. social studies program offered in school districts
throughout the nation. Yet, save for United States history and
government, requirements in the subject are almost always stat-
ed in terms of the number of elective units a student must have
in order-to graduate. Furthermore, some 4tat6 allow local dis-
tricts to determine course requisites. This has resulted in the
appearance of a wide variety of programs which require varying
levels of competency.

45
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Professor John Jarolimek noted this characteristic lack of uni-
forrnity, observing:

.
The astonishing thing that comes through over and over in these
case studies is the great diversities that prevail in social studies
education today. Sbcial studies programs not only viry from one
region to 'another, hut vary considerably even within the 'same
school district.2

The findings of a survey I am currently conducting serve to
reinforce the above conclusiot, and also demonstrate the low
priority accorded the Middle tag in the various curricula.5

For instance, of thirty states which have been surveyed only
three require secondary level courses in world cultures or global
studies while twomore require courses in current affairs.4 Pre-
sumably, it would be in the latter that the contemporary situation
in the region would be discussed. Earlier developments, dating
back to antiquity, are usually covered as part of a world history,

. class. Or, it is possible that the Middle East.could be studied in
the context of an area studies program, as an independent
offering. Here, however, it could potentially face competition
for students from ones focusing on Africa, East Asia, Latin
America, and the Soviet Union.

This last possibility is also the least likely. Of the 23,000 public
secondary schools in the U.S., area studies were offered by a
mere fourteen percent.5 Student enrollment in these ranged
from five to fourteen percent. Evidently, then, the overwhelm-
ing majority of high school students graduate without ever hay-
ing taken a basic course on tile Middle East. The experience of
having done so, neverthelesi, would have given them the back-
ground essential for understanding the cultures of the region
and the issues influencing its development.

Still, the picture is not as bleak as it seems. Many are afforded
some opportunity to learn about this vital area in world history
or civilization courses.6 The focus here is, naturally enough, the
Western world, Europe in particular, meaning that the Middle
East is covered from that perspective. The treatment of the
ancient period is generally adequate, but that kcorded the me-

. dieval and modern eras suffers from grave omissions and mea-
ger expositions. The result is that too often the study of the
region is eit er u factory or even totally absent.
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In addition, instruction on the Middle tasl'is hampered by
substandard teaching materials and woefully inadequate teach-
er training, as this publication indicates The upgrading of text-
books, films, filmstrips, and the like would greatly enharice its
study. But, in this instance, the importance of providing those
given the responsibility of instructing young i3eople assumes
critical proportions. For, if they lack the necessary .academic
experience then the worth of these educational tools.cannot be
accurately evaluated. In turn, the pres6tation of flawed, inac-
curate, and disturbed works greatly hinders the pursuit of
knowledge.

This is exactly the case today. Future teachers are afforded
little guidance by state certification boards. Requirements on
minimum levels of preparation and the amount of personal
experience in specific geographic areaS needed are not detailed
so most high school instructors matriculate without having e-
ceived the broad training necessary for mastering this extifVlely
wide discipline'. In fact, of the thirty states in my survey, only
eight required that over thirty-six semester hours be completed.
Three others demanded this number and in the remaining
nineteen the number of requiiiteqtnits totalled thirty or less.

In addition, over half the states (16) made no provisiobs as to
specifics, save that a certain number of credits had to be accu-
mulated. The majority of instructors did not, therefore, have to
take area studies to be certified in world history courses. Pro-
fessor Michael Suleiman discovered that less than half of the
secondary school teachers had ever taken a class on the Middle
East.' Being unfamiliar with the material, four out of ten
deleted sections on the region in their courses.8

Given little direction in their training, teachers tend to stress
those periods and places in which they have gaiied 'some ex-
pertise. After leaving the university, the problem becomes niore
difficult to resolve. While,soMe are abie to continue their gdu-
cation by earning masters degrees or taking graduate courses
so as to advance in the pay scale, others find it virtually impos-
sible to do so. Especially wheri the heavy class- load carried by
the average instructorgenerally fiye per dayand the other
extracurricular demands made on his or her time are taken into
account. But, even with tbose who do avail, themselves 'of this
opportunity, there is no guarantee that they Will enroll in a class

71.-
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on the Middle East. And, of coursethe same lack of require-
ments noted above also applies to graduate education.

Yet, the situation is not withdut remedy. Since the dominant
experience of students is to obtain knowledge of sthe ,region
through world history courses, it is at this level that the-main
thrust for change should be made. Efforts to offer indepetylent
courses on the subject should be continued, too. Nonetheless,
the presentation of a comprehensive, yet easily understood, and
scintillating unit in a survey would do much to stimulate student
enthusiasm; perhaps to the point where they would want to
continue their studies for an entire semester.

To achieve these goals, both the quality of the texts currently
being used and the preparation give24eachers will have to be
substantially upgraded. They hold The key to any effective
change. EspeCially since instructors are often forced, because of
unfamiliarity, to rely on textbooks for their own edification.
Numerous studies, including one conducted by the Middle East
Studies Association (MESA) have alerted those in the classroom
to the inferior quality of such volumes.9.Efforts like this should
also be continued until coverage of the region improves.

The same is true for supplementary materials. Critical re-
views of audio-visual presentations, for example, and sugges-
tions for other activities are beginning to appear.'° These can
be used to make teachers aware of available learning-tools and
guide them in their use.
'In regards to ecforts at enhancing the education offered these
individuals, the approach should be two-sided. First, atiempts
to strengthen state requirements should be made. In this way,
a more focused study can be provided so as to aid futute teach-
ers in their training. Those already 'in the classroom should be
given the opportunity to increase their command of the subject.
A logical vehicle for such an undertaking are the existing Middle
East' OutItach centers located in universities. throughout the
country.41,Fuhded summer institutes, for example, with reason7 .
able itipends provided for participants could be sponsored. ,

Again, the emphasis should be placed on inCorporating dis-
cussions on Middle Eastern civilization 'into world history
courses. Thus, -the content and the underlying methodologies
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in these institutes must be designed with this in Mind. Also,
instructors of these classes should be given priority over those
who are currently teaching a course on the Middle East. Finally,
since events transpiring in the region only appear sporadically

, in such surveys, guides detailing just where appropriate infor-
mation could be iliserted should be created. These endeavors
can perform a great service. The following topics are suggested
for inclusion in such a supplement:

Seventh Century -

Pre-Islamic Arabia, the Fertile Crescent, and Egypt
The Byzantine-Sassanid antipathy
The impact of church orthodoxy versus the heresies prevalent

in the East
The rise of Islam
Relationships of Islam to Christianity and Judaism
Muhammad

Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and Eleventh Centuries
Expansion of Islam
The Islamic Empires-extent and strength
Relations of the Empires with Europe and with Islam in Spain-

achievements-Jews in Spain-relations with Christians
The Seljuk Turks
Weakening of the Byzantine Empire
The Roman Catholic-Greek Orthodox Schism

'Achievements in arts, sciences, mathematics, medicines and lit-
erature,

Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries
The Crusades emphasizing the causes, the impact on the Middle

East and the Byzantine Empire, mil the consequences in re-
,gard to East-West relationg.

Mongol invasions
Islam in SOuth Asia
The fall of Constantinople and the rise of the Ottoman Empire
The decline of Islam in pain-impact on the Jews
Spanish Islamic heritage

;.
Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries
Ottoman expansion-the geographic extent of the Empire at its

zenith
Ho.psburg-Ottoman and Hapsburg-Valois antipathies and wars
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Hapsburg-Ottonian and Hapsburg-Valois antipathies and wars
French-Ottoman friendly relations in the 16th century
The effect of Ottoman-Hapsburg-Valois interactions o p1he suc-

' cess of the Protestant Reformation
Impact of Ottoman-Venetian affairs on trade in the Mediterra-

nean,
Ottoman institutions
Safavid Persia-expansion and institutions
Safavid-Ottoman relations
Ottoman administration in the Baikans and the Arab lands
Ottoman-Russian dealings from the defeat of Peter I to Kuchuk

Kainarji
The Mnghul Empirre in India
Contrast Baroque with Islamic art in India, Persia, and thkh-

tornan Empire .

Compare treatment of minorities and religious dissidents in
Western Europe with the ,treatment of non-Muslims under
Shah Abbas I of Persia and Akbar the Great of India

Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
Napoleon's invasion and occupation of Egypt, its.impact on Egypt

and the reaction in Istanbul
The beginning of the reform.movement under Selim III
The Russo-Turkish wars
Reforms of Mahmud II
Muhammad Ali of Egypt
The Greek Revolution
The Crimean War
The Tanzimat'
Assessment of the Ottoman reforms
European commercial interests in the Middle East
European designs and policies in the region
The Suez Canal-its importance and Disraeli's purchase
The Congress of Berlin
The reign of Abdul Hamid II
The British and the Russian rivalry in Iran
Rise of anti-Semitism in Europe

-4
Jewish immigration to Palestine .

The Zionist movement
Arab nationalism in the Middle East
The British occupation of Egypt
The Young Turks
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The United States at war against the Central- Powers bin not
against Turkey

The Hussayn-McMahon correspondence
The Sykes-Picot _Treaty
The Balfour Declaration
The Mandate System

-Efforts should also be made to upgrade the independen'telec-
tive courses on the Middle East -already in existence. For al-
though their number is still small, the percentage of secondary
schools offering these classes, especially in the context of area
studies is growing. The amount of time spent on the region in
Such endeavors can range anywhere frcim four to eighteen
weeks, with nine being the average.

As such, the curriculum guide presented below is geared to-
ward this norm. It provides objectives, content Outlines, a list of
basic terminology to be remembered, and proposed class activ-
ities. Since most students possess little knowledge on the subject,
it would be best if oral reports, written papers, debates, etc., be
given during the last unit on "The Middle East Today.',' This will
enable pupils to gain both insight and a grasp of the content
matter which will aid them in the successful conclusion of their
assignments. .

It is also advisable to use more than one text. At the end of
the guide a list ofproposed,books is presented. Each emphasizes
certain areas and appropriate readings should be culled from
thein. Antoun's book covers the Arab world exclusively, explor--
ing topics from the perspective of social anthropology. Bucher's
is basically a study of five minOrity groups: the Armenians, the
Copts, the Shi'ites, the Jews, and the Palestinians. Insights: Middle
East is a survey which acquaint students with the -basic geog-
raphy, history, culture; and pol tics of the regipn. le
East by Don Peretz is primarily a istory text coveringlhe perio
from ancient times to 1973. A clobal History presents a brief
survey of the geography, history, economics, and culture of the
Middle East.

49
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PROPOSED CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR THE MIDDLE
. EAST4,4,,,

I. Middle Eastern Heritage in the United States
Case Study: The Arab-Americans

A. Objectives
Upon completing this unit, the students will be able to:

1. recognize the activities and the contributions made
by Arab-Americans in various fields... ,

2. name at least one famous Arab-American in each
'of the following: medicine, aviation, entertain-
ment, politics, consumer protection and literature,

3. remember the countries of origin of the early im-
migrants as well as those of recent arrivals.

4. hypothesize abOtit why Most of the early immi-
grants were Christians..

5. list,the major institutions of the. Arab-Americans
in the United States.

6. dtstinguish between the early (1850s-1914) and
the Tecent (since 1960) periods of immigration.

7: recognize therole of women in the Arab-Ainerican
communities.

8. list the major national, secular organizations of the
Arab-Americans and explain their purposesi

9. discuss the impact of the Lebanese Civil War and
the Arab-Israeli conflict on the Arab-American
community.

10. differentiate between the concepts of assimilation
and multiculturalism.

B. Content Outline
1. The Arab-Americans today

a. number and distribution
b. famous representatives
c. major secular organizations

(1) National Association of Arab Americns
(NAAA)

2. Arab-American institutions
a. Antiochian Orthodox Church
b, Coptic Orthodox Church

5 6
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c. Maronite Catholic ChurCh
d. Me !kite Catholic Church
e. Islam

3. Causes and origins of the early Arab-American im-
migration
a. prevailing- political and sectarian conditions in

the Levantine region of the Ottoman Empir
during the second half of the nineteenth centu

b. the role of American missionaries
c. economic pressures and the rapid increase of

population
d. role of correspondence from relatives and friends

in the United States
e. land of opportunity: the United States

4. Later immigration
a. countries of origin and causes
b. economic opportunities in the United States
c. educational opportunities
d. comparison with the earlier period

5. History of the Arab-American community
a. early settlements
b. employment and work opportunities
c. role of clubs and churches
d. role of Arab-American women
e. the process of adjostment
f. the new generation
g. the recent arrivals
h. intellectual life

(1) the press
(2) the literary societies

i. the impact of the French partition of Syria into
Syria and Lebanon

j. the effect of the Lebanese CivilVar and the Arab-
Israeli conflict On the Arab-American community

C. Names and Terms To Remember
Antiochian Maronite
Melkite Druz
Peddler Ithalil Gibran

41bDanny Thomas Ralph Nader
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Laura N#der Dr. Michael Debakey
James Abourezk Farah slacks
Peter Blatty Philip Hitti
Michael Ansara Neil Sedaka
Paul Anki Rose Mary Oakar
NAJDA Farouk El Baz,
Najeeb Halabi Abe Gibron
National Association of Arab-Americans (NAAA)
Arab-American University Graduates (AAUG).:

D. Activities
1. Visit a church or a mosque whose menibership is

predominantly Middle Eastern. Also, attend activi-
ties sponored by Arab-American grOups.

2. Invite an active Arab-American to siSeak about his/
her ethnic heritage.

3. Obtain recipes of Arabic food, and have the students
organize an Arabic food festiVal.

Geography and People
A. Objectives

Upon completing this unit, the students will be able to:
1. rec6gnize that theMiddle East contributes greatly

to the well-being of the rest of, the world.
2. explain the reciprocal relationship between the

people and their physical environment.
3. explain why water is scarce and highly valued in

the region.
4. realize that although it is generally composed of

semiarid and desert land, fertile and densely pop-
ulated areas also eicist.

5. recall that the Mediterranean climate of dry sum-
mers and rainy, mild winters is characteristic of
most of the populated sections.

6. describe how fresh water is made available in small
quantities through the process of desaliriization.

7. show where major hydroelectric dams supply water
for irrigation as well as energy for lighting and
local industries.

8. remember that not all desert,lands are tile same.
Some may be reelaimed through irrigation.
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9. indicate why oil, at present, is the most important
source of wealth in the Middle East.

10. locate on a map the Nile, Euphrates, Tigris, and
. Jordan Rivers.

11. identify at least three Middle Eastern OPEC coun-
tries. ,

12. list the major crops cultivated in the region.
13. write on an outline map the nations, mountains,

and major bodies of water.
14. explain why its people, despite the vastness of the

region, are crowded onto relatively small areas of
availabtle land.

15. remember that the majority of the people arg Ar-
abic-speaking.

16. identify the common history and tradition shared
by Turks, Iranians, and Arabs.

17. relate the common histories and traditions of more
than thirty million people living in the central
Asiatic region of the Soviet Union with thatAryf the
Middle East.

18. recognize the special attachment that the nearly
fifteen million Jews living throughout the world
have with Israel and the Holy Land.

19. report on the pivotal role that the region plays in
the 'world -energy supply.

20. observe that the nomads (Bedouins), who form less
than four percent of the total population, play a
relativel9 minor role in the economic and the po-
litical life of the region.

21. conclude that camels are not an important means
of transportation or a source of meat in the mod-
ern' Middle East and North Africa.

22. distinguish between the terms Jew, Israeli, and He-
brew.

23. perceive the extent of the gap that exists betkveen
rural and urban lifestyles.

24. point out, on a map, where the major national
groups live.

25. state the relative size of these groups.
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26. hypothesize on why the Kurds, the Armenians;
and Palestinians have no independent homelands
of their own.

B. Content Outline
I. Geographical Regions of the Middle East

a. The Fertile Crescent
(1) Mesopotamia
(2) Eastern coast of the Mediterranean

b. The Mountain Region
(1) Iraniari Plateau
(2) Anatolian Plateau
(3) ZagrosTaurusEl Burz

c. The Desert Region
(1) The roles played kis.y mountains and wind di-

rection in the making of a desert
d. Tlie Persian Gulf -

e. The Nile Valley
2. The Climate of the Middle East

a. seasons
b. temperature
c. rainfall

3. Agriculture
a. crops
b. modes of irrigation

4. Subterranean Natural Resources
a. oil
b. minerals

5. The People of the Middle East
a. Ethnic and natidnal composition

(1) Arabs
(2) Turks
(3) Kurds
(4) Iranians
(5) Israelis
(6) Armenians

41*.

b. DemographicDistribiuton
c. Languages
d. Lifestyles

(1) urban_

6 0
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(2) rural
(3) nomadic
(4) reasons for the rural to urban migration

e. Population increase and consequences
f. The changing role of women .

(1) women in the ancient Middle East
(2) the traditional woman
(3) contemporary Middle Eastern women

g. Major cities
(1) Cairo (6) Teheran (11) Bengazi
(2) Tel Aviv (7) Baghdad (12) Beirut
(3) Riyadh (8) Istanbul (13) Ankara
(4) Jerusalem (9) Damascus
(5) Tripoli (10) Mecca

6. Countries of the Middle East
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

Egypt j.
Turkey k.
Iran I.

Israel
Saudi Arabia
Itaq
Syria
Lebanon

i. Jordan
C. Words and Terms To

Mesopotamia
Nile River
Levant
Semitic
Nomad
Persian Gulf
Arabian Peninsula

Jaurus Mountains
Wadi
Aswan Dain
Suez Canal
Dead Sea
Red Sea
GJf of Suez

United Arab Emirate
Kuwait
Qatar

m. Bahrein
n.
o.
p.

q.

Oman
North Yemen
South Yemen
Libya

Remember
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers
Middle EastNear East
Fluvial civilizations
Bedouin
Sheikh
Fertile Cresent
Mediterranean climate
"Empty Quarter"
Desalinization
Delta
Jordan River
NegeJ Desert
Arabian Sea
Gulf of Aqaba
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Sinai El Burz Mountains
Aseer Mountains Arabs
Turks Iranians
Israelis Kurds
Armenians Kibbutz
Moshav -, Fellah*

D. Activities .

1. Write a list of the countries of the Middle East. NeXt
to each country, note the capitals and state whether
or not the capital is the largest city of the nation.

2. Use a demographic map. and juxtapose it with one
detailing fertile land. Compare and draw conclu-
sions.

3. Write to Cultural Attaches of the Middle Eastern
countries in Washington, D. C. and to airline offices
for pictures of their countries.

4. Make bulletin boards out of what is received from
the Cultural Attaches and airline companies.

5. Use an outline map tolndicate areas where Suffi-
cient rainfall exists for agriculture, the major river
valleys, and the mountains.

t_
6. On an outline map of the Middle East, indtcate the

location of oil fields, pipelines, -and sea routes for
tan kers.

7. On an outline map of the world,,shade the area of
the Middle East, then explain the strategic signifi-
canee of the region to the rest of the world.

III. The Religious Heritage and Islamic Civilization
A.. Objectives .

.

, Upon completing this unit, students will be able to:
I. recognize the important ancient civilizations and

their accomplishments.
2. remember that polytheism, rich mythologies and

elaborate religious practices, and laws preceded
the appearance of monotheistic religions in the
Middle East.

3. associateludaism, as a religion, with the Hebrew
people before Christianity.

C2
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4. identify basic common beliefs that Judaism, Chris-
tianity, and Islam share and note some Of their dif-
ferences.

5. list .the three religions in the order of their ap-
pearance and place each within its historical con-
text.

6. observe that Christianity and Islam grew from
the,ir inception as universal religions and were not
exclusive to any people.

7. state briefly the important events in the life Of Mu-
hammad.

8. list and explain the Five Pillars of Islam.
9. identify Parallel stories from the Bible after read-

ing certain excerpts from the Koran.
10. explain the reasons for the attachment of Jews,

Christians, and Muslims to ti)e Holy Land.
1. point out on a map the locations of Jerusalem,

Mecca, and Medina.
12. remember that according to ifs adherents, Islam

represented the culmination of the divine revela-
tions of Judaism and Christianity.

13. Note tfit in terms of followers Islam is the second
largest religion, in the world.

14. recognize that Pre-Islamic Arabia had urban and
itrade centers and kingdoms in addition to nomadic
'tribes.

15. realize that Christianity and Judaism were adhered
to by many Arabs before Islam.

16. hypothesize about the impact of theliyzantine-Sas-
sanid rivalry on the Middle East at the dawn of
Islain.

17. point out on a map the extent of the spread of
Islam from the Atlantic Ocean to the Indus Valley.

18. note that while the conversion of some of the peo-
ple to Islam was done by the sword, many of the
converts were influenced solely through teachings
and trade.

19. observe that the Islamic state incorporated reli-
gious, as well as temporal, affairs in its leadershiP.
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20. understand the status of Jews and Christians as
"People of the Book" in the Islamic State.

21. remember that Islamic civilization reached its ze-
nith during the eighth and nInth centuries,

22. describe the major institutiM and bvic organi-
zations which were common to all Islamic empires.

23. recall that the Middle East and Spain were centers
of flourishing cultures under Islam, while Europe
lagged behind during the Middle Ages.

24. state the causes and consequences of the Crusades.
25. identify famous. Muslim scholars and associate

them with their achievements.
26. 'identify a number of cultural contributions made'

under Islam.
27. remember.that Western civilization is indebted to

Islamic civilization in a number of areas.

B. tontent Outline
1. Major centers of civilizations in pre-Hellenistic era
2. Hellenistk and Roman period
3. Cultural heritage

a. Government_
b. Calendar, alphabet, trade, wheel, . . .

c. Religion
d. Science

4. The consequences of Byzantine-Sassanid rivalry
on the region during the sixth and seventh cen-
turies in Pre-Islamic Arabia

5. Kingdoms, major tribes, and relations With foreign
powers

6. The end of the-Byzantine rule in Syria and Egypt
and the end of the Sassanid Empire

7. Polytheistic religions in the Middle East in ancient
'times

8. Judaism
a. belief in one God
b. early prophets
c. sources of Judaic religious traditionsOld Tes-

tament, Talmud

C 4
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9. Christianity
a. Jesus and the disciples
b. Christian church in the Middle East

10. Islam
a. relationship between Judiasm, Christianity, and

Islam
b. common beliefs of Judaism, Christianity, and'

Islam
(1) onenfss of God-

,(2) creation , \
(3) basic code of ethics
(4) divine revelation
(5) escathology

c: Muharrimad
d. The Pillars of Islam

(1) confession of faith
(2) prayer
(3) almsgiving
(4) fasting
(5) pilgrimage to Mecca

11. The Islamic State under Muhammad
12. The Caliphate

a. Orthodox t
b. Umayyads
c. Abbasids
d. Islam in Spain

13. Achievements and contributions of Islamic civili-
zation

14. The Crusades and the Mongol invasions
15. The Ottoman Empire, 1.5th-18th centuries

a. the rise and expansion of the Ottomans
b. government and institutions
c. the millet system
d. Ottoman foreign relations through 1799

16. Safavid Persia
C. Words and Terms To Remember

Sumer Alexandria
Cuneiform . Antioch
Alphabet Angustus

t "-
-.) 3
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Hammuraliii Seljuks
Heiroglyphics Jesus ,

Pharaoh Disciples of Jesus
Papyrus YahwehElohim
Hittites Justinian
Lakhmids Palmyra
Carthage Ebla
Assyrians Ghaswnids
Cyrus 7 Sassdnids

.

Babylonians Byzantine
Zoroaster Constantinople
Punic Constantine
Moses Alexander the Great
Abrahaiii. Allah
Christians Five Pillars
Hajj Hijera (Hegira)
Hebrews Islam
Jesus Hadith
Kaaba Koran
Mecca Muhammad
Monotheism Mosque
Muslims (Moslems) Old Testament
Ramadan Sacrifice
Shari'a Yathrib (Medina)
Jehovah Sunni
Shi'i , .,. Calli aphy
Abbasids Cali h
Abdul Hamid II Cr sades
Abti" Bakr i
ahl-u-dhima
Ali
al Idrisi
al Razi
Arabesque
Averroes

The Eastern Qu;estion
Ibn Sina
Harun a-Rashid
Mamluks
Mongols
Saladin
Umayyads

D. Activities
-I. Use ancient history crossword puzzleer famous

names and places. . .
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2. Compare the Mosaic and Hamm urabi Codes in 8v-
il and crimin,a1 matters.

3. List the important civilizations of the ancient Mid-
dle East; next to each, write its most important ac-
complishment?

4.. If you live near a large metropolitan area, visit 'a
museum and view its Middle Eastern exhibit.'

5. Invite student speakers from Muslim countries
who may be attending colleges nearby to address
the class about Islam.

6. Make, a list of beliefs common to Judaism, Chris-
tianity, and Islam,

7. tvGke a list of common prophets of Judaism, Chris-
tianity, and Islam.

8. Make a presentation expraining the sacredness of
Jerusalem to Jews, Christians, and Muslims.

9. Describe a travelogue thrqugh the Hajj using Ar-
amco's NovemberDecember 1974 isstie..

10. Read Surat OMran and Stirat Mariam in the Koran
and identify familiar thethes.

11. On an outline world map, color countries which
have a majority of Muslims, Using another color,
identify countries which have substantial minori-
ties of Muslims.

12. Make a list of some English words which are trace-
able to Arhbic.origin.

13: Identify some famous works of literature and mu-
sic which have Middle Eastern or Islamic themes.

14. Construct a time line. Identify ihe major empires,
events, and persons.

IV. The Clash of Cultures
A. Objectives

Upon completing Otis unit, the studepts will be able to:
1. comment on the consequences of Napoleon's in-,vasion of Egypt.
2. describe the reform' and modernization attempts

in the Ottoman Empire during the 19th century.
3. state the impact of Muhammad Ali of Egypt on the

Middle East during his lifetime.

p
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4. define the "Eastern Question."
5. identify the specific goals of each European power

in the region during the 19th vntury.
6. explain the circumstances which led to the British

occupation of Egypt.
7. hypothesize about the reasons for the decline of

the Ottoman Empire. ,
8. recognize the dimensions of the Armenian gem)-

. cide during the reign of Abdul Hamid II,
9. describe the e1,4.5At of Middle Eastern involvement

in World War I. .-
10. recall the circumstances which led to the rise of

11. recognize the' impact on the Middle. East of the
political atid`cliplomatic moves made during Wotid
War I. 4

12. recall that most of the region was-subjected to colo-
, nial rule or a mandate system uader which it re-
"mained until after World War II.

13. remember that the dominant colonial powers were
Great Britain and France.

14. state the political, economic, and strategic purpos-
es behind the colonizatidn of the Middle East.

15. describe hoW colonial rule divided the region into
states and spheres of influence.

16. explain the bitterness felt In Middle Easterners to,
wards colonial rule.

17. tiote that the majority of Middle Eastern countries
,

Ayrnpathized 'with the Allies during World War II.
18. describe prevailing conditions in Palestine under

the British.
B. C ntent Outline

A. The Ottoman Empire during the 19th century
._ a. the Napoleonic campaign in Egypt '

.b. Muhammad Mi of Egypt
c. reforms of Mahmud II
d: the Crimean War
e. the Tanzimat
f. Ottoman wars and foreign relations between

1856-1914

1 ' 8
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1

2. Egypt from the death of Muhammad Ali to World
War I
a. modernization

b. the Suez Canal 4

c. British ,occupation
3. Political movements and philosophies

a. Pan-Islam
b. Arab niitionalism
c. Zionism

4. The Young Turks
. World War. I

. b. the Arab.ltevOlt
ca. secret,agreements, correspondence, and prom-
' . ises ,

d. Treaty of Versailles.
5. The Middle East after the Versailles Treaty of 1919

a, the Mandate systeat and the division of the Mid,
,dle East

b. the establishment of the Turkish It:epublic
'c. England 'a7nd thee Suez Canal

6. Palestine under the British
A.4the imOlementation of-the Balfour DeclaratiOn
B. Jewish immigr?;tion 'and settlement in Palestine
c. violence between theJews.and Arabs of Palestine
d. PaleStine during World War II

7: The struggle for independerkce in'tlie Middle East
a. Syria and LebanO'n
b. Egypt

8. Turkey,and Iran after World War I
C. Words and Teriis To Remember.

Balfour Declaration Tanzima0:.
Theodore Herzl .

HuSsayrf-McMahon
correspondence

Khedive
Máhmudll

0 Midhat Pasha
Mnhammad Ali,

(of Egypt)
Sykes-Picoareaty

0

Young Mils
Zionism -

,Mandate
aliya -

'anti-Semitism
Faisal, son of Sherif Hussayn

Ataturk
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Suez-Canal Diaspora
Holocaust

D. Activities -
I Make a list of the Muslim countries in the world.

Next to each identify the continent and the ethnic
background of its people.

2. ampare the commitments made in the Balfour
Lieclaration, the Hussayn-McMahon correspon-
dence, and the Sykes-Picot Treaty and comment
about each.

3. Play the,simulated game STARPGAR to help ex- .
plain colonialism and imperialism.

V. 'The Middle East Today
A. Objectives

Upon completing this unit, the students will be able to:
1. note the circumstances which led to the creation of

the state of Israel.
2. comment pn the events which precipitated the -

homelessness of millions of Palestinians.
3. list the outstandineissues in the Arab-Israeli cow-

flict.
4. hypotlibsize about the importance of petroleum oil

on the future of the Middle East.
5. mark on an outline map the "occupied territories"

Lollowing the Six-Day War.
6. explain the provisions of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace

Treaty.
7. realize that today no staie or person assumes the

right to speak on behalf bE the warkfs Muslim com-
munity.

B. Content Outline
1. The Arab-Israeli conflict

a. causes
b, the establishment of the state of Israel
c. the Palestinian refugees ,
d. the Arab-Israeli wars
e. the Egyptian-.Israeli peace treaty
f. Palestinia\tionalism
g. prospects for a lasting peace

THE MIDDLE EAST
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2. Iran
a. the nationalization of oil in 1953 and the Shah:s

exile
b. the return of the Shah and his rule until 1979
c. the Khomeini Revolution and the aftermath

3. Turkey
a: Turkey after World War II
b. the Cyprus question

4. Lebanon
a. the,Civil War
b. roots of conflict and the,Civil War.

5. Oil in the Middle East
a. the,importance of the Middle East as a major oil-

producing region
b. the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

tries (OPEC)
c. the new wealth and the economic development of

the region
6. Islam in the contemporary world

a. geograPhic extent
b. adherents
c. Shi'ites
d. Sunnites

C. Wqrds and Terms To
ng Farouk

Anwar Sadat
Haim Weizmann
Golda Meir
Kink Hussein
Yasser Arafat
Knesset
Reza Shah Pahlavi
Deir yassin
Phalangists
Self-determination
Autonomy
Activitjes

1. Organize a debate on the Palestinian vs. Israeli views
in the Middle East today.

D.

Remember

,Gamal Abdul Nasser
Muhammad Mossadegh
Ben*urion
MenTchem Begin
PLO
OPEC
Maronites
UAR
Nationalization
Archbishop Makarios
Ayatollah Khweini
Cyprus
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2. Organize a debate' on U.g.. foreign policy in the
Middle East since World War II.

3. Organize a debate on oil policies as perceived by
OPEC countries versus the views of industrial con-
sumeri.

4. Invite an oil company executive to speak on the role
of theanultinational companies in the region.

5. Identify' on an outine map the changes in Middle
Eastern boundaries since World War II. ;

6. Play the simulation game CRISIS to help explain
the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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/successys AND FAILURES IN
TEACHING MIDDLE EASTERN
STUDIES AT THE SECONDARY

LEVEL

by
Marvin Frick las

In the April, 1979 issue of Phi'
Delta Kappa, Richard A. Hawley acknowledged that "Teaching
as Failing" exists. His thesis recognized the quest for teacher
perfection never fulfilled and suggested that the defense against
failureto never have triedwould deny the gifts of the teach-
er's knowledge to the student. To never have tried would be
worse than to have settled for partial success.

No student leaves Middle Eastern Studies an expert, includ-
in g`the instructor. By empirical standards secondary school stu-
dents may learn little, but something.' Why is that important?
Because valid, measurable knowledge does exist and deserves
attention.

Most students who arrive in Middle Eastern Studies in the
high school bear pre-existing impressions and cultural stero-
*types. This is more particularly true if the community has a
homogeneous ethnic flavor and a high level of group conscious-
nesS. Other handicaps may already exist. Students may take the
course because their parents tell them it will be interesting or
good for them. They May think it mostly about the Arab-Israeli
crisis, or that it will be e'asy and not require much effort. It is
best to rapidly try to broaden the vision of students while some-
what limiting who takes the course. This can be achieved by
restricting class membership to high school 12th grade seniors
-as an elective subject. Ern with these limitations, a variance in

69
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abilities will customarily appear. Nonacademic students of lower
grade levels usually find the intricate details, complex analogies,
unfamiliar names, involved customs and behavior patterns in
Middle Eastern Studies simply too difficult to master.

One.,of the hardest and most critical tasks occurs in the _first
day or twoperhaps in the first classroom hour. The teacher
must establish a positive tone, limits on course structure, and a
sense of necessary student involvement. The hazard here is that
many kupils think they already possess knowleage about the
Middle'Vast. And they do, but much 'of what they know is dis-
torted through the popularization of the 'media and stereo-
types.' Students may believe tint all Arabs have many wives,
possess oil wells, are dirty, live in tents, and spend the day using
easily available drugs, and, oh yes; that all women belly dance
and wear veils.

Thus, when one considers the subject matter to be taught to'
a group of senior high school students, it is essential that certain
governingl-ealities be recognized. The teacher needs to balance
his or her particular interest with the realities of the classroom

:;";

situation. o matter ow enthusiastic or dedicatedno matter
hovy convindrig or effective the instructor may behe or she
will come to realize that when students leave the course some
will still look on the map for the city of Cairo in. Iran and spell
" I srael", "1 sreal".

In short, is partial failure permissable? I believe, in terms of
overall good, it is. Perhaps none of my students will ever write ,

a doctoral thesis on "The Search for Evidence of Graphic Epei-
rogenics in the Writings of Ibn Khaldun" but.they may be More
aware of the high stakes played for in the U.S.S.R.-U.S. struggle
for control of the Middle East, or the.intricacies or OPEC's im-
pact on the international oil situation, or the role of minorities
in the Middle Eastern life pattern. Such knowledge can lead to
a broader appreciation of the U.S. rGle in the field of foreign
affairs.

Which subjects to choose and which to leave out? No two
teachers will ever agree entirely. The selection must be suitably
matched to the audience's needs2Some classes cannot handle
overlY complex ideas. In others, the instructorS may be forced
to stray far afield bringing in a variety of original source ma-
terials to meet inexhaustible zeal. In situations like this, in all
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fairness, the public and school libraries should be provided with
reading lists and possible purchase suggestions in advance.
Otherwise, the teacher may be placed in the clumsy situation of
haying suggested library investigation on a particular subject
that he o'r she failed to warn would become an area in great
demand.

Students should be led to understand the parallels in contem-
porary experiences in various Middle Eastern countries, adap-
tations and regional differences produced by environmental
and social pressures, and contrasts which exist in regard to liN;ring
conditions in their own country. They should also learn to ap-
preciate the variety in human behavior that has always existed
in the historical sense. Often the pupil ddes not understand that
life styles and patterns of the ancient Middle East have mean-
ingful historical lessons for today, as intricate and valid for con-
temporary man as the events in yesterday's news.

They should become aware that recently, through the dedica-
'' tion of modern scholars using patient methods combined with

modern intellectual disciplines, much evidence of the sophisti-
cation of the ancient past has come w light. If one fails_to appre-
ciate the entire dimension of the drama in the lives of the Near
Eastern forebears, it is on ly because we lack knowledge of the full
scope of ancient existence and not because early inhabitants led
narrow lives. 'One can attempt to convey some of the essence of
early peoples through the use of appropriate materials.2

Soon after this early exposure to the parameters of the
course, if a positive atmosphere has been created, class members
will begin to feel more confident. To those who ask, "How do
you know when a positive attitude has been created?" I Can only
replyyou doWt. But the experienced teacher can sense its exis-
tence, or the lack thereof. Mainly, it is a matter of doing the
right thing at the right time. The instructor should now be
examining the extraordinary diversity of the geography of the
area, the enormous variety of its human condition, the ethnic
riches, religious diversity, multi-faceted languages, internation-
al inolvements and power struggles, potential for internal and
international destruction, and ihe complexity of the area's eco-
nomic involvements and power struggles.

A caution at this point might be worthwhile. Such an atmo-
sphere of confidence and reciprocity may have been established
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that the teacher is engulfedin it. Even with my own background
of many years in the field, particularly with a lively class dem-
onstrating a high level of curiosity, I find that I may try to teach
the entire course in the first hour of the first day. Not only is
this to be avoided but it is innately boring and self-defeating.
Of course, more solidly structured course objectives may obviate
this problem but it could also eliminate spontaneity. This over-
zealous situation should be avoided as it will be regretted on the
morrow. Pacing and goal direction for the length of the course
are essential. Perhaps if restraint is practicied, the instructor can
avoid "telling" the students everything.

Concerning content, the Middle Eastern Studies course
should have at least one segment devotated to a detailed exten-
sive study of ISlam. Students should understand that the neces-
sity of this derives from the intimate link of Islam with the lives
of the people in the area. Otherwise, certain awkward questions
might be raised concerning religion in the public classroom. A
particularly attractive new film series, now available from
Exxon, is "The Traditional World of Islam." This and other
films-on the subject can be obtained from the university film
repositories or the Middle East Institute in Washington, D.C.
for minimal rental arrangement. The Hajj or religious pilgra-
mage to Mecca with its visual drama and pageantry is a partic-
ularly interesting part of Islamic tradition. A set of slides with
accompanying text can help the student appreciate the zeal and
dedication of participants, while useful parallels can be drawn
to the heightened religiosity- of Hassidic Jews or Christians.

It is probably a good idea to include a unit on underdevel-
opment in the semester course. Students can-be taught that the
circumstances surrounding the human condition in the area are
frequently not of the resident's own making, but often result
from cirenmstances beyond their control, such as factors of en-
vironment or traditional behavior. Particular emphasis could be
placed upon the reality that the people of the area have 'over-
whelming problenis with few avennes for solution.

Students at high school level do'not respond well to stories of
people who cannot leave predetermined patterns and roles.
They like to believe that it is possible to exercise widespread
control over their own lives while retaining wide options for

L.)
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changes. They have trouble comprehending that there are
mani people who will never move horizontally to other* occu-
pations or upward in social status. One can try to break through
this prejudice of advantaged high school students and help
them understand the life of the rural woman of Sudan, or the
cobbler's son in Iran. In addition, the effects of health deficien-
cies, both hygenic and nutritional, should be examined as
should the consequences of uncontrolled population growth.
Pupils should be made to see the separate character of govern-
mental and general population roles, the effect of the lack of
the middle class, and the roots of discontent which can foment
revolution and discord. The student should- also be shown why
U.S. economic and political interests are closely tied to the sit-
uation in the area, and why those situations almost inevitably
draw the linited States into involvement. Time permitting, the
historical roots and reasons for confrontation between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union in the Middle East should be examined.

Oil is another topic which provokes student opinion, but few
possess real knowledge in detail; particularly in reference to
where and how oil is obtained, refined, shipped, exchanged,
and sold. They shoitld be made aware of world marketing mech-
anisms and pricing. The teacher should explain the dependency
of our nation upon the OPEC international oil cartel: Addi-
tional topics might include any of the following: the effect of
nationalization of oil properties by foreign governments, the
collaboration of the "Seven Sisters" in the domination of the
domestic market, the linkage of oil inter.ests in the American
economy, etc. If there are any areas I would advise against, they
would be in the dull sterility of economic definitions and price
fluctuations. It should be realized that, for the most part, a
student's interests in oil revolve around whether he can get
petroleum products for his car, and why ihe U.S. cannot simply
take it from the Arabs.

Ine-Vitably, the issue of the Arab-Israeli conflict mAt be faced.
In my experience, only one method has proven successful. Both
sides. of the issue must be Kesented as effectively as possible
always remernbering that for every argument presented by one
side, there is an equally valid, existing counter-argument. Rath-
er than trying to in any way convince, the teacher should try to
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expose all a$pects of the complex issues which have made a read-
ily available solution -so difficult to attain.

Frequent emaional arginlient-Cate Virtually inevitable. When
students begin to interlink their responses, reinforcing one an-
other with an aim to goading the teacher or embarassing him,
it may become necessary to call a halt. Such passionately held
arguments"Why don't the Arabs with all that room leave little
Israel alone?"are difficult to answer under the most favorable
circumstances. When there is a thick atomsphere of hostility,
the instructor can try to ask students for answers, admit the
atmosphere is too tense for a rational discussion that day, or
postpone it. I find the material contained in the fihristrip Arabs
and Jews: The Crisis by Schloat-Prentice Hall, helpful. It can be
used to provide definitions and historical background, but one
must acquaint students with the relevent terminology and com-
pensate for its deficiencies in regard to current chronology.

Considering all the bases which need to be touched upon, the
question arises: What about flexibility in Middle Eastern Stud-
ies? Carl activities become more studefitentered? Panel dis-
cussions on problem areas, preparation of native 'foods, the
playing of native music or the dressing in area costhmes are
evident possibilities. It will depend on the nature of the class.
Volunteers should be solicited and no coercion should be used
to force participation. Nor should particular penalities be .as-
sessed. Instead ,the teacher should utilize those who welcome
opportunities to show their demonstrative or extroverted na-
tures. Weekly discussions of 6irrent events with particular em-
phasis upon news items dealing with the Middle East can be
useful. Iris reasonable to assume that some members will never
join in these or other student-centered activities because of shy-
ness or lack of interest.

Outside speakers can help to,make your Middle Eastern Stud-
ies course more vivid and effective, provided they are selected
With care. People with heavy accents, soft indistinct voices, cA;er-
whelming prejudices, stock familiar material, of who do not
relate well to young people should be, avoided. Rather, they
should be individuals who are convincing, have something pos-
itive to say and possess a good command of the subject matter.
They should also be emotionally prepared for the close scrutiny
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( .5 f, young adylts. There may he a flurry of queitions at the end
, of the presentation, or there may be absolute silence. Neither

------- situation portends success or kailure. Speakers should also be
cautioned to avoid prejudicial and controversial statements
which could incite hostile reactkins. Frequently, assorted com-
Munity pressure grpups may desire to have particular individ-
uals appear befdie iMpressionable Young people. The teacher
may have to refuse certain speakers aaess to the,classroom or
exercise the right of editorial comment following their presen-
tation. Above all, he or she is 'the one who mItSt determine
course requirements, time available, and whether students are
being served or cheated, .

My experience with audio-visual materials in Middle Eastern
Studies over the past decade has been varied. Unfortunately,
too many, pupils are'uncertain as to what happens when a film

Sis shown. The teacher maxhave to help. Either 'the students are
taking several pages of notls and do not watch the film, or they
are so busy matching that at the end, they have little idea as to
its content. Perhaps..they have been conditioned by home tele-
vision viewing w ere little active participation is required. Thekb
instructcrr might repare an outline of a series of questions. Or,

,a's Professor Don Peretz (SUNY-Binghamton) Suggested at a
recent meeting; have students compose questions about the au-

.dio-visual materials, that they might ask other people. Unfor-
tunately, even these well-intentioned methods may 'run aground.
A prePared outline may mean "lights out, sack time" and pre-
.pared questiOns copying the "right" answers.

Much of the material is badly out of date, gven before it reach-
es the teacher, and \may not have any real use in courses of
developed concentration. If possible, suitable materials (refer
to the articles in this pubfiCatioashould bepurchased or rented
long in advance. Nothing is more frustrating than reaching a
point where an applicable audio-visual device could be usefully
employed only to discover that it will not be available for six
months due to heavy demand. Personally, I have found straight
audio tapes, 'unless interspersed with frequent stops for class
discussion, particularly dull and time-consuming. And a film,
may be have to be viewed twice or perhaps even more, in order
for subtle terminology or hidden meanings to be retrieved.

....
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Text selection for Middle Eaetern Studies has been the subject
of extensive research.3 Probleins concerning misinfbrmation
and the academic level at which the books are written abound.
Most appear to be written for lower ,gradeS or college students.
To be useful at theligh school level, the volume should neither
take a superficial approach, nor assume the reader has extensive
pre-experiente to relate the material to pupils. In short, has the
author made the book sufficiently clear to high school pupils
without babying them? For several years I have had good results.
using Don Peretz's The Middle East.

As for individual effort, the teaCher can begin by broachini
the subject of a term paper. This onerous, subject can serve
several useful purposes. Ideally, its aim would be to permit a
student to fulfill his desire to investigate. It can show his ability
to carry out committed responsibility but, most importantly, can
be used as a device to broaden the student's scope.

I gerierally'suggest students investigate a pthblem akea. If the
leacher solicits suggestions as to what possible topicts exist, fa-
miliar responses should come quicklythe Arab-Israeli con-
flict, opium in Turkey, oppression of women, hunger, disease,
and lack of education. Critiques of these choices and sugges-
tions regarding additional exampIes,_sucltas_the_problem of the
Kurdish minority in Iraq, archaeological excavation in the face
of industrial development, developing an economicinfrastruc-
ture in the United Arab Emirates, Sunni versus Shi'ite confron-
tation .in Turkey, one-party politics in Tunisia, shotild then be
made. As a result, the student begins to appreciate that the
breadth of the course is much wider than he or she had imag-

This will become more clear in an indirect way if the in-
ined.

structor emphasizes the availability of advanced materials in /
better libraries, particularly at local colleges ,and universities.i
Their facilities permit pupils to attain greater depth in subject
detail Frequently, awareness results from involvempt
these broader avenues since seniors often seek reasons to gain
rapid entry into the more mature collegiate milieu. Many inSti-
tutions of higher learning will permit secondary school, stu-
dents to utilize materials within building confines, so lOng as
they behave responsibly., A caution should be issued anat adv-
anced materials, even in such Obvious areas as ed,ucation in die
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tMiddle Ea'st, frequently are in foreign tongues, particularly
Arabic. .

A term paper on the classroom agenda may also backfire.
'Marginal students are frequently overwhelmed:and one should
not be unprepared for a disgruntled group crowding around

t the teacher at the end of class. Surprisingly, most concerns seem
not to surround the mechanics of completion, but the uncei-
tainty over choice of topic...An explanation by the teacher, that
the assignment is a challenge to evoke interest through dem-
onstrated concern and that during the course in Middle Eastern
Studies knowledge and skills will be acquired facilitating corn-
pletion, helps.

It is well to sei deadlines with the paper and repeatedly ptod
malingerers. A mid-date synopsis *Filch includes title, progressto date, and a cutrent list of materials assures class members
that the instructor has n'ot forgotten and is notpostponing the
inevitable reckoning: If someone fortuitously 'turns his paper in
early, this overt display to the others is 'a more valuab)e incentivethan 'all the contrived exhortations.

Plakiadsm is a m'ajor prablehi. I find that it is not so much
the student's desire to take the easy path to success, as his lack
of assurance that the work will be meritorious enough that
prompts him to,lift'extensively from outside resources or worse,entire papers. I usually point out that papers which begin,
.:Triim the sundappled hills of the Levant to the' tortu.rous car-
Tapaces of the' Mahgreb. ." are' unacceptable for high school
seniors. T,hey usually get the point.

They will next wish to know if a passing grade is possible evenif they choose,not to do the, term paper. It is best to emphasize
, the positive benefits achieved by role completion not beyond the

4-ability of the average student in Middle Eastern Studies and that:
such work can serve as a valuable introduction to college and
tesearch skills. It shouid also he poihted-out that this allows for
exploration into itopic of one's' own choosing. One additional
caution thay be useful. Pupils should know ant certain subjects- such as the ,Arab-Israeli confrontation are frequently tinged
with emotion'aliSm, and tliat facts often are propaganda, written
as a self-justification done's own, acts or. policies. My experience
has shown that most young people are frequently less. suscep-
tible to "message" materials, than imahritted.

aa,

.C... )'
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What about testing? Every, teacher has experienced the fa-
, miliar problem of decline in test security as the day wears on

and ,the answers circulate. Students seem to like the idea of
rotating the impact of fresh tetting. That is, to schedule a quiz
to hit a particular class fitst on one day, while the next time a
test occurs to have that group second, third, or whatever in
impact sequence. I find that short-answer questions in frequent
unannounced quizzes are far more effective in assessing prog-
ress than essay tests which are best left for final examinations.
The instructors will want to structure exams so that the relative
degree of ongoing success and accomplishment is experienced,
particUlarly in the face of difficult foreign regional terminology.

What may be drawn from the foregoing discussion? No teach-
er of Middle Eastern StuClies can.be totally successful regardless
of thte group he is instructing. He should arrive in the classroom
armed with intellect, the best knowletlge available, and lin in-
itinct for helping others learn. He should operate in an atmo-
sphere onttlanned purpose, qchestrate flexibly, and have a
sense of humor. His best weapon is probably, a smile, or a pat,
on the back. And if, with even all these assets, he fails? Perhaps
a quotation from Thomas Wolfe's, You dtiet Go Home Again, will
ser,:e. "If a. man has talent and cannot use it, he has failed. It he
has a talent and uses only half of it, he has partly failed. If he
has a talent and learns somehow to use the whole of it, he has
gloriously succeeded and won a satisfaction and a triumph few,

ever know." Let those of.ms who teach Middle Eastern StUd-
ies reach for that satisfaction and triumph.

Notes
I. See, for example, William J., Griswold, The Image of the Middle E:ast in Sec-

ondary School Textbooks (New Yolk: The Middle East §.tudies Association)
1975.

2. Paul Thomas Welty, ,',I;ddle Eastern Cultures (Plidadelphia and New York:
IR. LippinCott Cbmpanyr1974.

3. Griswold, The hnage of the Middle East in Secondary School Textbooks, passim
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TEXTBOOKS AND TEACHEliS:
'CONVEYORS OF

KNOWLEDGE AND AGENTS OF-t,
SOCIALIZATION

t

40t # -by
,Ayad Al-Qazzaz -

SInce the beginning of recorded
histOry the two principal components of formal education have
been textbooks and teachers. They have served as the core of
the learning process acting as' conveyors of knowledge and
agents of socialization.

There is evidence that texts were useth in the school-systems
of ancient Greece and Rome) -Today they stand at the root of
all:formal. education. Al the university level, when an instructor
fails to employ either one or several texts, the'studeet frequently
feels lost and con fused.This situation is much more serious and
accentuated in the elementary and high schools. Here these
books, both in theory and in practices form the basic building
blocks of instruction. As such, there is an almdst exclusive reli-

ance upon them; only a small minority favoring the use of sup-'
plementary readings.

This point was underscored by DF. Bruce Joyce, former head
of Elementary Teacher Education at the University of Chiago.
He estimated that almost eighty per cent of the nation's ele-
mentary teachers Lised textbooks as their main iri.structional tool
'and source of knowledge. "The typical elementary teacher is
'called upon to master a range of stabjects from chilaren's liter-
ature to reading to math to. science." Joyce noted, in explaiping
the problem. Thus, he continued, "Since few people can become
eXpertsin so many fields, lie typical grade-school teacher relies

79
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heavily onethe texts and guides." Fl adds that the problem in
high school is probably magnified, stating, "Because the high
school teacher works with as many as 156 youngsters a day, it
is im ossible for him to prepare tailor-made materials for each-
child o yen, each class. I4e has to come up with the prepared
package, t e textbook.'2

Textboo s, then: especially pose having to do with the hu-
manities d the social sciences, are a primary source from_
which the student acquires attitudes, beliefs, and feelings abOut
both his own couray and thole, of others who come from a
different blikground. They give children and adolescents the
necessary information to learn about human, history arid the
cultures of the world in which they live. These books represent
an indispensible paricof the learning process.

Teachers serve as the other component in the acquisition of
an education; functioning not only as role models to be ob-
served, imitated, or followed but also Tiinterpreters of the
universe to the student. They are.the ones who make unity out
of disorder, meaning out of vagueness. Students rely upon their
judgment, evaluation, and assessment of the various stimuli,
around them. This influence can _be seen in many ways.
thfough the texts they.select and the parts they chose to stress
or ignore. It is also evident in the çonint of the lectures, the
homework assigned, and thg projects stu ents are asked to get
involved in. These and other factors colo. the student's outlook
about himself and others, including differeht ethnic groups and
foreign nationsin the context of this Paper the Middle East.

Studies in the field of socialvychology relating to the process
of socialization indicate that learning, acquired in elementary
and high school tends to bave a lasting effect..Attitudes heldby
adults concerning particular groups can be traCed in part to this
training.

Because of the above, most, if not all, governments of the
wcirld exe,rcise a great deal of control over the institution of
educatiOn, especially at the yrimary and secondary levels. It is
considered too important to be left to the whims and wants of
private individuals. The quality of life as well as the rate and
extent of social and economic development depend in partOn
what is taught in, the schools. 6.1so, governments usertextbooks
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and teachers taimpart.knowledge of their country and of other
nations to the student. Corpequently, they can be used. as a
means of transmitang and developing negative images of for-
eign countries.

'This is done through two procesies, omiskion and commis-
sion. The former means not discussing subjects and topics
which may throw a more positive light on the nation(s) being
studied. commission is a process through which irrelevant, in-
complete, inaccurate, biased, and mistaken staterneas are in-
corporated into the text in order to generate a distorted and
negative pticture of the people or peoples in question:

In this context it is appropriate to quote Luther H. Evans who
commented that, . ,

/ .

Textbooks and teachers can be the seed Of an eventual harvest
of international understanding and friendship by the presen-
tation of facts qualitatively and quantatively correct and in prop-
er prosRect, but they can 4so be the seed to a crop of misun-
derstanding, hate, and contempt among natives and toward
other ways of life by the presentations as facts of unqualified,
unbalanced, and inaccurate statements.

Nowhere does this problem of bias, distortion, omission,'.and
misrepresentation appear to be moreeacute than in the material
available on the Middle East. The dimensions of Ns problem
have been clearly recognized by scholars, and as the vai-ious
studies, aptly demonstrate much revision is needed in order to
correct this situation:se

,Perhaps the most representfive, and to a certain extent tile "
most important, survey df texts was conducted by MESA (Mid-
dle East Studies Association).5 Many eof its findings were echoed
in the others and,..as".slich, it provides a Wewthwhile gerieral

- assessment of the state/16f the art concerning Middle East fexts,
especially at the secondary level.

While the primary objective of MESA is to deal with teaching
and scholarship at the university level-, it 'was found that the
knowledge and opinions student bring with,thehi froni higIrr"Th
school 'determines the teaching effectiveness in clege. Thus,
it 1971, an image committee was established td study just how
?he Middle East was being discussed in high school textbooks.

to,
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In 1975, a brief report submitted three years earlier was ex-
tended into a C9obldet and published by MESA:- The Image of the
Middle East in Secondary School Textbooks contsisted of fourl)arts:
North American images of the region, an annotated bibliog-
raphy; the history and culture of Islam, a syllabus and review of
the Arab-Israeli wars.6

Approximately eight texts used in world history, geography,
and social studies courses in the states where the members of
the committee were located were reviewed. Though a uniform
set of rules was not set up and members used their personal
critical judgment in eyaluating the books, a general .content
analysis critique did emerge. In addition, secondary teachers
wer-i-consuited so as to strengthen and confirm these appraisals.

the committee- concluded that while there were a .few well-
wripen, thoroughly researched textbooks in use, the majority
were found to be inadequate. Errors in content, the perpetua-
tion of sterotypes in political and social description, oversimpli-

. fication of complicated issues, the listing of outcomes while ig-
..

noring the causes, and the providing of-moral jridgments
regarding the actiord of nations were presented in the form of
factual history. Only a minoriq of the .authors were found to
have experienced specific education on the Middle East and,
generally speaking, they used data 'which was dated, being at
least five and often ten years old. Finally, it was discovered that
even fewer authors referred to those,new changes and deN'iel-'
oprnents which were occuring in all walks of life throughgut the
region.

` More specifically, the committee found that:

I. An inordinate amount of spaceyas devotedto eertain unes-
.

sential aspects of lice and culture. Nomads were invariably
overstressed with photographs,provided to further support '
this stereotype.

2. In discussing the desert,'Israeli achievement in transforphing
the desert was stresied to the detriment of the work of Arab
nations.

y 3. Many emphasized the poverty of the tenant farmer and *de-
. 'picted die cities asiv ing with the unemployed. In contrast

I
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the spectre of a few'millionaires in flowing robes being chauf-
feured in expensive lirhousines was presented. It was also
strongly implied that mast_ economic problems could be rs-
solved by wholesale westernization.

4. 'Islam was treated rather briefly, the emphasis being put on
what was considered to be its strangeness and its exotic qual-
ities as seen through the religious practices of Muslims. The
strong connections between Islam and the two other estab"-
lished Semitic religions was not mentiOned.

5. United.States difficulties in the Middle East were attribu.ted
mainly to the neg'at.ive nattirif of Arab nationalism under-
Nasser's.leadership, the ac;ioris of-Soviet saboteurs, and Arab
hoApty.toward Israel.

6. Israel was portrayed as:lhe only democracy in...the' Middle
East wbile the Arab-Israeli conflict's were coveredesolelylrom
the perspective of that natiO.

7. Iran was rarely discuskd and the analysis presented tended
to be brief and distated. For example, the nationalization
Of tits, oil fields was described as an action carried out by
fanatical extremists who led the Iranizin people astray thus
creating an economic Crisis- for the British-ovned oil corn-.,
43jr,ly.

. 8. Turks, like thq Irani4ns, received lit koverage and most of
what was presented septhed to be in the co of the Cm-

% sades. he Tut;Vs were de-Scribed as cruel and op e§sive in
-their occupation of iite floly Land, frequently killi nd
mistreating the reSident Chris4n poPulation.. The Ott
mans we're characterized as brutal, barbariajf, and heathen.

In eneral, there is a need to demonstrate the great diversity'
of peoples and lands which characterize the Arab world. The
region is ritt monolithic and should not be treated as such in
textbooks. In aadition, an effort-could be made to stress the
contributions made by the civilizations Of the Middle East, in all
periods of history, to western culture. Specifically, those in- law, "
scien0e, education, medicine, the arts,,anVeligion should be
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4rocused upon. The 'spread of Islam into subSaharan Africa and
Spain must be recounted and its relevance to the Mexican, Chi-
cano, and AfrO-American experience might be included so as
to further familiariZe students with its significance. Finally, an
accurate and objective account of both the creation of the state
of Israel and the story of the Palestinians should be included so
that the misconceptions and, distortions which now characterize
analyses of these topics can be obviated. If all these.require-
ments are met, then the state of the art regarding the study of
the Middle East will be vastly improved.

Two currently available texts have proven to, be of superior
value ii the claisrOom. J. Norman Parmer, Milton Finkelstein,
and bert Stephen, Jr., People and Progress: A Global Ristory
(Rive forest, Ill.: Laidlaw Brothers) 1978, contains a good, con-
cise ci.scussion of Islam covering the essential elements of the
.religion. It also deals with Islamic civilization and recountslhe
political forces which led to the emergence, development, and
decline of the empires. In addition, the analysis of the modern
era is good, though brief. It is one of the- best books available
on this difficult topic. Beautifully written and illustrated, People
and Cultures (New York: Rand McNally & Co.) 1975, by Merwyn
S. Garbarino and Rachel Sady focuses on the culture of the
area. It brings out some.of the human qualities of life and
religion in the Middle East. Either of -these should serve as
models for future texts and-are to be highly recommended.

Notes
I.

t
Encyclopedia of Education, Vol. IX, p. 9

2. Cited in Hillel Black.
3 Cited indawia Alami, "Misco eptions in the Treatment of the Arab

'World in Selected AmeriCan extbooks for,Children' , M.A. Thesis, Ohio
State University, 1957.

4. The studies used in the writing okhe paper include: Adawia Alami, "Mis-
conceptions in the Treatment ,gf the-Arab World in Selected American
Textbooks for Children"; William J. Griswold, The Image of the Middle East
in Secondary School Texthook.s (New York: Middle East Studies Association of
North America) 1975; L. M. Kenny, "The Middle East in Canadian Social
Studies Textbooks" "and Ayad Al-Qazzaz, "Images of the Arab in American
Social Sdence Textbooks" in Baha Abu-Laban and Faith T. Zeadey (Eds.),
Arabs in An:erica. Mytlu and Realities(Wilmette, Ill: Medina University Press
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International) 1975; F. T Ziadeh and C. H. Allen, "Evaluation of the Treat-
ment of Egypt in American Primary and Secondary School Literature",
unpublished HEW Report, 1976; Ayad Al-Qailaz, Audrey Shabbas, Ruth
Afifi, The Arab World: A Handbook For Teachers (San Francisco: Tasco Pre Ss)
1978; Glenn Perry, "Treatment of the Middle East in American High
School Textbooks,"Jounial of Palestine Studie.s, Vol. IX, No, 3 (Spring, 1975);
Michael Suleiman, "The Middle East in American High School Curricula:
A Kansas Case Study," Middle East Studies Assonation Bulletin, Vol. XIII,
No. 2 (May, 1974); Yaqub Afidalla Abu-Helu, "Images of the Arabs-and
their Conflict with Israel held by American Piiblie Secondary Sthool Social
Studies Teachers," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University,
1978. v

5 Giiswold, The Image of the Mtddk East tn Secondary School Textbooks, pp. 11-32.
The following analysis is taken from this study which seemslo epitomize
he findings of the others. ...
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SELECTION CRITieRIA AND
METHODS OF

UTILIZIiNTG AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

by
. Ronald A. Messier

4

0

The ideal introductign to .Mid-
dle East Studies woidd be an extended guided tour to the area
itself, to learn Of the life of the prophet Muhammad while vis-
iting Mecca and Medina or to study the practke of Ramadan
while observing the fast in Cairo. Not vet?), many school systems,
however, would allow such an extended field trip. Audio-visual
programs, on the other hand, can help the stuctent experi-
enceat least vicariously!the intense' religiosity or the Hajj
(Pilgrimage) to Mecca, the spirit of adventure and ingenuity of
Arab scientists, the precision and harmony of Islamic architec-
tural designs.

An audio-visual presentation should be used in the classroom .

only when there is no better way available to accomplish a spe-
cific goal. There are indeed several such opportUnities occa-
sioned, not so much by the limitations of a teacher's knowledge
or ability to express that knowledge, but rather by the nature..
and challenge of certain educational objectives.

The experiential approach is based bn a relatively sirhple.
principle in communication theory which distinguishes between
three channels of communication: alphasignal, parasignal, and
infrasignal. Alphasignal is information in its simplest form, ver-
bally presented by 4 speaker or plainly printed on a piece of
paper. Parasignal ig less specific information accompanying or
supplementing. alphasignal. A good example is a greeting card

8.7
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in which the basic message is embellished with ornate script or
appropriate mood setting pictures. There are countless other
types of parasignal: tones of voice, gestures, anything that will
qualify the basic mess'age. Infrasignal is the uncontrolled part
of any sender's communication. It is the more or less uncon-
scous portion of the overall signal such as nervousness or confi-
dence of the speaker, peculiar mannerisms or the like. Being thus 3.

beyond the direct control of the sender and relatively unmon-
itored, it is rather independent of the sender, free as it were,
to originate on its own or at least go beyond the basic niesSage.

Many if not most classroom presentations in history and so-
cial studies classes are primarily alphasignal channels of com-
munication in the form of lectuse and discussion. Of the three
this one is by far the most heavily used. In fact, thsy are so
overcrowded that a message Often fails to get througt to the
receiver. Other channels are much less crowded and therefore
should be use'd more extensively alit effectively in the class-
room.

In the context of a visual or audio-visual program, the aP
phasignal is the text or the- verbal message. The parasignal is
the various impressions, moods, airs of authenticity created by
the visUal images, (sound effects, music ahd so forth. It Might
consist of key bits of information or subtle impressions gained
by the student above altid beyond that which Was intentionally
programmed in by the designer of the presentation or observed
by the teacher who employed it to accomplish a specific objec--
tive. Infrasignal is quote often a bonus. .

Obviously there are some toPics that lend themselves to This
type of treatment betteu,han others. The art and architecture
of the world bf Islam, for instance, can hardly be taught without
visual resources. The teacher can describe the mihrab(pialer
niche) as one of dieleatures of a mosque. But it is still rather ,

difficult for a student to visualize exactly what a rnihrab looks
like unless he sees one. .

In addition to the purely visual arts, other resources can add
immensely to the student's undergtanding of geographic, polit-
ical; military, sociercenomic, religious, and intellectual aspects
of Middle Easttc-n civilization. In fact, in my own teaching, ex-
perience) went throu,tage wliere I used visual aids in every

I
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single class to prove my assumption that there was material evi-
dence for virtually every topic in-history. For example, the teach-
er can most effectively convince the student that there is more
than desert in the Middle East by showing picture's of Arabs
skiing in the North African Atka 0/fountains, of the marsh
dwellers of s9uthern Iraq, or most importantly, of some of the
large modern cities of the region. He or she can impress the
student with the technological advancement of the classical Is-
lamic world by showing pictures of the waie-r--wheelkalong the
banks of the Nahr al-Asi in Syria as well as drawings of hydraulic
systems in early Arabic manuscripts disku>ng mechanics.

The Persian masterpiece of Shah Nahme (Book of Kings) or
some of the tales of One Thousand and Ohi Arabian Nights become
so much more vivid in the mind of the stud'ent, when some of
the illuminations which meOeval artists painted io make the
poems more alive to contemporary readers are exhibited. In
analyzing the life of the prophet Muhammad, several key

-eventshi& birth, marriage, the apparition of tEle Archangel,
his expulsion from Mecca, the ensuing triumphant return to
that city, etc.can be illUstrated by using a series of illumina-
tions from a sixteenth century Turkish manuscript of the Siyar-
i-Nabt (Progress of the Prop4he0. These pictures show not only
the key eventS in'Muhammacfs life but also provide insight into
the sixteenth century Muslim perception of him upon whom,
it was known, a'very speciatblessing tidd been bestowed.

Sufism, or Islamic mysticism, is one of the more difficult con-
cepts to explain- to the tudertt. A Wm of a ceremony, or a re-
cording of a, chant goes a long way to convey the'fiypnotic in-
tensity of the rellgibus'experience of the Sufi.

One can even find and show evidence of political and re ligious
,,propaganda in the inscriptions on Islamic coins. Coinage Or-

an excellent device for a ruler, one who was either already es-
tablished or one who was trying to establish himself, to adyertise.,

his name to his constituency. The religious slogans imprinted
often reflect a,preference for one Islamic sect or another. Ad-.
ditionally, these often provide beautiful examples of ornate Al--
abic script) ,t

Indeed, the material resources of the Middle East constitute..
important evidence and provide valuable insight into various.. ,

.
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aspects of that society's culture. They also provid a genuine
sense of reality to a culture that is otherwise far removed from
Ame'rican students. But beyond that there is a purely aesthetic
reason for using such visual resources in the cIssroom. It is, in
and of itself, interesting and for the most part-quite beautiful!
To show the student the magnificent al-flambra palace in Gran- .

ada, the harmonious Maidan i-Shah in Isfahan, or even the
Berber costumes of the North Afritan Rif will give them a cer-
tain aesthetic enjoyment, hopefull'y lending an air of exCitement
to'their studies. ,

To rest the effectiveness of audio-visual programs, standard/.
ized pre-tests and post-tests were'administered to 10 freshman
Western Civilization classes at Middle Tennessee State Univer-
sity, five of which were exposed to an extensive series of visual
and audio-visual Programs, and fiVe of which were exposed to
no audio-visfuals. The test results are as follows:

Class Averages on Standardized Prejest and Post-Test
(Score = number of torrect out.of 50 questions)

Audio-Visual Classes . Pre-Test Post-Test Differznce
A

Non-Audio-Visual Classes

20.2 29.6 9A
17.3 . 29.0 11.7.
17.6 28.5 10.9

, 17.0, 28.3 11.3
17;8 3,0.0 12.2

20.7 24.5 ,3.8
19.3 27 8 8.5.

21.9 24.9 3.0
20.4 24.2 ' 3.8
17.3 24.8. 7.5

The viability of such resources is further born out by other
Oublished research.2 What is equally if not even more important
thari the test scotes is the very positive attitude ex-pressed by a
majority of the "st lents toward the audio-visual approach. The
following are a frv unedited comments offered by freshmen in
the test group:

I think it illfistrates the class better and tends to bring the student
closer into the "feel" of the time period. Lecturing is alright, but

l
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it reAy'dciesn't draw students on, a- varm spring day. . I am
strongly for audio-visual aids.

It brings the words alive. It is terribly boring to tall)/ about how
a church or a painting looks in any great amount without seeing
it. It is almost meaningless. The slides gave meaning to every-

,-thingthe slides were exciting.

Enjoyment and experience rather than memorizing and read-
ing. If we take nothing out the class we should at least recall
different structures and places because of at least seeing them
once.

Pictufes lend credibility to the subject, they help me believe that
the things really existed or happened.

91

The slide presentations were very effective in this course. They
provided much information by themselvescombined with
'comments they were very educational. The slides also helped
creute a mood ,and feeling for the time period under discussion.

.I.believe that the audio-visual method shows the student more
what the history actually was by pictures, etc. It makes it comy
nthre to life and mere interesting. I enjoyed it more in this meal'
od, this class has inspired me Co become a history minor. I hope'
I enjoy the other 'history courses as much.

Theoudio-visual approach allowed me to see the works of urtists
and creators that added to the course. By seethg'the aif(erent
artifacts of early civilizations I could more easily understand
their cultures and way of life.

>

The slicks and records made the things we talked about seem
real They made, the intangibihtTy of things past tome aliye, and
have mote meaning.-

What resources you choose to use will depend essentially
upon two factors: availi;bility and courSe objectives. There are

-- many sources of visual and audio-visual trfaterials, some more
ohYious and some better than others. Avaifability, as well as an
evaluation of these materigS, is presented elsewhere in this
hook. We turn our attention heXi, then, to matching media re-

. sources to teaching objectives.
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One goal shared by all-teachers of history and social studiesis to deliver a certain amount of baskinformation about a giventopic. This can often be presented most succinctly and effec-tively in the. form of a lecture' by the teacher: For example, in
presenting the Five Pillars of Islam to my own-students, I have
found that listing the Five Pillars (profession of faith, prayer,
alms giving, fasting during Ramadan, and 'the pilgrimage toMecca) together with a brief explanation of each the most
effective way of getting the students to remember them. _

There- are occasions, on the other hand, when basic irei--
mation can best be conveyed through sn audiolvisual program.Such is the case, I-have found, when focusing on the Pilgrimage
to Mecca,itself. Students seem more able to remember the .i,ar-ious steps or rituals performed on the Pilgrimage it they see aseries of still slid& showing the tent city at Mina, standing at
Arafat, climbing the Jabal al-Rama (Mount of Mercy), stoningthe pillars at Mina, performing the Sacrifice, making the Tawaf
(circling the Kaaba), kissing the Hajar-al-AsWad (Black Stone),
drinking from the Well of Zamzam, and'inaking the Sa'y (run-
ning between al-Safar and al-Marwa).

In descpling the degree of specialization in crafts and in-dustry iythe city of Fez, it is far more aeaningful .to showpictures of,the tanners, goldsmiths, coppersmiths, spice mer-
chants, weavers, dyers, candle makers, and so forth than it wouldbe to simply list the various artiians. Stndents can more readily
separate, distinguiSh, and remember the various craftsmen.

It stands.to reason that when several senses=or channels of
communication as described aboveare employed, informationis more effectively transmiited. An experiment was recently con-ducted at Middle Tennessee State University with a truly multi-

, media prograrri on Napoleon's career focusing on, among other
things, his Egyptian campaign. It employed four, channels of
sense perception: sight, sound, touch and smell, as opposed tothe lecture.3 ,Several days after seeing the program, studentswere asked to list as many facts as they could remember aboutthe topic. A few, very perceptive, pupils were able to list a
hundred or more facts and several listed more than fifty details.
The primary objective in the presentation of the program Was
not to get students to memorize fahs" about Napoleon, thoughthe experiment did degionstrate that an overwhelming dmount

s't
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of information waS conveyed to the stude,nts in a brief 35 minute
period, Resu66f standardized tests administered to the groupsis

Who saw the program and to others who learned about Napo-
leon through the traditional lecture showed that pupils in.the
niedia group scored significantly higher in terms of content
mastery ,than did those idthe more traditiona1,group. 4

7 Quite apart from conveying basic information, most audio-
visual programs contribute greatly to the students' experience
by 'creating very vivid impressions. Going back to the example
of the Five Pillars of Islam, it-was suggested that a solid lecture
would be effective ingetting the student to lea rn.what the FiVe
Pillars were. however, the lectureis less effective in demonstrat-
ing how these duties forM an integral part of the Muslim's every-
day life.,The hitt? In the Name of Allah (NET),looks closely at all
apeits, Of life in Fez, Morocco. Captured on film are the,cere-
monies and rituals surrounding the Five Pillars of the faith, as
well as tfie events of circumcision, bargaining for a wife, confir-
mation, marriage, and funeral rites, It is quite successful in
imptintingthe impression that Islam is a way of life in this corn-: mu nity.

The Pattern of Beauty (Institutional Cinema, Inc.) concentrates
on the arts oraichitectpral ahd abstract decoration. It not only
introduces several mosques, minarets, mihrabs, etc., but does
much more. It strongly conVeys the notion of unity and diversity
in the Muslim world, concluding with the art of the threegreat
cultures which .flourished contanporaneously in the sixteenth.
century: Saffavid Iran, Ottoman Turkey, and Mughal India.
They all produced magnificent buildings which in widely dif-
ferent ways are profoundly Islamic. It helps explain that Islam
is one religion which encompasses rather diverse peoples, styles,
tastes, and Customs.

Nomad and City (Institutional Cinerna, Inc.) in which much
footage was shot in modern-day Fez, with its arrow streets and
hundreds of ,bu&y craftsmen, shows how crafts are still done
today 'pretty much as they were a thousand years ago. The stu-
dent is left with the very vivid impression that there is a certain
continuity of life ?h the world of Islam.

. .The selection of one medium over another, t.e., the choice of
film over filmstrip' or slides, the use of audio tapes or recads,
should depend upon the very specific objectives the teacher has

I tc
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set. Certain media are better suited than others. In my presen-
tation of the Hajj (Pilgrimage) to my own students, I have used
Ifirnm film and still slides.' After experimenting with both, I
decided to use them both within the same unit. Exit medium
in this case was intended to accomplish itS own Si*ular objec-
tive, The still slides with live oral commentary were presented
first so as to transmit a certain amount of information about
how die Hajj is conducted and about the sequence of rituals
during the Pilgrimage. This allows the:student to isolate the
various ceremonies, to focus on each one separately, and try to
understand its purpose and place it in the context of the entire
event; I conclude the unit by showing Mecca the Forbidden City
(Diamond Films). It is an exceptionally beautiful film rich in
information about.the Hajj, whiCh describes the various activig
ties performed, the problems of logistics, and the measures tak-
en by the Saudi Arabian government to provide for the tidal
wave of people which descends upon Mecca at the time. The
film conveys a great deal of reverence toward the Whole idea of
the Pilgrimage. It also reviews the information already pre-
sented to the students but, additionally, creates some very strong
impressions in their minds. They are invariably impressed by
the intensity of the religious experience; the reverence and en-
thusiasm generated among the crowd of pilgrims. The pupils
are struck by the large number of people making such an enor-
mous effort to fulfill this particular religious obligation, which
is viewed not as an obligation at all, but a fulfillment of a lifelong
goal. Furthermore, they are taken by the vast differences, par-
ticularly in regards to race and socioeconomic background, ex-
hibited by the pilgrimsA of whom come to their faith at the
same place and time while sharing in a common brotherhood
of worship.

Similarly, I have used two different media in the Unit on the
life of Muhammad. First, I use a series of still slides of illumi-
nations of Siyar-z-Naln. The advantage of this, again, is that it
allows the student to More easily isolate the highlights of the
prophet's career and fix the significance of each event more
clearly in his or her mind. When the order of events in a par-
ticular historiCal development is important, still slides seem to
fix this in one's mind more successfully than motion picture.

I use Islam: The Prophet and the People (Texture Films) for an-
)
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other purposeactuallypyo specific purposes. *The film very
effectively describes Ihe lilting of the city of Mecca, a commer-
Cial center in the midst of an'otherwise pretty barren land. Sec-
ondly, I fry to explain to my students that Muhammad, before
he received his vision and started to preach Islam, was a pious
ascetic who spent a certain amount of time in isolated prayer
and meditation. And although there were not a large number
of these people, Muhammad was by no means unique in this
respect: Students have a hard time envisioning just what a re-
ligious ascetic is and what he does, and consequently they do
not really relate to what Muhammad was before his vision. The
film describes Muhammad as a pious asce4c and shows one in
contemporary Mecca as well. This not only helps the student to
visualize`What an as,cetic is, but it also suggests that Muhammad
was not the only one in history.

The film biography is not withciut problems. It has been se-
Yerely criticized because it may,leave the impression that Islam
originated and developed in a desert environment rather than
in the urban environment of Mecca, Medina, and other large
cities of the Middle East. Part of the problem, of course, is that
the Mecca of today is not like the city of the sixth century so to
film the story in the modern-day metropolis often proves even
more misleading.

While recognizing the problem in this particular case, one
should not necessarily be diterred from using the film. The
problems Must be Weighed against other aspects that serve to
admirably accomplish certain objectives. pne would, of course,
ha4 to compensate for any verbal or visual inaccuracies by dis-
cussing these with the students. In that sense, the inaccuracies
themselves become a teaching devtce if recognized and properly
used by the teacher.

All films, filmgtrips, or,other :a9dio-yisual packages should be.
carefully reviewed for accuracy, coherence, balance, stereotyp-
ing, and datedness. Very feW are wholly good or wholly had.
Even the best of films can be critici.zed for one thing or
another, whereas, others that fail on several counts can some-
time be used in some way to accomplish a specific goal.

The problem of coherence is illustrated in the film In the
Name 4 Allah which presents the Muslim way of life as it is
practiced in one community in Morocco. The film is coherent

0
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in time nd place, The viewer is aware of where he is. The
various rituals obsetved are consistent with that time and place
and with each other, wohich, of course, is a poske feature. The
disadvantage, however, is that some of the practices observed
are peculiar to Morocco and are not characteristic of Islam as
a whole. Again, this is an opportunity for verbal clarification,
provided the teacher has the necessary background or an
accompanying text makes this clear.

The opposite problem, and perhaps one more serious, arises
in a film like Islamic Mysticism: Sufi Way (Hart) where the viewer
is taken to several parts octhe Muslim world without'Aistin-
guishing.from one place to the next. Againcle see things which
may be characteristic of one locale or another lsut are not nec-
essarily typical of' Islam generally. If these are allowed to run
together in a 156, the student is left with an inaccurate com-
posite view of the world of Islam.

There is a problem of lack of balance in Arab Itlentity: Who are
the Arabs (Learning Corporation of America). The film attempts
to define the various Arab people in terms of commonality while
effectively demonstrating the great diversity which exists among
people who are either considered to be or idehtify themselves
as Arab. Almost half of the film shows scenes from the Hajj,
which are very beautiful. The footage shows pilgrims from di-
verse areas, who look very different from each other but still
come together to share in an atmosphere of keenly-felt broth-
erhood. However, that seems to p,lace a great, deal Of emphasis,
perhaps too much', on Islam. There are many Muslimt who are
not Arab and there are many Arabs who are not Magiirn. The
film does successfully point out that there are Christian Arabs,
that there are dark and blOrid Arabs, some living very traditional
life styles while others are quite liberal or modern, and that
political tension threatens to disrupt the underlying kinship felt
by all.

One Of the dangers of a lack of proper balance in an audio-
visual program is that it could lead to steteotyping. There are
some, for example, that create the impression that Islam is a
religion of desert nomads on the one hand and oil-rich sheikhs
on the other, largely, if not completely overlooking the urban
dweller or the rural agricultural Muslim. There are, olcourse,
desert bedouins, although rapidly decreasing in number, and

1
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oil-rich sheikhs in the Middle East, and the teacher should pres-
ent images of both. They sh-aird be sho4n, however, in a way
that will compensate far the stereotyped view. A more fixity
rounded view of others should be attempted by the teacher
either in a lecture or through other media resources.

The contexl in which ari audio-visual program is presented,
i.e., the activities that precede and follow it are crucial to its
successin accomplishing the pre-established objectives. A fairly
standard way of employing a film in a class room is for the
teacher to, give a brief introductory description, perhaps "Ng-
gesting certain things to look for. The screening can then be
followed by a discussion revolving around some key questions
and probing at those important facts that the teacher hopes the
students will" have noted. In either the preliminary description
or the follow-up discussion possible inaccuracies, stereotyping,
and so forth should be identified.

There are occasions, however, when a diffe.rent procedre
would be more effective. There are programs thAt can have a
much greater impact if no introduction is given, or if no follow-
ue discussion takes placeat least not immediately following
the presentation. A case in point, albeit an unnsual one, is the
multi-media effort on Napoleon described above. One of the
objectives in showing it was to give the students a very stimulat-
ing, overwhelming demonstration which would excite them
about studying Napoleonto "blow their mind," so to speak.
The element orsurprise was very important in this case; They
were told nothing about the presentation before viewing it. It
was their first exposure to Napoleon and served to introduce
the topic. Not only was jt an introduction, but it also contained ,
all of the basic information about Bonaparte that was covered
in the unit. The 35-minute program was so successful that the
students were left somewhat stunned by it and were, conse-
quently, not very responsive to a 'discussion at that time. After
experiencing this first unsuccessful ,ittempt at conducting such
a discussion, I have now decided that it is best to dismiss the
students after the program is concluded. I ask them to prepare
a list on one sheet of paper on anything and everything they
can remember about the' program before the next class
meeting. The purpose of this was to give them time to digest
the material, to get them thinking about itind to prime them
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for the forthcotning discussion. At that time they discussed the
career of Napoleon, constantly referring back to images and
kernels of information contained in the multi-media program.
By this time mosl were generally overflowing with comments
and questions about 'him.

Another type of "springboard" program is a slide show that
I used to introduce a unit on North Africa. It contained a pot-
pourri of slides of people, desert, forest, cities, mountains, sea,
wildlife, flowers, and so forth, interspersed with a correspond-
ing selectiOn of slides of the United Stateis, all shown in a random
sequence. Without beinvold anything iabout the slides, the stu-
dents were asked to identify what was North African'and what
was American. They were surprised to discover in many cases
that they would not easily tell the, difference.

One of the purposes of the exercise was toexpose stereotyped
images they might have. Before it began, students were asked
to write on a sheet of paper1three adjectives that they felt de-
scribed North Africa. This served to activate any stereotyped
images the students might have held about North Africa.and
allowed them to compare those stereotypes to the real condi-
tions .they observed in the program. A second objective was to
demonstrate that although North Africa is unique in. many
ways, it is alsO, in some respects, similar to the United States.

Pre-program activities are.perhaps more important for the
teacher than for the student. It is essential that the instructor
be as familiar as possible with the proum- he or she is about
to show. This involves more than simi5 previewing it. All the
written information provided as well as any other literature that
might be available should be read. The names of the authors,
directors, and producer should be noted; this sometimes pro-
vides insight iqo ibe goals and perceptions, perhaps even the
prejudices, that might be presented. The copyright date should
be kept in mind, as some of the information may be dited. For
example, the film Histmy and Culture: The Middle East (McGraw-
Hill) was produced in 1964. In describing the city of Cairo, the
narrator cites the pbpulatkm at two-and-oneihalf million peo-
ple. Since then, its population has more than doubled. This is
a point of information easily corrected by the teacher, provided,
of course, that heor she is aware of the year of publication and
has taken the time to check the current figure's on the city. In
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spite of the datedness of the film, it employs to its advantage
historic newsreel footage of "Black Saturday" in Cairo leading
up to the July ReyOlution in 1952, of president Garnal Abdul
Nasser, and of; earlier people and events including Sharif Hus-
'sein of Mecca, T E. Lawrence, and the oil industry of the early
decades of this century.

The assembling of picture essays is an activity in which stu-
vdents can actively participate. There are a number, of excellent

books and magazines with beautiful color plates and black and
white photographs on a wide range of topics.

An excellent source of pictures to statt with is Islam and the
Arab World edited by Bernard Lewis and published by American
Heritage Pub)ishing Co., Inc. One of the topics Most interest-
ingly illustrated is "The Faith and the Faithful: The Lands and
People of Islam," in which early maps show Mecca at the center
of the world and illuminations show the different races, profes-
sions, and crafts of the Islamic people during the classical age.
The chajuer "The Man-Made Setting: Islamic Art and Archi-
tecture" contains beautiful pictures of mosque architecture and
ornamentation, textiles, painting, and metal. work. "CitieS and
Citizens: The Growth and Culture of Urban Islam" depicts early
city planning and urban life, including pictures of the various

°craftsmen, the baths, the hospital, and the library'. Sufi rituals
are presented through use of medieval illuminations, as in "The
Mystic Path." In the chapter "Jewelers with Word,s" some of the
classic themes of Islamic literature along with illustrations of
different styles of decorative Arabic script can be observed. Pic-
tures of classical musical instruments are presented in "The
Dimensions of Sound." Scientific instruments, medical and bo-
tanical texts, maps, and sketches of mechanical devices can be
seen in "The Scientific Enterprise." "Armies of the Prophet:
Strategy, Tactics, and Weapons in Islamic Warfare" focuses on
weapons and armor and fortifications through illuminations of
famous battles in Islaiffi`c history.. The book contains chapters
with regional focus on Moorish Spain, Iran, the Ottomah Ern-,
pire, and India, and concludes with a chapter on Islam in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

A second valuable source of pictorial resouices is Eartv Islam
by Desmond Stewart which is part of the Time-Life Series Gleat
Ages of Man. The book offeis several interesting picture essays
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including "The Prophet's Progress" taken from the sixteenth
century illutrtinated Turkish mthluscript of the Siyar-i-Nabfre-
ferred lo earlier. "A Muslini's Life" shows the various activities
of the merchant, scholar, judge, and craftsmen, taken from sev-
eral different wOrks. "Islam's Magic Carpets" has a magnificent
collection of color photographs of Islamic rugs, one of the most
beautiful visual arts of the Middle East.

Some periodicals quite often do picture essays on a wide va-
riety of topics on the region. An excellent magazine devoted,
entirely to the subject is Aramco World Magazine,' published bi-
monthly by Aramco Corporation. A few sample articles include
a special issue on the Hajj (November-December, 1974)- which'
contained pictures of all of the rituals perkaraed, on the pil-
grimage; "The Tin-Box Photos" (September-October, 1975)
presented late nineteenth and early twentieth century photo-
graphs of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt; "Caligraphy: The Art of
Islam" (July-August, 1977) illustrated different styles of Arabic
script; "Stamps and the Story of Language" (March-April, 1979)
used postage stamps of Egypt, Iran, Turkey:Syria, Jordan, Sau-
di Arabia, and Kuwait to show various writing systems including
Hieroglyphics, Cunieform, and Persian and Arabic scripts. The
color photos used are of a very high quality.

National Geographic does three or four stories a year on topics11
related to the Middle East. Some memorable articles include ,

"Pilgrimage to Mecca" (November, 1978) which is an excellent
compliment to the special issue done by A ramca. Others of great
interest were "Threatened Treasures of the Nile" (October,
1963) which presented photographs of the effort to save Egy,p-
tian antiquities ;from the rising waters above the Aswan High
Dam, the mok famous of which is the Temple of Rameses II at
Abu Simbel; "Morocco, Land of the Farthest West" (I une,-1971)
which shows the varied, geography of that country from the
barren, mountainous wastelands of the -Sahara, the snow-
capped peaks of the High Atlas, to the fruit trees and grassy
plains of the cimstal area, the streets inthe marketplaces of Fez
and Marrakesh, the traditional Berber Cavalry charge climaxed,
by the firing of long-barreled muskets; and an article of more
than 20 years ago, "Marsh liwellers of Southern Iraq" (February,
1958) which pictured Arabs wlio traveled by river boat rather

4
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than by camel, presenting an image very different from the
comMonly held one Of the camel-riding desert nomad:

The articles and titles suggested above should provide several
' ideas for picture essays and could serve as excellent nuclei for

ones the students might assemble. They should be encouraged
to search beyond the articles suggested in school or public li-
liraries, or-in current news and feature magazines.

Surprisingly, specialized programs can be put together from
postage stamps. Middle Eastern countries have produced ex-
ceptionally beautiful and interesting stamps which reflect a va-
riety of cultural and political themes, signifying what the gov-
ernments of these countries regard as their most imporynt
and representative resources. Tunisia has put out a series illus-
trating famouS historical monuments expressing pride, no
doubt, in its classical Islamic heritage. Morocco has released an
issue showing regional Berber costumes and mediesal gold and
silver'coinage. The United Arab Emirates published one on the
tales from One Thousand and One Arabian Nights.

Low-cost color slides can be made by copying pictures from
books, magazines; postcards, stamps, and so on using a 35mm
single-lens reflex camera, a close-up lens, and a stationary
mount for the camera, or an inexpensive instSmatic copying,
unit manufactured by ,Kodak. The former produces better re-NN0*--
sults, but tlje equipment is more expensive. An excellent hand-
book desqibing the process in detail is Stephen E. Schoenherr's
Multi iYIedia and History. A Guide To Audio-Visual Pioduction^
(University of Delaware) 1976.

Music for the audio portion of a media proglam is readily
available on records. Two excellent sources of classical Middle
Eastern chants and music are Muslim Muezzin's Call to Prawi and
Readings from the Koran (Sheikh Records) which pros ides English
translation and Arabian Nights, Music fiom the. World of Islam
(American Heritage Publishing Co.) which has a variety of' Is-
lamic music. Due to the proliferation of interest in Middle East-
ern dance in this country, a 'wide selection of records of perti-
nent popular music is now available.

What about copyright laws? The fair usag concept allows
limited, "spontaneous" use of copyrighted, maTerials for educa-

purpo6. Alamo World Magazine is quite generous in this
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respect. Their policy states that "all articles and illustrations in
Aramco World, with the exception orthose indicated as excerpts,
condensations or reprints taken from copyrighted sources, may
be reprinted in full or in part without further permission simply
brcrediting Arainco World Magazine as the source."

The greatest advantage of self-produced audio-visual pro-
grams is that the teacher is much more in control of the content,
so much so that he or she can tailor it to fir his or her specific
objectiv6. A further advantage is the opportunity for actives
student participation in the research and production process.

There are obviously many instances when it is not practical
to produce media program's. In some cases, a great deal of ex-
pertise in the subject matter is required and often sophisticated
or expensive equipment is needed. Other times, production
may simply demand too much time. Finally, in many instances,
certain objectives, such as some of those described above, can
'best be met by using professsional audio-visual peograms.

Whetther self or professionally produced, these resources
should never be used as a substitute or replacement for the
teacher in the classroom. If properly employed with appropriate
pre- and post-program activities, audio-visual programs can
greatly enhance a teacher's presentation. In the anal analysis,
the instructor must decide just how to best express what he or
she wants to say. If media can do it more effectively, then by all
means use it!

Notes
I The monograph series published by the American Nunnsmatic Society in

New York flrovides pictures of Islamic coins, translations of the ArabiC
sci ipt with English, and some interpretive information about the coins,
their usc, the rulers who issued the coins, etc.

,2 See, for example, William H. Allen, "Intellectual Abilities and Instructional
Media Design," AV Communication Review. Volume XXIII, No. 2 (1975) and
John A. Molstad, "Selective Review of Ressech Studies Showing Media
Effectiveness," AV Communication Review Volfime XXII, No. 4 (1974).

3 The provam makes use of 18 slide projectors and two 16mm projectois
Touch and smell were affected by %ailing atmosphei ic conditions, tem-
perature. humidity, and using smoke for battle scenes
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4. The I analysis for individualized groups on content mastery was 1(64) =
1.91, p..05. A I value of around 1.0 would indidte littleor no difference
between groups. The probability of the I value to be as larq as 1.91 by
chance alone is less than 5%. See William L. Hays, Staustics for Psychologuts
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston), 1973.

5. For subscription information write to Aramco Service Company, Attn: J.
C,. Tarvin, 1100 Milam Building, Houston, Texas 77002. The magazine is
sent free of charge.

In the Name of Allah
Indiana University
Purdue University
University of California, Berkley
University of Illinois
University of Michigan
University of Washington

The Pattern of Beauty and Nomad and City are part of
the World of Islam Series'

Boston University
Indiana University
University of Pennsylvania
University of,California, Berk14y
U.C.L.A.
University of Michigan
University of Washington

Islam: The Prophet and the People
Texture Films
1600 Broadway, New York, NY 10019

Arab Identdy: Who are lite Arabs
Learning Corporation of America
Distribution Center°
4600 W. Diversey Avenue
,Chicago, IL 60639

Islam( Mysfictsm: the Sufi Way
Arizona State University
Brigham Young University
Florida State University
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History and Culture: The Middle East
McGraw Hill Films
Dept. 455
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Arabian Nights, Musk from the World of Islam
American Heritage Publishing Company

All of the slides and slide programs referred to are un-published and
self-produced, many from the picture essays cited in the aaite1e.
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FILMSTRIPS FOR .

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES
by V

Jonathan Friedlander

The instructor attempting to, de-
velop a unit of study on the Middle East is, rather quickly con-
fronted with a number of unique predicaments. On the one
hand, he or she is free to select from a virtual cornucopia of
recently produced curricular materials. On the other hand, the
process of selection has become more complex to the point
where it is presently very difficult to know or predict which kit
would be most relevant, or which is of inferior or superior qual-
ity. Complicating matters, as we shall point out, is the mislabeling
of some works. This often leads the teacher to choose the wrong
units or to, perhaps, by-pass that one 'perfect' learning tool. A
further handicap is the apparent lack of training afforded those
who are likely to teach primary or secondary students.

, In this technological age the use of electronic visual and aural
stimulation has become increasingly dominant. The role of such
media in the classroom has also risen dramatically. A wealth of
sophisticated audio-visual presentations has become readily
available. Thrts, where the teacher may haye in the past decried
the absence of multi media, now the reverse is actually true.
This impetus gave boost to the appearance of many fine, excel-
lently produced films, filmstrips, and videotapes, etc. Converse-
ly, it has also meant that a number of shoddily prodHced, low-
quality efforts have been disseminated to the educational mar-
ket. These latter can work to thwart rather than further the
process of education. Frequently, they serve to perpetuate
stereotypewinstead of dispelling them. Too great a number are
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biased in their contents and -points of view, or are riddled with
inacctiracies, distortions and omissioni. Sme are just this-
named, not living up to their stated promises. Still, others are
stifled by the connotation of their titles. Lur'king behind such
a misappropriate moniker can be an excellent wo'rk.

The situation in\ regards to these materials can be best char-
acterized a$'ambivalept. At least such is the'case with filmstrips
dealing with the Middle East, as will be seen from this critique
of selected materials. This review does not aim to serve as a
comprehensible survey of the field, it attempts to pinpoint the
stwerior works and provide some examples on how to advan-

.tageously employ seemingly flawed strips.
As a medium of instruction, filmstrips can serve as an excel-

lent source of information. Through thesombinatibil of the
visual presentation anst...the verbal narration they permit the
student to hear and see simultaneously representatives from
other cultures and lands. Due to pthe usually brief length of
presentation the teacher can exercrse his or her initiative and
present the strips in a dramatic and highly relevant fashionto
introduce a new unit, to further illuminate some aspect of the ,

subject matter, or to bring the covei-age to a close. ,

In most cages, the kits contain ,much more than just a tape
cassette and a short stretch of film. Maps, charts, teacher and
discussion guides, books, etc. are all included as supPlementary
materials. For instance, both "The Arab World" (EMC 1974),
intended for junior high students, and its companiat piece for
high school use "Eyes on the Arab World" (EMC'1975) mploy
various,components to convey their message. Each is compr
of a set of four filmstrips and accompanying cassettes or records,
three paperback books, a map, and a teacher's guide. Even more,
copioul is a 1972 United Learning program. In addition to six
strips and .cassettes or recordsavailable separately or as a
wholeteachers using "The MifIdle East: A Unit of Study" cap
avail themselves of wall charts, six spirit duplicating masters,
one paperback and a teacher's guide. At the other end of the
spectrum is "The Palestinians: Problem People of the Middle
East" which consists of a single filmstrip, one record or cassette,
and a teacher's guide. Most kits stand somewhere between these
two extremes. The Appendix included at the end of this article
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contains a brief description of _each unit detailing its physical-.

contents, and a short summary or critique.
'The inclusion of such 'bonu ` \ materials not nly eases the

instructor's tasks, but also allows r a full-bodied analysis of the
subject area. At least, theoretically, this is the case. A striking
physical package, however, does not necessarily mean that the
content value will be equally impressive; nor does it ensure tech-
nical proficiency. It is only when the three criteria are met that
gratifying results can be attainecl.

,The fact of the matter is that often these criteria are not
fulfilled. One bf the kits noted above, typifies the imbalance
between quantity and quality. The intent of the "Middle East:
A Unit of Study" is obviously to provide a comprehensive over-
view of the Muslim Middle East. It do6 not fulfill this promise.
Rather, the presentations are marred by sweeping generaliza-
tions and are fraught.with inaccuracies, omissions, and distor-
tions. Employing this unit would serve only to perpetuate cul-
tural .stereotypes and. further the inculcation of bias. _Islam,
singly the most pervasive force in the Middle. East is cast as a
simple, outmoded religion of developing nations, its adherents
incorrectly labeled 'Mohammedans.' Only oil and water are coy-
eredin the section on natural resources. Politically, the discus-
sion revolves around the Arab-Israeli conflict ignoring a mul-
titude of other interrelated aspects of the dilemma. Seemingly
minor defectsas the identification of the capit'al of the Otto-
man Empire as Constantinople (Istanbul is the proper name)
can be cited in passing. They, too, point to these inherent prob-
lems. ..

"The Arab World" exhibits different flaw. Content aside,
the filmstrips 4re plagued by severe technicardeficiencies. The
pace of* the visual portion.is much too rapid necessitating pe-
riodic halting Of the presentation by the teacher and the reading
of the captions. The organization is somewhat disjointed and
too often confusing. These characteristics make the use of this
serieS of dubious value in the classroom.

,
One must not be lulled by an attractive package when select-

ing a filmstrip. Scifnetimes those kits not packed with 'goodies'
prove to be of stiperior worth. "The Berbers of Morocco," a 1973
'Current Affairs production directed at junior high and high-
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school levels, -confines its scope of study to a unique lifestyle
carved out in the plateau and mountain desert regions of North
Africa. It touches on a variety of subjects ranging.from econom-
ic life to religion, and, in addition, notes the traditional socio-
economic ties which exist with Marrakesh. In all respects, the
trgatment here is sympathetic and thoughtful.

The accompanying teacher's guide is of equal worth. It con-
tains useful hints on "What to look for in these filmstrips," rec:
ommends-various arts and crafts projects, and provides an out-
line of Berber economics. The proposed discussion questions
encourage the student to make comarisons to the United
States. Without flash or frills, then,'this kit illuminates Berber
life, little known to American youth, with accuracy and aplomb.

The same is true of "The Palestinians: Problem People of the
Middle East." Comprised of only one filmstrip, one soundtrack,
and a teacher's guide, this twenty-minute production, nonethe-
less, presents a concise and informative account of the historical
and political dimensions of a very complex and heated issue. It
emphasizes how the Palestinians view their plight and deseribes
their position as it has developed over the years. Israeli opinion
is interjected where pertinent to a particular claim or concern
of the Palestinians.

This otherwise fine work is, however, flawed. The title is mis-
leading and out of touch with the materials presented. It is also
derogatory. An implied, negative association the "Problem Peo-
ple," could either influence the opinion of a teacher or cause
an instructor to by-pass what is essentially a singularly signifi-
cant work. -

The problem of title misrepresentation affects other kits, too,
marring their values and/or acting to inhibit their use. A prime
example is "The Middle East: The Israeli Experience." Pro-
duced in 1975 by Guidance Associates in conjunction with "The
Middle East: The Arab Experience;' this endeavor depicts the
historical background behind the Jewish quest for a homeland
and paints a most favorable portrait of Israeli society. It is more
appropriately a study' of the Hebrew/Jewish experience and suc-
ceeds in this intent, since the three filmstrips Wily briefly touch
upon the indigenous Arab population, or the Palestinian issue.
Neither of these 'topics are covered in the other production
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which concentrates on providing an introduction into the Arab
world. The title should have been "The Israeli-Jewish Experi-
ence."In this way the content would have been clearly delineated
and the-strips could thus-be employed to their best advantage.

The same is true of "Four Families of Israel." This elementary
and junior high effort provides an insightful and informative
look at four families living in various environments: a cooper-
ative village, an immigrant faniily residing in a developing
town, one in Jerusalem, and one in an Arab village. The per-
spective in each case is that of a pre-adolescent child who acts
as a narrator. This kit realistically portrays both the problems
and benefits present in each setting. It offers a well-constructed
account of three families only. The narrow focus underlying the
description of the Arab-family must be noted and supplemented
'by other means so as to neither confuse nor mislead theviewer
or misrepresent the culture under study.

The solution to this problem is readily apparent. Ignore the
designated titles and preview the filmstrips. Those found seri-
ously lacking can be put aside. In this way misleading titles can-
not work against the teacher who might otherwise select a more
pertinent effort, or, for that matter, miss one.

Sometimes the title works positively to alert, the instructor to
the bounds of the study. It obviates difficulties of just where to
place the presentation; it also works against raising expecta-
tions. For example, the family occupies a central place among
the peoples of the Middle East, as it does Universally. Any unit
on the region must cover this aspect of life, and several filmstrip
kits can be employed to enhance such discussions. Yet, strict
attention must be paid to the titles. "Families in the Dry Muslim
World" (pg, 1974) examines the lifestyies of selected families
in various ;lions of Asia and North AfricaPakistan, Kuwait,
Iran, and 'Morocco. Its unifying theme is the desert habitat.
While the pTesentations are both balanced and objective, only
a small subsection of Middle East society is covered. The op-
portunities for use are thus restricted. Unless supplemented-by
other resources which portray family life in different settings,
stuaents could be deceived artd/or confused after viewing. The
title sUpplies the cautionary warning which should, by all m'eans,'
be heeded.

iii
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The discussion, so far, has dealt with problems that are, in
the main, minor or easily recti.fied. clearly, it has been dem-
onstrated that filmstrips as learning tools possess certain limi-
tations. They can not in themselves comprise a whole unit of
studytheir structure and content would belie the effortbut
shquld be employed judiciously as supplements, or comple-
ments to other materials. Effectively utilized they can greatly
enhance a unit of study and increase understanding of complex
issues.

Textual problems Merit a more critical appraisal especially
regarding the exposing of stereotypes, gross distortions, inac-
curacies, omissions and other similar flaws which plague a num-
ber of kits. Plainly, the habitual tendency to discuss or view the
Middle East from a Western perspectivedeeply rooted in the
history of its domination of the Middle Eastand combined
with an implicit vision of the Arab world as a monolithic entity
renders some filmstrips quite worthless. A satisfactory approach
to the study of the region would require, most of all, the fusion
of the indigenous perspective with the expression of the pre-
vailing attitudes and opinions of the various peoples under
study. To consider Islam or 'modernization' through Western
eyes is appropriate only if the materials or the instructor pre-.
sents ample background knowledge of Middle Eastern history
and society. Otherwise, the differing cultural traits or historical
experiences too often translate as `strange,"exotic; or 'Oriental,'
while the' Western world is depicted as the preferred model, to
the disadvantage of all others. Two kits,produced by United
Learning, "Learning About the Mid-East Region" and "The
Middle East" epitomize these faults. Attitudes stressing the
backwardness of the region, the 'Mysterious East', and the mil-
itaristic tones of Islam abound. European colonialism is deak
with apologetically. Significant portions of Islamic history are
all but omitted. Stereotypes of the 'greasy Arab' and nomad4
predominate. Generally, the approach and the Context -are mai
leading, inaccurate, and demeaning.

_

On the other hand, efforts like "A World Nearby: Egypt"
(Guidance Associates 1967), "NOmads of the Sahara" (EMC
1971), and many others already noted provide much informa-
tion from a less prejudked point of view. Their eniployment in
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the classroom should prove to be very rewarding. Again,
through careful selection and screening, the recognition of in-
tent, and cr.eative usage, filmstrip kits can act as very effective
learning tools. It is possible to overcome minor defects and quite
successfully use certain kits which might otherwise have to be
avoided. In this, the teacher plays a central role. In conclusion,
we trust that this discussion can provide some insights into ex-
isting problems and offer workable solutions.

'APPENDIX

Title THE ARAB WORLD
Publisher ' EMC
Publication Date 1974 4
Grade Level 7-9 .
Components 4 filmstrips (The Land and the

Heritage; Oit and Water; Nomads,
Villagers, City Dwellers; A Time of
Change), 4 records or cassettes, 3
paperback books, political map,
teacher's guide <

Title EYES ON THE/ARAB,WORLD
Publisher EMC
Publication date 1975
Grade level 10-12
Components 4 filmstrips (The Alark of History;

Oil: Key to World Power; From
NOmad to City Dweller; Contrasting
Societies: Yemen and Kuwait); 4

i
cassettes; 3 paperback books; political
m-ap; teacher's guide

.s., '. An outsider's vision.The Arab world is interesting and vital -insofar as Ve'must deaPWith it economically (petroleum) and
politically (the Arab-Israeli conflict).

,

ll 6
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Title THE ARAB WORLD: OIL, POWER:
DISSENSION

Publisher Current Affairs
Publication date 1974

Grade Level 7-12

Components 1 filmstrip; 1 record or cassette;
teacher's guide

A short, dead-serious treatment of oil politics. Internal
development and a united Arab bloc. Teeming masses and
grim faces.

Title ARABIAN PENINSULA: THE
IMPACT OF OIL

Publisher EBE
Publication date 1975

Grade level 9-12

Components 4 filmstrips (Oil: Fuel for Change;
The New Arabs of the Peninsula; Oil
for Continuing Growth; Where the
Oil Money Goes); 4 cassettes; teacher's
guide

The iole of oil in the economy of the Arabian peninsula. Shows
how rapid economic development is affecting the lives of peo-
ples, describes the "technology of manpower involved in the
exploration of new oil reserves," and examines the use of oil
revenues to "build a diversified economy and industrial base
for the future."

Title ARABS,AND JEWS: THE CRISIS
Publisher ' Schloat
Publication date 1972 I

Grade Level 9-12

Components 6 filmstrips (Background (1 & 2); Two

Points of View (3 & 4); Role of the SU-
perpowers (5 & 6); 6 cassettes; teacher's
guide

A comprehensive, middle of the road overview ,of the Arab-
Israeli conflict. Unquestionably the best work to date.

1 1
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Title

Publisher
Publication ciaie
Grade Level
Components

THE BERBERS 'OF MOROCCO:
NORTHWESTERN AFRICAN MOUN-
TAIN.LIFEWAYS
Current Affairs 's
1973
7-12
2 filmstrips (Survival in the Atlas
Mountains; Moslem Customs and Rit-
uals); 2, records or cassettes; tea
guide. .

, /-A thoughtful and sympathetic enthnograhic study. Perhaps an
overzealous emphasis on.the Berber 'warrior past.'

Title

Publishu
Publication date
Grade Level
Compbnents

FAMILIES OF THE DRY MUSLIM
WORLD
EBE
1974

lt5-9 ,

5 filmstriPs (VilUge life in Pakistan.; Oil
Worker of Kilwait; Coopdative Farm-
ing in Iran; A Berber Village in Mo-
rocth; Noma& of Moroccoeach
available separatelY); 5 records or cas-
settes; 5 teacher's guides

Accurate portrayal of five unique familial settings, but lacking
the essential link, Islam.

Title
Publisher
Publication date
Grade Level
Components

FOUR FAMILIES OF ISRAEL
BFA
19'73
4-9
4 filmstrips (Cooperative Village Fam-
ily; Immigrant Town Family; Jerusa-
lem City Family; Arab Village Family);
4 records or cassettes; teacher's guide

A reasonable and varied account Of the people of Israel, except
for the Arab Village Family.
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Title INTERVENTION: THE. MIDDLE
EAST

Publisher Current Affairs
Publication date 1973 -

Grade Level 9-12
Components 2 filmstrips; 2 cassettes; discussion guide

Argues for a `wdrld order' that embodie6 basic values: war pre-
vention, promoiing economic welfare and social justice, and
maintaining a balanced ecology. The Middle East is the case
study.

Title ISLAM (THE WORLD'S GREAT
RELIGIONS)

Publisher Time-Life Multimedia
Publication date 1973
Grade Level 7-12
Components 2 filmstrips; 2 records or cassettes; 4

spirit masters; one reprint; teacher's
guide

Islam as "the youngest of the world's great religions:' and-the
"simplest and most explicit:' Stereotypical images of the desert,
fanaticism, and abject obedience abound.

Title ISLAM; ITS POWER AND ITS
LEGACY

Publisher Baer Films
Publication date 1974
Grade Level 6-9,
Components 2 filmstrips; 2 cassettes; 2 teacher's

guides

A romanticized, highly decorative view, with all the dabs of
Orientalism.

1
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Title ISRAEL: DREAM CONFRONTS
REALITY

Publisher CUrrent Affairs
Publication Date 1974
Grade level 7-12
Components 1 filmstrip 1 recorder cassette; discus-
,. sion guide

The concerns here are whether crisis conditions are the binding
fotce behind Israel's diverse and divided 'society, and whether
a lasting peace settlement would lead to serious upheavals within
the country. Contends that city dwellers "many of whom are
sophisticated . .. have little in common with the hearty inhab-
itants of the kibbutzim." Also a bit.out of dateIsraeli Arabs
are "culturally and economically deprived people" but at the
same 'time, "as a group, loyal to Israel."

Tit! ISRAEL: LAND AND PEOPLE
Put 'sf- r Encore
PuL .an date 1974
Gr2 L vet 5-9
Cons anents 5 filmstrips (Picture Glossary for:Israel;

Geography of Israel; Economy of Is-
rael; Kibbutzim of Israel; People of Is-
raeleach available separately); 5 ca-
settes; \study manual

Uncontroversial often idealized view of Israel. Needs to be sup-
plemented with historical,and political footage.

Title JUDAISM (THE WORLD'S GREAT
RELIGIONS)

Publisher Time-Life Multimedia
Publication date 1973
Grade'Level 7-12
Components 2 filmstrips; 2 re'co ds or cassettes; 4

spirit masters; 1 reprint; teacher's guide.

A disjointed, outsider's viewpoirlt rendered in a stereotype
form. 4
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Title LEARNING ABOUt THE M1D-EAST
REGION

Publisher United Learning
Publication date 1976

. Grade Level 4-6
'Components 6 filmstrips (Geography; Religions; :

History; Nomadic and Village Life;
City Life; Economy); 6 cassettes; teach-
er's guide

I

Tide THE MIDDLE EAST: A UNIT OF
STUDY

Publisher United Learning.--
Publication date 1976
Grade Level 7-12 .

.Components 8 filmstrips (Geography; Birthplace of
Religions; History; The Arab-Israeli
Conflict; Nomadic and Village Life;
City Life; The Economy; Politics and
International Relations); 10 cassettes;
teacher guide

.....)
Quantity in this case cannot make up for the lack of quality.

Title LIVING IN ISRAEL: NORTH AND
SOUTH

Publisher Eye Gate House
Publication date 1971
Grade Level 3-6
Components 8 filmstrips (Kibbutz Families in Israel's

Negev; Fanning 'in Israel: A Desert
Kibbutz; City Family in Haifa; Haifa
and Acre; Jerusalem; The Jordan Riv-
er; The Negev; Bedouin of Israel; 8
cassettes; teacher's manual

Strictly a descriptWe study of families and environments.
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Title THE MIDDLE EAST: THE ARAB
EXPERIENCE

Publisher Guidance Associates .
Publication date 1975
Grade Level * 7-9
Components, 5 filmstrips (The Arab World; The Be-

douins; An Egyptia'n Village; Cairo:
The New City ad the Old; Modern
Women in Syria); 5 recor,ds or cas-
settes; teaches guide

'e=

From bedouins to city dwellers, an overstated and outmoded
aintinuum. Details lifestyles, history, and geographic and social
settings. Also considers international affairs and transitions in
the Arab World., Requires supplements if intended as a com-
prehensive overview of the Arab Middle East.

Title THE MIDDLE EAST: BACK-
GROUND FOR CONFLICT

Oublisher Associated Press
Publication date 1975
Grade Level ' 7-12
CompOnents 2 filmstrips; 2 cassettes; teacher's guide

The 'classic' conflicts of religions as a simplisticanswer to a com-
plex issUe.

Title THE MIDDLE EAST: THE ISRAELI
EX:PERIENCE .

Publisher Guidance Associates
Publication date 1975
Grade Level 7-9

.

Components 3 filmstrips (Exile and Homecoming;
Out of the Holocaust; TheBirthplace);
3 cassettes; discussion guide

A brief but dramatic overview ofJewish history that emphasizes
the unyielding desire to return to the land of Israel. Highlights

1 0 °., .1.4
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the origins and deyelopment oFthe Zionist movement, docu-
ments the destrfiction of European Jewry, and subsequently the
creation 6rt-he state of Israd,circuinvents the Palestinian issue.

4.

. Title THE MIDDLE EAST: A,REGIONAL
STUDY

Publisher Eye Gate House
Publication Date 1973
Grade Level 4-9
Components 8 filmstrips (What is the Middle East;

Iran; Syria; Turkey; Lebanon and Jor-
dan; Saudi Arabia; israel; Egypt; 4 cas-
settes; teacher's guide

A travelogue approach to the study of the Middle East. Sub-
jected .to a myriad of distorted images of the region and jts
peoples.

Title THE MIDDLE EAST: A UNIT OF
STUDY

Puoblisher United Learning
Publication-date 1972
Grade Level 7-12
Compollents 6 filmstrips,(History and Heritage; Is-

lam: The Religion of Mohammed; Nat-
ural., Resources; Agriculture and
Change; Changing Social Patterns; A
Political Perspectiveeach available
separately); 6 records or cassettes; 5
wall charts; 6 spirit duplicating mas-
ters; 1 paperback book; teacher's guide

A comprehensive platkate but a disappointing product.
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Title
Publisher . EDI
Publication date 1976
Grade Level 9-12

THE-MOSLEM WORLD

119 .

Components 4 filmstrips (Islam's Bond and Breadth;
Islam and Its Legacy; Life and Leisure;
Winds of Change); 2 cassettes; teach-
er's guide

A 'culture area' ap roach, from Morocco to the Phillipines.
Brigand impressive, but misinterprets the status of women and
liligioi.A educa91..iç Islam.

Title
Publisher E
Publication date 1971
Grade Level
Components

NOMADS OF THE SAHARA

5-9
2 filmstrips (The Tuareg Nomads; On
a Desert Caravan); 2 records or cas-
settes; wall chart; duplicating masters;
teacher's guide ,

An account of human survival in a desert habitat. Daily life and
a journey of a salt caravan across the Sahara. Without detail to
kinship organizations or social mores.

Title THE PALESTINIANS: PROBLEM
PEOPLE Ot THE MIDDLE EAST

Publisher Current Affairs
Publication date 1976
Grade Level 7-12
Components 1 filmstrip; 1 record or casseite; teach-

er's guide

An objective and moderate assessment of the Palestinians' per-
spective

.s
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Title 'A WORLD NEARBY:'EGYPT
PublMer Guidance Associates
PublicatiOn date, - 1976

1Grade Level Elementary
-Components 3 filmstrips (Geography and History;

Growing Up in Egypt; Pictures to Talk
About); 2 cassettes; teacher's guide

A sociological approach to the study of Egypt, including its his-
tory, and the sights and sounds of*. Cairo and Delta family.
From a child's perspective.



EDUCATION AS EXPERIENCE
In

by
Mark Newman

,3

, Imagine having the Ayatollah
Khomeini, Henry. Kissinger, President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr,
released American hostage R u en, one of the militants
who stormed the United States embas in Teheran, and pres-
ident Jimmy Carter confront one another in the classroom. Or,
perhaps, allowing your students to assume the roles of various
world leaders so as.to come up with tn equitable solution to the
Arab-Israeli conflict. These ideas art not as far-fetched as they
May seem. For it is possible, through the employment of role-
playing exercises, to have the aged Imam and the fOrmer Sec-
retary of State, along with the others, debate the pros and cons:,
of the hostage issue or the role played by the United States in
Iran during the 'Sliah's regime-Just as it would be conceivable

,

to transform a school room into a laboratory where pupils play-
ing the simulation game CRISIS' would act as leaders of fictional
nations seeking to resolve an exceedingly tense situation in 'a
troubled, yet extremely vital region of the wor4d.

Both of these learning tools, as the name of the latter implies,
attempt to 'simulate' human experience by actively involving
class members in real-life situations. They become the actors;
the movers, the ones who initiate actions and reactions within
a historical context thus putting the emphasis on learning
through doing. The aim being not to act as a substitute for
lectures and readings but rather to complement these efforts
"by providing a mote direct and personal experience with the
ideas and concept of the course." In this way, a perspective is
provided into which a'complex, sometimes, unfamiliar, array of
facts may be placed so as to increase understanding.

121
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More importantly, simulations and the adoption of roles ar.e
flexible tools which teachers can mold to the specific needs Of
their unitsor may even be created by-them. This is especially
true of the second. And they are multi-purposed. For instance,
games can be employed to introduce thoughts, opinions, and
principles in a very meinorable and dramatic fashion. Or, if,
used at the initial class meeting, they often help create an at-
mosphere 'of enquiry. By providing a common experience for
teacher and student both simulations and role-playing gene ate
a feeling of fellowship while supplying the means to "rais es-
tions and prpvide examples of different pints of view.7
ject can, therefore, be covered in a comprehensive man r not
otherwise attainable.

The Middle East is a field of study where such-til eavors
seem to have a tailor-made applicability. It is a region shrouded
in misconceptions; the connotatimis held by the vast majority
of Americans are, at best, anThiguous. Most possess little famil-
iarity with its history, traditions, and ways of *. Little wonder,
then, that students approach it with much cokfusion and mis-
Understanding. The popular image often sharply diverges from
reality When viewed from a different perspective.

Teachers seeking to develop a unit on this important area of
the world ar, as a result, Confronted with a formidable task:
Not only are many of the available educational materials on the
Middle Xastlexts, films, filmstrips, and so onof dubious,
value, but few instructors have much expertise in the field. Yet,
the need to include uni0 and coursespn this region, at both the
elementary and secondary levels, cannot be denied. And it is
here that games and role-playing can be of inestimable value. .

One of the most versatile simulations is STARPOWER. Not
surprisingly, it can be used very effectively to enlighten yowl&
people aboUt the Middle East. For example, though this area is
known as the 'cradle of civililation: its culture has been consid-
'ered 'inferior' to the West, primarily because of European col
onization and imperialism. Students may feel bewildered when
confronted with this turn of events. How could one culture
deriving, in the main, from the same, fount as its antagonist
have emerged superior when the two clashed? Especially giyen
the hostile environment faced by the invaders. The teacher -is

127
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thus presented with the dilemma of providing some easily com-
prehended answer to this conundrum. This is where STAR-
POWER comes in. .

Essentially, the game traces the development of a stratified
society cha.racterized by low mobility and is primarily concerned
with the use and abuse of power. However, its abstract nature
allows it to be adapted to more specific uses. Initially, all partic-
ipants possess equal status but chrough maniPulative trading
efforts three classes rapidly emerge. More to the point, a situ-
ation evolves which divides players into the `haves' and the `have.
nots.' This simulates quite accurately what occursin real life
giving students both the aCtual experience and understanding
to perceive how classes, racism, sexism, and other forms of
oppression may arise. It also demonstrates a likely response to
such an eventuality. STARPOWER usually ends with the mi-
nority group holFling the most power making such extremely
harsh demands on the middle and lower classes that they revolt.

Its relevance to the analysis of the European domination of
the Middle East is readily,apparent, though its lessons have al-
most universal applicability. Just how Europeans with their eco-
nomic and technological edge could confront residents of the
regionfamiliar with the environment and acting in defense of
their native landand dominffte them is aptly illustrated by the

stud
ts who through shrewd bargaining, cajolery, and the like,
the upper class. The dynamics of the process are, there-

clearly detailed in a fashion recognizable to most. And, as
the people of the Middle East sought, and are still seeking, to
rid themselves of what they considered to be intolerable foreign
control, so class members rebel against the unreasonable con-

. ditions imposed by their fellows. In this way, STARPOWER pro-
vi.cles pupils *ith a conceptual framework into which they can
place thq mass of information obtained elsewhere. It also ex-
plains the rationale behind colonialism and imperialisM not only4
in the Mig.dle East but in other area§ of the world as well.

As can be seen, simulations place students in situations anal-
ogous to those affecting the world of today. Through playing
they 'gain some Understanding, on a personal level, into the
workings of national and international society. This frequently
places the factual material in a more familiar context "giving it

1,2 &
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perspective and clarity, And while STARPOWER was used as
the example here, there are a number of games, which may be
used in conjunction with the study of the Middle East.

Role-playing fulfills similar needs. Again, the format can be
developed by the teacher. I have found the option presented
belowthal of a panel discussionto be a very effective means
of 'resenting content matter and 'demonstrating that on any
controversial issue a wide range of opinion exists. And that i-ight
or wrong is often determined more by one's viewpoint than an
objeCtive revieW of the facts.

The structure of the exercise is quite simple two opposite
sides of three people each debate the pros and cons of some
question. The member'S assume the identity of some historical
figure and are responsible for expressing.that person's opinion.
For instance, the Iranian hostage crisis, as noted above,, can be
the topic of discussionor the Palestinian issue, the Afghan
invasion, or the conflicting sides to the question of moderniza-
tion in the Middle East can provide the focus. On one side, the
Ayatollah, an Iranian student revolutionary, and Bani-Sadr ar-
gue in support of the taking and keeping,of the hostages. Op-
posing them could be President Carter, Queen, and Kissinger.
Any number of combinations can be used; the above are just
examples. The rest of the class can play the part of an inter-
national tribunal.

The debate proceeds with two opposing participants pre-
senting their respective beliefs. This is followed by a short ques-
tion and answer session during which time either panel mem-
bers or others can ask questions. Then, the next two speak and
so on. This allows students to ask relevant questions at appro-
priate times, rather than waiting to the end when the tone may
have changed or the inquiry forgotten. It also allows pupils to
digest the material step-by-step building to a comprehensive
whole. In this way, the particulars and the general issue can be
discussed and analyzed

One word of caution, since some members will be espousing
hostile opinions, it should be explicitly stated that these are not
their personal views but represent that of the character por-
trayed. In .addiion, each particillant should be reassured that
his or her grade is not dependent upon class reaction or on the
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position taken. The grading criticism-should rest on how effec-tively this stance was presented. Some characters, for instance,may stir much displeasure among the rest of the class thereby
reflecting their success in putting across their *message.

Hopefully, through the use of such exercises, students willcome to recognize that many problems should not be perceivedas black and white, right or wrong. Instead, the large gray area
which encompasses all phases of opinion, and the relativity ofright judged according to one's own background and experienceshoulfl be considered before making a final decision. And, of
course, the complexity of stich iss'ues will, as a result, be amplydemonstrated.

In conclusion, simulation games and role-playing exercises
can be extremely useful learning tools. They involve young peo-ple in decision:making activities and, acting as supplements
used in conjunction with other materials, help instill feelings of
understanding, symnthy, and empathy. They also aid in the
development of analYtical powers.. By making students think
and act, these efforts tremendously augment the process of ed-
ucation. They're fun", too.

Notes
I. Gary Shirts, Szmulauon: Gamo for Fourth Grade Through College (Del Mar,CA: Simile II), p. 8. This catalog includes descriptions of twenty-fourgames, of which eight appear to have particular applicability to the studyof the Middle East: GUNS OR BUTTER?, NAPOLI; STARPOWER (andits lower level counterpart, POWDERHORN),

CRISIS, THE TAG GAME,
RAFA' RAFA', and BAFA' BMA. The catalog itself is available from SimileII, Box 910, Del Mar, Californiii 92014.

2. lind.
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APPENDIX .

The Middle. East
Content Priority
Teaching Guide

by
Jerrold F.

A.s events in the Middle East in-
creasingly affect the lives of Americans, expinded interest ih
the Middle East is generated and educators are more frequently
called upon to provide courses or parts of courses focOsing onthis critical area. Even a well-informed teacher, however,.faces
unusual difficulties when planning course content. Unfortu-
nately, the majority of school social studies textbooks concen-trate on 'the ancient Middle Elast and generally provide onlyslight, often inaccurate, information about the culture and his-tory of this area since then.

Both the difficulty of.finding_suitable sources of information
and of representing very different cultures in the classroom foryoung students create very considerable problems for a high
school social studies teacher offering a course or course unit on
the Middle East. More and better information about the Middle
East is now generally ai,ailable than was the case until' recently,
but the observation that there is a paucity of good textbooks for
secondary level students, documented in the Middle East Stud-
ies Association's The Image of the Middle East in Secondary Schoot
Textbooks (19'75), still holds true. The MjdrRe East Resource Guide,
companion to-this Guide, issued earliet this year, is intended to'provide guidance to users of films a d lmstrips in particular.
Other listings and evaluations, especia'llyithose being produced001

tol"
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by various Out Reach programs at university Middle East study
centers, will further help point the way to the better materials,
which have been produced.

More challenging than the difficultyoif finding and obtaining
suitable teaching materials is the problem of how to present to
young students, almOst entirely lacking in previous familiarity
with the area under study, a meaningful sense of very different
cultures, their religion, history and social value's. This is com-
pounded by the fact that few teachers have had any significant
formal training in Middle East area studies. Such an absence of
student and teacher background in an inherently complex and
difficult subject makes it yet harder to 'counteract the shallow
perceptions and simplistic stereotype§ which persist. This is true
with reference to all the peoples and cultures of the Middle
East. If particular stress is placed on acquiring an appreciation
of Arab-Islamic culture, it reflectS not only the importance to
Americans of doing sofor a variety of reasons-,---but also the
need to overcome a persistent legacy of misunderstanding and
ignorance. The Guide seeks to assist teachers by suggesting those
topics essential to an understanding of the subject and by di-

- recting them to readihgs and other teaching materials besTit-
ed to Providing impdetant information and insights.

The Content Priority.Teaching Guide is intended noi to provide
lesson plans but to offer suggestions as to essential elements, as
tested in the classroom, which should be included in courses
examining the Middle East. It addresses specifically the need
for guidance as to what can most profitably be included in
courses or course units, for which widely varying amounts of
time are available. Hence the Guide is divided into four self-
contained parts, strupured to cover 3, 6, 9 and 18 weeks.

Each part begins with a section on geography, proceeding to
cover history, politiCs and economics as a unit, then religion and,
finally, various aspects.of life in Middle Eastern societies. Em-
phasis, in the first section, is placed upon acquiring a grasp of
both the physical and social geography of the Middle East as a
foundation for subsequent learning. Teachers are directed to
some of the better aN;ailable maps and atlases. Films and film-
strips will be a useful supplement in portraying lands and peo-

'' ples.
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The section deahng with history, politics and economics lays
stress on communicating a sense of how current issues and
problems have deVeloped from the historical pattern of events.
Thus, for example, the rise of Arab and Jewish nationalism is
proposed for discussion, together with a consideration of rele-
vant international factors, as a context for discussing the Arab-
Israeli conflict.

I t is proposed, that religion be approached so as to include
topics for discussion which will promote an understanding that
goes beyond stereotypes and .a simplistic description of ritual
and theological precepts. Islam is compared and contrasted with
Judaisni and Christianity to suggest shared perceptions and
values as well as differences. In the longer units (9 and 18 weeks)
topics are includea which relate religion to contemporary po-
litical, social and economic issues.

The last section of the Guide, titled "Life in Middle Eastern
Societies," suggests a variety of topics for discussion designed to
proN.ride insights into elements of similarity and difference in
the basic human condition of Americans and peopl o the
Middle East. Such subjects as the place of the fami in society,
roles of men and womeh, the impact of modern ation on so-
ciety and the problem of intercultural commu cation are in-
cluded.

The Middle East Institute Content Priority Teaching Guide reflects
several years of experience in presenting the Middle East to a
high school social studies class as well as numerous exchanges
of information and viewpoints with fellow secondary level teach-
ers and with university scholars, including heads of OutReach
activities programs. It is hoped that both the attempt to incor-
porate in the Guide insights obtained from these several sources
and the flexibility in the approach to the problem of varied
teaching schedules will make this a useful tool for social studies
teachers. It is A first effort, designed to fill a particular need
suggested by classroom experienCe. If the `Guide enables greater
numbers of secondary level instructors to present the Middle
East more effectively to their students and, thereby, to stimulate
the interest of more rung people in an increasingly important
part of the world, then its purpose will have been well served.

133
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THE MIDDLE EAST

CONTENT PRIORITY TEACHING GUIDELINES
THREE WEEK UNIT

A. GEOGRAPHY
c

Unit includes: .
N

1. Outline maps. wIlich may be copied. The two part series,
'entitled The Twentieth Century Middle East, includes maps
of North Africa and those aredconsidered to be part of
the traditionaD Middle East; a map of the territory in-
volved in th'e Arab-Israeli conflict is also provided.

2: Students should be prepared to locate and label the fok
lowing 9n a blank outline map of the, Middle East:
a. All countrieS ot the Middle East.
b. Capitalg and other important cities.
c. Points of geo-political importance.
d. Religious centers.
e. Major oil fields.
f. Bodiesiof water.

4 g. Deserts..,,

h. Areas of the Ar,ab-Israeli conflict.

B. HISTORY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS
Unit includes:
1. .The areas occupied by early Middle Eastern empires,

e.g., Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Roman, Arab and Otto-
man.

: 2. Arab contributions to civilization, .e.g., as innovatOrs in
medicine and architecture, and as transmitters of know!-
edge from ancient times,* ("The Arch, Zero and the
Orange")

3. Review of Middle East history in this century with em-
phasis on the collapse of the ,Ottoman Empire, the post-
World Wail period Of colonial occupation, Arab nation-
alism, pan-.Arabism, Zionism, World War II and the post-
war period, the developtnent of independence move-
ments and the establishment of independent nations in

*Source materials to which :
reference is made in the text
are found under correspond-
ing section headings in
"Sources."

1:3 'I
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the Middle East. ("From World Empire to Modern Nal=
tions," "Exile and Homecoming" and "The Arab World")

4. The establishment of Israel and a review of Arab and.
- Israeli positions regarding the legitimacy of Israel; the

roots of the Arab-Israeli conflict, with emphasis on de-,
veloping an appreciation for the geography of the regidh
and the causes and effects of the Arab-Israeli wars of
1948, 1956, 1967 and 1973 as well as current efforts to
establish peace in the iregion., (The Middle East: The Israeli
Experience)

5. Positions held by the involved 'parties regarding the Pal-
estinian claim to a homeland akd their conflicting his-
torical claims regarding the Holy Land.

C. .RELIGION
Unit includes:
1. An examination of the Five Pillars of Islam (Profession

of faith, prayer, charity, fasting and pilgrimage}. (The Rise
of Islam, Patterns of Beauty)

2., The role of Islam in the contemporary Middle East.
3. The basic tenets of Christianity and Judaism.
4. A review of the location and a discussion olthe religious

significance of Mecca and Medina to Islam, and of Je-
rusalem to Islam, Christianity and Judaism.

5. The similarities and differences among Christianity, Is-
lam and Judaism, e.g., monotheism, concepts of good
and evil, forgiveness, life after death, holy books, the role
of Christ, and dietary prohibitions. (The Great Islamic Em-
pires). Note nd discuss' the degree of ignorance in the
West about Islam, in part due to a general unfamiliarity
with the area and its languages, and the persistence of
cultural, e,thnic and religious prejudice. Emphasize that
what we hate in common should make us much more
understanding of each other.

6. 'Some common stereotypes and misconceptions Ameri-
cans have concerning Islam, e.g., that Muhammad was
divine, that Islam is a polytheistic faith, that Islam has,
through history, practicegintolerance and cruelty toward
Christianity and Judaism, that Muslims are idolatorsand.
heathens.

1 :35
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D. LIFE IN MIDDLE EASTERN SOCIETIES
Unit includes:
1. A definition and description of nomadic, peasant

urban life. ("The Bedouins," ``An Egyptian Village" and
"Cairo-the New City and the Old"; "Egypt: Balancing Its
Past and Future," "Cairo: Restless Center of the Arab
World") A brief examination of the bonds that link Arabs
together, as well as the factors contributing to disputes
among Arab states and between the Arabs and their
neighbors.

2. Customs, traditiops and their origins with re erence to'
courtship, marriage, monogamy and polygam child-
bearing and the role of women. Emphasize the r le of
the extended family in Middle Eastern societies and the
importance of the reputation of thermilyasirfe in
the conduct of human affairs.

3. Selected stereotypes applied to Arabs by many Ameri-
cans and other Westerners.

4. Contrast some of the major differences characterizing
modes 'of existence in the Arab world, Turkey, Israel and
Iran.

5. The role of the city in the life f the Middl East.

THE MIDDLE EAST

CONTENT PRIORITY
SIX WEEK UNIT

A. GEOGR; Y

Uni ncludes:
1. Outline maps which may be a:Tied. The two part series,

entitled The Twentieth Century Middle East, includes maps
of North Africa and those areas considered to be part of
the traditional Middle East; a map of the territory in-
volved in the Arab-Israeli conflict is also provided.

2. Students should be prepared to locate and label the fol-
lowing on a blank outline map of the Middle East:
a.. All countries of the Middle East.
b. Capitals anti other important cities.
c. Population concentrations: What are the factors con-

tributing to the development of the Nile Valley, the
Fertile Crescent, the North African coastal area?

G GUIDELINES
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d. Points of geo-political importance.
e. Religious centers.
f. _Oil fields.
g. Bodies'of water.
h. Deserts
i. Areas of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

B. HISTORY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS
Unit includes:r
1. Early Middle Xastern empires, e.g., Egyptian, Persian,

Greek, Roman, Arab, Byzantine and Ottoman.
2. Arab Contributions to civilization,-e.g., as innovators in

medicine and architecture and as transmitters of knowl-
edge from ancient times of astronomy, chemistry, math-
ematics and navigation. ("The Arch, Zero and the Or-
ange")

3. Middle East history in this century, with einphasis on the
collapse of the ottoman Empire, the post-World War I
period of colonial occupationz Atab nationalism (to in-
clude the impact of Europein nationalism and democ-
racy on the growth of Arab nationalism), pan-Arabism,
Zionism, World War II and the post-war period, the de-
velopment of independence movernents, wars of national
liberation, the establishnient of independent nations in
the area, foreign economic domination and the reaction
of Middle Eastern nations ari'd the role of religion in their
dämestic and foreign policy. ("From World Empire to
Modern Nations," "Exile and Homecoming" and "The
Arab World")

4. The establighment of Israel and a rdview Of Arab mild
Israeli positions regarding the legitimacy of Israel; the
roots of the Arab-Israeli conflict, with emphasis on de-
veroping an appreciation for the geography of the re-
gion, the causes and effects of the Arab-Israeli Wars of
1948, 1956, 1967 sand 1973, as well as current efforts to
establish peace in the region. (The Middle East: The Israeli
Experience)

5. The positions held by the involved parties regarding the
Palestinian claim to a homeland, and the zonflitting his--
torical stands regarding the Holy Land.

,
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6. The location of Palestinian towns in Israel and refugee
camps and towns in the occupied territories and in neigh:
boring Arab states. Examine the history, motivation,
methods, policies and plans for the future of the Pales-
tine Liberation Organization (PLO). Survey the percep-
dons of the PLO and the Palestinians held by Israel, the .

United States, Arab states, and a number of selected
mentbers of the United Nations.

7. Review of current irhportant perSonalities.

C. RELIGION
, Unit includes:

1. An examination of the Five Pillars of Islam (Profession
Of faith, prayer, charity, fasting and pilgrimage). (The Rise
o Islam, Patterns of Beauty)
-

2. The-role of Islam in the contempprary Middle East.
3. The basic tenets of Christianity and Judaism.
4. A rtview of the location and a discussion of the religious

'signific'ance of Mecca and Medina to Islam, and of Je-
rusalem to Islam,..Christianity and Judaism.

5.: The similarities and differences among Christianity, Is-
lam andoJudaism, e.g., monoiheism, concepts Of goo'd
and evil, forgireness, life after-death, holy books, the role
of Christ and dietary prohibitiong. (The Great Islamic Em-
pires) Note and discus's the degree of ignorance,in the
West about Islam, in part due to general unfamiliarity
with the area and its languageS, and the persistence Of
cultural, ethnic and religious prejudice. Emphasize that
what we have in common should niake us more under-
standing of each other.

6. Some common stereotypes and misconceptions Ameri-
cans have concerning IslaM, e.g.; that Muhammad was
divine, that Islam is a polytheistic faith, that Islam has,
through historY, kacticed cruelty and intolerance toward
Christianity and Judaism, that Muslimsare idolators and
heathens.

D. LIFE IN MIDDLE EASTERN SOCIETIES
Unit includes: .

1. A definition and description of nomadic, peasant, urban
as well as Bedouin contributions to ArabAkilture. A brief

\
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examination of the .bonds that link Arabs together and,
the factors contributing to disputes among Arab states
and between the Arabs and their neighbors.

2. The role of the city in the life of the Middle East and
review of the population concentrations in various areas
of the Middle East.

3. Customs and traditions and their originSswith reference
to courtship, marriage, monogamy and polygamy, child-
bearing and the role of women. Emphasize the role of
the extended family in Middle Eastern societies and the
importance of the reputation of the fainily as a force in
the conduct of human affairs.

4. Examination *elected stereotypes applied to Arabs by
many' Americans and other Westerners.

5. Contrast some of the differing modes of existencepin the
Arab world, Turkey,,Israel and Iran.

6. An examination of life in contemporary Israeli society
and the effects of Israel's historical development on its
people.

CONTENT PRIORITY TEACHING GUIDELINES
NINE WEEK UNIT

A. GEOGRAPgY
Unit includes:
1. Outline maps which may be copied (Annex A). The two

ts,part series, entitled The Twentieth Century Middle East, in-
cludes maps of North Africa and those areas considered
to be part of the taditional Middle East; a map of the
territory involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict is also pro-
vided.

2. Students should be prepared to locate and label the fol-
lowing on .4 blank outline map of the Middle East:
a. All couhtries of the Middle East.
b. Capitals and other important cities.
c. Population concentrations: What are the factors cdn-

tributing to the developfnent of the Nile Valley, ,the
Fertile Crescent, the North African coastal area?

139
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d. Points-of geO-political importance.'
e. Religious centers.
f. Oil fields.
g. Bodies of water.
h. Deserts.
f. Areas of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

B. ;HISTORY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS
Unit includes:
1. Early Middle Eastern empires, e.g., Egyptian, Persian,

Greek, ,Roman, Byzantine, Arab -and Ottoman. Intro-
duce map exercises demonstrating the extent, and dura-
tion of each empire. ("Rise -of Islam; "From Mecca to
Baghdad" and "The Great Islamic Empires")
A detailed examinatiOn and listing of Arab contributions
to civiliiation, e.g., as innovators in medicine and archi-
tecture and as transmitters of knowledge from ancient
times of astronomy, chemistry, mathematics and naviga-
tion. (Ibid.) An examination of the reasons why Western
Civilization has generally minimized or ignored the gen-
ius of Ai-ab civilization.

S. Middle Eastern history in this century, with emphasis on
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the post-World War
I period of colonial occupation of much of the Middle
East, Aiab nationalism to include the impact of European
nationalism and democracy on the growth of Arab na-
tionalisih, pan-Arabism, Zionism, World War II and the'
post-war period, the development of independent na-
tions in the area, foreign economic domination and the
reaction of Middle Eastern nations to this situation and
the role of religion in their domestic and foreign policy.
("From World Empire to Modern Nations," "Exile and
Homecoming" and "The Arab World")

4. The history of Zionismand the experiences of Jews and
Christians in Arab lands; the treavent ofEuropean Jews
before and during the Nazi period; the, post-World War
II period of JeWish immigration to Palestine and world
opinion:concerning the plight of the Jews and U.S. policy

1 J 0,0
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toward the establishment of a Jewish state. Examine the -

establishment of the state of Israel and review Arab and
Israeli positions regarding its legitimacy. Revitw the roots
orthe Arab-Israeli conflict, with emphasis on developing
an appreciation for the geography of theregion and the .
causes and effects of the Arab-Israeli wars of 1948, 1956,
1967 and 1973, as well as current efforts to establish
peace in the region. (The Middle East: The Israeli Experi-
ence)

5. The Palestinian claim to a homeland and the conflicting
historical claims, to the Holy Land put forward by Pa/-
estinians and Israelis.

. 6. The loCation of Paleitinian towns in Israel and refugee
camps and towns in the occupied territories and in neigh-
boring Arab States; The history, motivation, methods,
policies and plans kor the future of the Palestine Liber-
ation Organization (PLO). Survey the perceptions of the
PLO and of the Palestiniani held by Israel, the United
States, Arab States and a number of selected numbers of
the United Nations.

C. RELIGION
Unit includes:
1. The Five Pillars of Islam (profession of faith, prayer,

charity, fasting and pilgrimage). (The Rise of Islam, "The
Prophet, the C'onquest and the Culture")

2. The role of Islam in the contemporary Middle East.
3. The role of the pilgrimage (Hajj) as a unifying factor in

the Middle East.
4. Viewing and studying some examples of Islamic art as

seen in the traditional architecture and interior decoia
tion of mosques. (The Gift of Islam)

5. The basic tents of-Christianity and Judaism.
6. Review of the locatiorvand religious importance of Mecca

and Medina to Islam, and of Jerusalem to Islam, Chris-
tianity and Judaism. Note the similarities and differences
among Christianity, Islam and Judaism, e.g., monothe-
ism, concepts of good and evil, forgiveness, life, after
death, holy books, the role of Christ and dietary prohi-,,

1:1
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hitions. (The Great Islamic' Em-Pires) Note and discuss the
degree of ignorance in the West about Islam, in part due
to genefal unfamiliarity with the area and its languages,
and thepersistence of cultural, ethnic and religious prej-
udice. Emphasize that what we have in iommon should
make us much more understanding of each other.

7. -Some common stereotypes and misconceptions Ameri-
cans have concerning Islam, e.g., that Muhammad was
divine, that Islam is a polytheistic faith, that Islam has,
through history, practiced cruelty and intolerance toward
Christianity and Judaism, that Muslims are iiiolators and
heathens.

D. LIFE IN MIDDLE EASTERN SOCIETIES
Unit includes:
1. A ,definition ancl descriptiOn of nomadic, peasant and

urban life. ("The Bedouins," "An Egyptian Village" and
"Cairo---:the New City and the Old"; "Egypt: Balancing
Its Past and Vuture; "Cairo: Restless Center of the Arab
Woild") An examination of the hands that link Arabs, as
well as some of the factors contributiN to disputes
ainong Arab states and between the Arabs and their
neighbors. Discuss Bedouinlife and its contributions to.
Arab culture. Note the benefits, responsibilities and dif-
ficulties of membership in a Bedouin society.

2. The role of the city in the life of the Middle East and a
review of the development of population concentrations
in its various areas. Compare and contrast Middle East-
ern urban life with that of an American city; for instance;-
compare Cairo and Chicago.

3. Customs and traditions and their origins with reference
to courtihip, marriage, monogamy and polygamy, child-
bearing and the role of women. Emphasize the role of
the 9tended family in Middle Eastern societies and the
importance of the reputation of the family as a force, in
the eonduct of human affairs. Examine 'change in the
area-midi special emphasis on the changing role of wom-
en, the effects of modernization on traditional styles and
Values, the impact of western-educated Middle Eastern-
ers on their societies when they return home, and the

1,
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potential for unrest that may occur in nations,that fail to
provide opportunities for the ever-increasing number of
better educated citizens entering the work force. ("Mod-
ern Women of Syria," Transition Generation: A Third World
Problem) Review some of the major' differences between
the role of the family in the traditional MiddIe,East and

,in the United States. Compare and contrast the djfferent
,roles of men and women in the traditional Mitidle East
and in the United,States.

4. Display and discussion of examples of Middle Eastern
ceramics, metalwork, jewelry, rugs, calligraphy and ar-
chitecture.

5. Selected stereotypes of Arabs commonly held by many
- Americans and other Westerners.

6. Some. of the differing modes of existence in the Arab
world, Turkey, Israel and Iran.

7. Life in contemporary Israeli sOciety and the effects of
hirtorical development on its, people.

CONTENT PRIORITY TEACHING GUIDELINES
NINE WEEK UNIT

A. GEOGRAPHY
Unit includes:
1: Outline maps which may be copied. The two part series,

entitled The Twentieth Century Middle East, includes maps
of North Africa and those areas considered to be part of
the traditional Middle East; a map of the territory in-
volved in the Arab-Israeli conflict is also provided.

2. Students should be prepared to locate and label the fol-
lowing on a blank outline map of the Middle East:
a. All countries of the Middle East.
b. Capitals-and other imPortant cities.
c.. Population concentrations: What are the factors con-

tributing to the development of the Nile Valley, the
Fertile Crescent, the North African coastal area?

d. The extent of Arab civilization.
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e. Points of geo-political importance.
f. Religious centers.
g. Oil fields and refineries.
h. 'Bodies of water.
i. Deserts.
j. Agricultural zones and products.
k. Areas of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
1. Areas of military-strategic significance.

3. Each country presented in outline on a blackboard or in,-
transparencies with a listing of important cities, indus-
trial products, agricultural regions, current political ori-
entation and leadership, colonial experience and foreign
affairs. Locations of ancient ruins of historical and ar-
cheological imPortance may also be discussed.

B. HISTORY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS
Unit includes:
I. Early Middle Eastern empires,. e.g., Egyptian, Persian,

Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Arab and Ottoman. Intro-
duce map exercises demonstrating the extent and dura-
tion of each empire. ("Rise of Islam," "From MecCa to
Baghdad" and "The Great Islamic Empires")

2. Arab contributionS to civilization, e.g., as innovators in
medicine and architecture and as transmitters of knowl-
edge-ffom ancient times of astronomy, chemistry, math-
ematics and navigation. ("The Arch, Zero ncl- the Or-
ange"; "Rise of Islam," "From Mecca to Baghdad" and
"The Great Islamic Empires") 'Contrast the state of med-
ical knowledge in the twelfth centuri in the Arab world
with that of the twelfth, sixteenth and eighteenth cen-
turies in Europe. Review a number of current high school
world history civilization textbooks to determine how ac-

.. curate and adequate an examination of history and con-
tributions of the Arab world is provided. ("Knowledge of
tile World").

3. Middle East history in this century With emphasis on the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the post-World War I
periOd of colonial occupation of much of the Middle
East, Arab nationalism to include the impact of European
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nationalism and democracy on the growth of Arab na-.
tionalism, pan-Arabism, Zionism, World War II and thepost-war period, the development of independentemovements, wars of national liberation, the establish.:ment of independent nations in the area, foreign eco-nOmie domination and the reaction of Middle Easternnations to this situaiion and the role of religion in theirdomestic and foreign policy. .

4. The History of Zionism and the experience of Jews andChriitians in Arablands; the treatment of European Jews
before and during the Nazi pgriod, the post-World WarII period of Jewish iminigrati6ft to Palestine, world opin-ion concerning the plight of the Jews and U.S. policytoward the establishment of the state of Israel and reviewrpots of the Arab-Israeli conflict, with emphasis on de-veloping an appreciation for the geography of the regionand the causes and effects of the Arab-Israeli wars of1948, 1956, 1967 and 1973. Evaluate current efforts, toestablish peace in the region. (The Middle Ea.st: The IsraeliExperience),

Life in Israel and the Arab world, emphasizing govern-Mental structure, economic systems, agriCulture, indus-try, relations with the United States and the civil rightsof minorities.
6. The positions held by the involved parties regarding the .Palestinian ,claim to a homeland, and the conflicting his-torical ciaims io the Holy Land.
7 . Location of palestinian towns in Israel and refugee campsand tOwns in the occupied territories and in neighboring

Arab states. Examine the history, motivation, methods,policies and plans for the future of the Palestine Liber-/ ation Organization (PLO). Survey the perceptions of thePLO and the Palestinians held by -Israel, the UnitedStates, Arab states and a number of selected members, ofthe United Nations.
8.. History offoreigmpresence in the Middle East, includingthe colonial relationship between France and Algeria and

between England and Egypt; further, examine the eco-'
nomic-military relationship between,Saudi Arabia, Iran,
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Israel and the United States, and between Egypt and the
Soviet Union and the United States.

9. Political and economic effects of modernization on Mid-
dle Eastern 'nations, including a detailed examination of
statistics showing crude petroleum reserves, new discov-
eries:production', consumer demand and changes in in-
come over the past ten years.

C. RELIGION
Unit includes:

i. The Five Pillars of Islam (professio. n of faith, prayer,.
charity, fasting and pilgrimage). (The' Rile of Islam and
"The Prophet, the Conquest and the Culture")

2. Thg role of Islam in the contemporary Middle East.
3. The role of the pilgrimage (Hall) as a unifying factor in

the Middle East.
4, The life oyie Prophet Muhanitnad and the expansion

of Islam and its relationship to conquered peoples of
monotheistic and polytheistic faiths. (From Mecca to
Ifaghdad)

.-
5. Study portions of The Holy Quran, discussing its'role as

a moral guide for Muslims. RevieW its influence on'ed-
ucation and the legal code.

6. The basic tenets of Christianity and Jiiclaism. Note sim-
ilarities and differences among Christianity, Islam and
Judaism, e.g., monotheism, concepts-of good and evil,
forgiveness, life after death; holy books, the role of
Christ and dietary ptohibitions. (The Great Islamic Em-
pires) Note and diScuss the degree of ignorance in the
West about Islam, in part due to "a widespread lack, of
familiarity with the area and its languagei,and the per-
sigtence of cultural, ethnic and religious prejudice. Ein-
phasize that w,hat we have in 'conimon should make us
much more understanding of each other.

7. Some common stereotype's and miscoticeptions Amer-
icans have concerning Islam, e.g., that Muhammad was
.divine,. that Islam is a polytheistic faith, that Islam has,
through histoiy, practiced curelty and intolerance to-
ward Christianity and Judaism, that Muslims are ido-
lasors and heathens.
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8. Islam in the twentieth century: the effects of modern-
ization on Islam and the effects of IslAm on moderni-
zation in the Middle ,East. (From World Empire to Modern
Nations)

9. A review of the.location and a discussion of the religious
importance of Mecca and Medina to Islam, and of
rusalem to Islam, Christianity and Judaism. -

10. The influence, of Islamic philosophy on architecture,
design, color and artistic creativity. (The Gift of Islam,
Pattern of Beauty, The Great Islamic Empires) Examine
some exampls of Islamic art illustrated in the tradi-
tiOnal architecture and interior decoration of mosques.
(The Gift of Islam)

D. LIFE IN MIDDLE EASTERN SOCIETIES
Unit includes:
1. A definition and description of nomadic, peasant andurban life. ("The Bedouins," "An Egyptian Village" and

"Cairo-the New Cif); and the Old"; "Egypt: BalancingIts Past and Future' and "Cairo: Restless Center of the
Arab World") An examination of the common bondsthat link Arabs, as well as some of the ,factors contrib-uting to disputes among Arab states and between the
Arabs and their neighbors. Discuss Bedouin life and its
contributions to Arab culture. Note the benefits, re-
sponsibilities and difficulties of membership on a Be-'
douin societ. Discuss examples of struggle for national
self-determination such as those of the Kurds and the
Palestinians.

2. The role of the city' in the life of the Middle East and
review of the development of population concentrationsin its various areas.'Compare and contrast Middle East-ern urban life with that of an American .city; for in-
stance, compare Cairo and Chicagof Examine and con-
trast life sytlesin various Middle Eastern cities such asCairo, Jerusalem, Tehran, Tunis, Benghazi, Aswan arta-Tel Aviv.

3. The various ethnic and linguistic groups found in thearea.

1 4,
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4. Customs and &aditicms and their origins, with refer-
ence to &mrtship, marriage, monogamy and polygamy,
childbearing and the role of the Women. Emphasize the
role of the extended family in, Middle Easiern sQcieties
and the importance of the reputation of the family as
a force in the conduct of human affairs, Ekamine
change in the area With special emphasis on the chang-

, ing role of women, the effects of modernization on tra-
ditional styles and values, the impaCr of western-edu-
cated Middle Easterners on their societies when they
return home, ancrthe potential for unrest that may oc-
cur in nations that fail to provide opportunities for the
ever-increasing number of better educated citizens en-
tering the work force. ("Modern Women of Syria"; Tran-
sition Generation: A Third World Problem) Review some of
the major differences between the role of the family in
the traditional Middle East and In the United States.
Compare and contrast the different roles of men and
women in the traditional Middle east and in the United
States.

5. Some of the differing modes of existence in the Arab
world,Turkey, Israel and Iran.

6. Life in contemporary Israeli society .aticl the effects of
Israel's historical development on its people.

7 . Selected stereotypes of Arabs commonly held by many
Americans' and other Westerners.

8. Examine the question, "Why, does western civilization
fail to recognize adequately the great contributions of
the Arabs to civilization?" The following questions can
motivate discussions and elidt answer* to the above
question:
a. Do we tena to be more interested in Europe betause

that is where most -of us trace olur heritage?
b. Does our inability to communicate effectively through

language limit our understanding of a different cul-
ture? ,

c. Did the break in contact with the Arab world make
us ignore or forget the ,advances of Islamic civiliza-
tion?

r
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9. Discussion of moderntxzation in Middle Eastern'
,s'ocieties

should include:
a. Increased income and rising expectation.
b. Improved and exiended education.
c. Backlash against modernization and/or westerniza-tion.
d. The changing role of women.
e. Industrialization.
f. Communications.
g. Urban congestion and overtaxing public services andutilities.
h. Modernizatibn plans in different Middle Eastern

-states such as Israel, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia andLibya.
i. Military strength and great power relationhips.

10. Display and discussion of examples of Middle Eastern
ceramics, metalwork, jewelry, rugs, calligraphy and ar-
chitecture. ("Patterns of Beauty" and "The Gift s-lam")

11. Investigation of various Middle Eastern foo , contrast-ing the ingredients, methods of preparat on,. and nu-
tritional value with the ncirmal American diet.
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